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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Participanls

e) identify and describe the various fisheries and envi
ronmental management objectives and examine
options for cOrUmon measures;

. Bailey, Roger ,
Bergman, Magda
Berthou, Patrick

,Bj",rge, Arne (part-time)
Cramer, Sandra
Daan, Niels

, 'Garthe, Stefan
Gislason, Henrik (Chairman)
Greenstreet, Simon
Groot de, Bels
Hall, Steve
Hallbäck, Hans
Hamon, Dominique ,
Hopkins, Chris.
Lindeboom, Han
Mellergaard, Stig (part-time)
Morgan, Joanne
Pawlak, Janet (part-time)
Pope, JolID G. .
Rees, Hul>ei-t L.
Rice, Jake .
Richardson, Katherine (part-time)
Rowell, Terry
Spencer, Brian
Tasker, Mark,
ZevenbOcim, WanWi

UK
Netherlands

, Frarlce
Norway
Netherlands
Netherlands
GerrrulnY
Denmark'
UK
Netherlands

'UK
Sweden
France
Norn'ay
Netherlands
Denmark

. Canada
ICES
UK
UK
Canada
Denmark
Canada
UK
UK
Netherlands

t) prepare a three-page summary of the findings v,hich
may l>e used as a component of the 1993 Quality
Status Report on the North Sea environment;

g) submit a written report to the Consultative CorUrnit
tee, ACFM; and ACMP which may serve as cl back
ground document to the summary.

Ecosystem changes may ~ described and qUantified in
a variety of.ways. In this report, we have focused on
descnbing changes mthe abundaIice of individual

, species. However, we do recogTIize thai for benthos, in
particular, the pniciical problems involved izi describing
changes at the population level are large, due to the
IlUmerous species. In some cases, community properties
have, therefore, been considered.

The effects of fishing activities may occur at several
levels of spatial scale. At its previoüs meeting; the Stildy
Group decided to consider'three levels ~ targets: local,
North Sea Task Force Areas (Figure I) and North Sea
wide. Because this report is going to serve as the
backgroUnd for a holistie assessment of the effects of
fishing activities in the 1993, Quality status Report, most
effort has beeri init into describing the effects on a North
Sea wide scale.

1.2 Terms of Reference arid Scope of Work

,The Study Group on Ecosystem Effects of Fishing
Activities met at ICES Headquarters from 7-14 April

, with the following termS of reference:

a) describe, 8s far as pOssible, the present direct
impacts of fishing practices in terms of physical
disturbance of the sea bed, mortality of target and
non-target species inchiding non-eatch mortality,
discarding and production of offal, and lost fishing
gear and other fisheries-generated litter;

b) compare, v,'here praeticable, the impacts of fishing
activities on the marine ecosystem with the impacts
of other anthropogenie activities iri terms of type and
scale;

e) describe the historie trends in fishing effort, type of
fishing, and abumlance of fish and other organism;

d) identify and describe long-term eff~is of fishing on
the North sei ecosystem and describe, aS far as
practicable, how historie trends in abumlance of fish
and other organismS relate to fishirig arid other
factors;

In afew cases, however, much of the North Sea popula
tion of a species maybe restricted to a smaller area. In
these instances, the effects of fishing may have a signifi
cant effect on the total population. These cases are
addressed as far as possible in the reix)rt.

In other c8.ses, particularly in eoastal zones, fishing
events may have large, but very local effeets. These
cases ean be important for local subpOpulations, but
cannot be shov,n to have signifieant population impacts
at the scale of the North Sea, orten due to a lack of
research. When such events are thought to be representa
tive of a Wider area, they are highlighted iri the report,
even though the amount ofdata does not allow aquantifi
cation of the impact for the entire North Sea population.

... ' • 0

2 SUMMARY FOR NSTF

On the basis of the concern expresSed bY the North Sea
Task Force regarding the impact of the fishing industry
on the North Sea ecosystem arid the subsequent request
by the Third International Conference on the Protection
of the North Sea that the NSTF address this issue in the
1993 Quality Status Report, ICES established the Study
Group OIi Ecosystem Effects of Fishing AcHvities to
review and re(>orl on this issue. This extended sui:nmary



describes the rnain findirigs of the Study Group. The fu1l
report of the Study Group will be available in September
1992.

Introduction

Ecosyslem effects of fishing activities may occur at all
scales of space arid time. AIthough a clear distinction
between local, regional arid North Sea-wide effects
cannot always be made, the global approach taken in this
report is inappropriate for. consideration of some more
local ecosystem effects, both of fishing and other human
activities, v.hich will be considered in regional reports.

Fishenes exploit species a~ainst the background of a
variable environment which is a major source of peitUr~

bation to the system. The effects fisheries cimse should
. thus Oe viewed aS one of several anthropogenie iriterae

tions in a non-equilibnum system.

Fishing has a number of direct effects:

a) ,It causes mortality on the targetrish ami incidentally
on other biota;

b) It lTlakes food availabie to other species in the eco~
system by i) discarding unwarited catch of fish and
benthos, ii) discarding wastes, and/or iii) by killing
or damaging animals in the path of the gellt dunng
iis deployment; .

, ,

,.c) It distUrbs the seabed by the action of some fishirig
gears; arid

d) It generales litter composed of lost or dllmpoo gear
as weil as other, non-specific, debns.

These direct effects in turn Carl lead to indirect effects
such as the modification of predator-prey relationships,
thereby chariging the flow of energy through parts of the
syslem. They can also lead to the modification of habi
tats..

Ternpoi-aI trends in' rishing ami marine bi~ta in the
North Sea

Fishing inthe North s~ has a long history (see Table
3.3.2); some significant techrlical developinents took
pIace by the end of the Nineteenth Century. and the pace
of innovation has aecelerated since then.

,
Time-se'ries data on total catches by species are available
from the begimling of the centUry onwards. Total catch
increased gradually from 1 million tonnes around 1900
to 2 nullion tonnes around 1960 (see Figure 3.1.2.a).
During the 1960s, the catch increased steeplY to 4 inil
!ion tonnes, f01l0wOO by a gradual decline to around 2.5
million tonnes in recent years. The catch of major fish

2

categöries (e.g.; pelagie, roundfish, flatfish, industrial)
has been rather more variable (see Figiue 3.1.2.b).
Roundfish catches increased significantly in the 1960s, an
inerease that is generally referred to as the "gadoid
outburst", follo\\'ed by a gradual dedine smce 1970.
Pelagic fish catches decre3sed sharply after ahout 1970,
while indllstrial fish catches increased at ahout the same
time. More recently, some pelagic fish catches have
incre3sed, some rOllndfish catches have decreased to their
lowest levels in the past 30 years, v.hile induStrial
eatches have heen maintained, albdt with major changes
in species compOsition.

Fish catches depend both on fish abundance arid on the
intensity of fishing. Estimates of fish aburidänce for a
number of fish species have become available during the
past 40 years, and time series of these are sho\\n in the
rePorts of the lCES Advisory Cominittee on Fishery
Management.

The development of the intensity of fishing, expressed as
fishing mortality rate, for a number of important North
Sea stocks is shov.n in Figures 3.3.3.1 to 3.3.3.4.
Fishing pressure has generally incrca...ed over the iast
century. Forsome stocks, notably haddock, exploitation
has heen high since the early part of this century.

Time-senes data for number of seabirds go back to the
beginning of the century and show,large increases for

'many species (see Figure 3.1.5). Same specieS have,
ho';"ever, sho\\n declines over the last 15 years (see
Table 3.1.1). Time-series data exist for commonand
grey seals since 1965 arid show that seal numOers
increased until 1988, but then common seal numbers
decliried shaq,ly owing to the ph6cine distemper .epi
demic (see Figure 3.1.6). For cetaceans. the trends iri
abunwmce are far less certain. However, the available
evidence suggestS thit. declines have occurred in por
poises in the southern North Sea since World War Il and

, in bottle-nosed dolphins over the last centurjr. No appro
priate large-scale time-series data exist for benthos.

Direct efTects of fishing

Some of the direct effects of fishing Can be quantified.

a) Mortaliiies

The current leveis of fishing inoi-taÜty (expres8ed as
l'ercent of the Population present at the start of the
year which is caught during the year) ,for the most
iinportarlt conimercial fish sPecies in the North Sea

,are summanzed in Table 4.4.2. For same species,
these levels imply that more than half of the fish of
exploited ages will be captured during a yeär.

•
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Fish also escape through the meshes, and some of
these are damaged or killoo. The qUantities which
escape cannot readily be assessoo, however, the
proportion of these which is likely to survive is given
in Table 4.5.1.

'The fishing effort (intensity of fishing) depla)'ed in
1989 in almost all of the NSTF areas has been cal
culated (see Tables 3.3.4.a-i) for vanous gear types.
For towoo gears the effort data havc been converted
inta estimates of the total swept areas l (see Tables
4.2.3 and 4.2.4). It should be noted, however, that
the application of fishing effort is very uneven and,
thus, certain areas will be fished many times while
others are missed. '

In the case of benthos, towed fishing gears cause
mortalities Oll infauna and epifauna.

Illfauna is most affected by gears that penetrate the
seabed, such as beam trawls. Mortalities on animals
in the "ath of be3m trawls have been estimated for a
liinited number of sPecies and ranged from 15 % to
55 %. The conversion of percent mortality in the
trawl path into mortality for individual Task Force
areas or the entire North Sea is problematic. This
would require estimates hath of the spatial distribu
tion of the gea~ deployment and of the benthic spe
eies. Among the benthic animals caught in the beam
trawl, the mortalities range from virtually Zero to
elose to 100% depending on the species.

'Epifauna 'is ,affected by all towed fishing gear, but
insufficient information is available on the relative
catchabilities of different sPecies in different types of
gear.

In the case of seabirds, there are many observations
that attest to mortality from entanglemerit in fishing
gear. Evidence points to. the largest impact being
from gill nets and other fixed riets on diving sea
birds. This impact cannot be quantified at present. It
is thought to be sporadic and localised. The, local
mortality rates can elearly be high, but at the North
Sea population level and even at the colony level,
they do not prechide population iricrease.

Seals can become entangled and kill~ in fishing
gear. Evidence suggests that the largest impact

comes from fixed salmon nets. In some countries,
seals mayaIso be shot legally if they interfere with
fishing gears. Tbe resulting mortalities have not been
quantified, but the North Sea seal population levels
have not declined in this context.

Small cetaceans a're caught in gill netS, but the data
are not aoequate to quantify the resulting mortality.

There is a shortage of relevant delnographic infor
mation Oll biota affected by fishing gear.

b) Food inputS

After captlire, fish and benthos may be discarded for
either regulatory reasons (undersized or over-quota
fish) or because no market for them exists. For
haddock and whitirig, caught in demerSal fisheries in
the northem North Sea, extensive discard data are
collected routinely (see Table 4.5.2). For other fish
erles and areas, some dalcl have become available
and approximate discard rates can be denved (see
Table 4.5.3). However, no global estimate can be
provided at present. Some of the discarded animals
survive, but many are dead or moribund. In addition,
some fishing operations dump fish offal (fish pro
cessing waste). Both discards and offal provide an
important food resource for scavenging organisms,
notably seabirds. Fish and other organisms that have
passed through the meshes, either already dead or
dying as a result thereof, add to these inputs, but
will be more available to benthic scavengers.

c) Physical disturbance of the seabed

The action of wme fishing gears physically changes
the seabed, but the effect will depend on the gear
and the nature of the substrate. There are rough
estimates of how far individual gears penetrate into
the seabed (Table 4.2.1). There are also estimateS of
the total area swept2 (Tables 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). Heavy
towed gears cari change thc sediment characteristics
of the seabed, displace boulders which form apri
mary substratum for. benthic organisms, mobiliie
sediment partic1es, leadirig to transport of fine
particulate matter and modification of sediment
geochemistry inc1uding sediment-water exchange
(e.g., of nutrients).

I Thc swept arell is the seabed area that would be covered bythe deployment of the gear if there were no replication.
N.n. This should not be used to infer the area ofthe North Sea impacted by trawling because replication may frequently occur.

2 The total arca swept is the seabed area that would be affeetCd by the deployment of the gear if there were no replication.
N.n. This should not be used to infer the area of the North Sea affectCd because replication may fr~uently occur.
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d) Litter

Fishing oPerations generate litter through the acci~

dentallossof gear and l:>y the dumping of damagoo
gear. In addition, fisheries produce debris compar
able to that producoo by shipping in general, such as
the plastic Iitter which ends on the sea floor lind on
beaches.

. ,
Comparison ~·ith other anthroPogeIuc acthitieS

Anthropogenic activities other than fishing alsO affect the
North Sea. The anthropogenic activities coveroo in the
context of this report preclude fishing and/or ininiic
fishing effects on biota. Thus, it may 00 very difficult to
separate these effects from the consequences of fishing.

Offshore structures (e.g., wrecks and platforrns) locaJiy
prechide fishing oPerations. They provide refuges and
sites of increased biomass and diversity for fish and ben
thos. Point sources of wastes from oil prOduction, and
organic/sewage enrichment, alter benthic communities in
the vicinity, frequently resulting in a donunance of
short-Iived, opportunistic species; this. is essentially
comparable with the effects of intense bottOIn trawling.
Hypoxia can be caused by the combinoo action of several
factors, e.g., poor water exchange, elevated water
temperature arid eutrophication. Areas of hYpOxia have
resldted in enugration of fish arid other motile biota and
in mortality of more sessile biota (e.g., benthos arid
shellfish); these effects may initially result in elevated
catches ofbellthos and shellfish in trawls before mortality
occurs, while hypoxia-eaused eInigration arid mortality
may minuc some of the results of overfishing.

Long-tenn efTects

Generaiiy; the iong-term effectS of fishing on manne
biota are impossible to prooict at the species level.
While short-tenn effectS may be prooicted, the long-tenn
consequences to species may.OO quite different. Prooic
tions may, however, be possible of broadercominunity
attributes, such as species diversity or sire distributions.
A further important exception to the rule of .lirrntoo
prooictability is the possible elimination of aVulnerable
sPecies by sustainoo over-exploitation.. Slow-growing
species with low fecundity are the most Iikely candidates
for such local extirictions.

Fisheries have altered the size distribution of exploited
fish species by reducing the abundllnce of larger fish.

Populations of fish sPeeies taken for hUrßan consumption
have been heavily exploited for most of this centUry, but
have been able to withstand this. Experience suggests,
however, that intensive exploitation requires careful
control during periods of natUrally inducoo decreases in
recruitment. Some gadoids are at thdr lowest level of
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spawriillg stock biomass in the past 30 years, and this
gives reason for concern.

Far fewer data are available for the short-Iivoo fish
specieS exploiterl by the industrial fisheries. These spe
cies constitute an important source of fOOd for a number
of other species and changes in their abwidance may thus
have important direct lind indirect consequences.

Consideration of the biology of rnany benthic species
suggests that they are unlikely to suffer from recruitment
failure at the current levels of fishirig. However, imdis
turbed reference sites are not available and areas c1osOO
to fishing for scientific investigation would facilitate
widerstanding of the processes.

Despite low fecundities, birds and seais have sustainoo
their Populations while subject to fisheries-inducoo mor
tality. The situation for cetaceans is uncertain due to an
igrlorance of their distributions, abundarices arid mortality
rates. Clearly, a better understanding of their population
dynamics is rieedoo, but the generally low rate of
reproduction in cetaceaßs suggests that they might 00
particularly Vulnerable to additional mortality causecl by
fishing.

Apart from the long-tenn population effects of fishirig,
it is possible that the selective pressure of fishing might
lead to evolutionary changes in the biology of affected
species. It inight also reduce genetic diversity in
exploited stocks.

The fishing industry currently introduces considerable
amounts of fOOd into the marine environment in the fonn
ofdiscarded fish, offal and animals killoo by non-eatch
fishing mortality. Changes in discarding practices due to
changing fisheries regulations (e.g., mesh changes to
eliminate the capture of discards or the prohibition of
discarding) could, therefore, produce large effects on
scavenger species arid the specieS with which they inter
act.

The .physical effects of fishing Carl iead to structUral
changes in habitat and thus changes in sPeeies assem
blages. Some bottom communities may be more
vulnerable than others, but the extent to which changeS
have occurroo cannot be assessoo at present.

Given the compiexity of the interactioris among the
various components of the system and the variability of
the environment, it is difficult to separate the long-term
effects of fishing from changes due to other factors.
Very few of the obSerVerl long-term changes in Noith
Sea biota have thus beeö conclusi\:ety Iinked to fishirig.

•
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3 OVERVIEW. OF LO~G-TERM CIIANGES
L~ TIIE NORTII SEA

During the past three decades, a considerabl~ amount" of
research effort has reen devotOO to improving the
understanding of the ecology of the North Sea. In
particular, several symposia have been" aimed at the"
integration of the kßowledge available within different
scientifie diseiplines dealing with the marine environment
in order to address the issue of the causes of observed
changes (Gold~rg, 00., i973; Hempel, ed., 1978; De
Wolf er al. OOs., 1990a,b, 1991; Dickson ed., in press).
Although a wealth of time series information has reen
made available ori a large variety of biological and
hydrographical eharacteristics ofthe North Sea as weil as
of parameters describing anthropogenie activities, the
outcome in terms of cause and effect has not been
partieularly conclusive sO far. lt is not possible to
condense aJ1. the available information effectively here
and the reader is referrOO to the original symposium
volumes. However, in order to allow for a discussion on
the 10ng-term effects of fishing on the system (Section
7), the outstanding events are summanzed in this seciion.
In addition, new data are providOO describing the global
development of the fisheries during this century as weil
as a desciiption of the spatial distribution of the present
effort, calegorized by gear type, over the different NSTF
areas in 1989.

3,1 Cha~es in Biotic Par:imeters

Phytopllinkton

Data collectOO since 1932 during the Continuous Plank
ton Recorder Survey show consistent patterns of geo
graphieal, seasonal arid linnüal variation in the distribu
tion of phytoplankton arid its major taxonomiecompo
nents (Reid er al., 1990). Coloration of recorder silks
(assumed to be indicative of algal biomass larger thm
280 ;.Lm) shows little evidence for lang-tenn trends

"except possibly in the southem Ncirth Sea v,"here there
was a general increase in levels until the mid i 970s,
since when colour has declinoo. Lang-tenn observations
made at Helgoland since the 1960s also show trends of
increasing phytoplankton bioritass up to 1984.

The authors conclude that there is no evidence from
existing reports for an increase in the frequeney of
occurrenee of algal bloorns, although some receni years
stand out with larger numbers.

Zooplankton

The zooplankton comim.inity in the North Sea vanes
geographicallY in rdation to the oiigin of the different
water masses (Frarisl er al., 1991) and variations have
been observed in the iuea of penetration of oceanic
species in the northem North Sea. The Continuous

Plankton Recorder Survey data indicate a rnarkOO arid
consistent decline iri rooplankton abundarice (prOOomi
nantly copepods) from 1950 to 1980, followOO by a
recovery in the late 1980s to the level of the 1960s
(Figure 3. i: I).

Benthos

Although recent. efforts have greatly enhancOO our
information on the quantitative distribution of. hoth
niacrobenthos (e.g., Eleftheriou and Basford, 1989;
Duineveld er al., 1991) and meiobenthos (Heip er al.,
1990), there is apaucity of time-series informatiori that
would allow an evaluation of long-term trends in the
hottom fauna, except on avery local scale (e.g., Gennan
Bighi, Rachor, 1990; off northeast England and in the
Skagerrak, Austen er al., 1991). An EC initiative to
coordinate time-series studies across large geographical
areas is notable in this respect (Keegan 00.; 1991).

Fish

Tharucs to the routine stock assessment of commercial
fish species, det:iilOO information is available on changes
in the structure of these populations at leäst for the last
30 years (Daan er al., 1990a; Anon., 1991a, 1992c).
These publications provide detailed time-series informa
tion on bioinasses, fishing mortalities lind anniial recruit
ment. Figure 3.1.2 summarises only the trends in
landings in Sub-are<! IV. Figure 3.1.2.a shows the total
landirigs and Figure 3. i.2.b the landings of the 11 major
species split according to 4 groups. The importaIlt
features include a significant increa.se in the landings of

.the four gadoid species" in the 1960s, which is generally
referred to as the 'gadoid outburst', folloy,"ed by a
gradual decline since 1970. Both the herring and mack
erel yielded extremdy high catches in the 1960s, fol
lowed by a markOO decline. The catch of shcirt-livOO
industrial species also increased in the 1960s and early
1970s. Although maintained at a high levd, the composi
tion of the iridu.strial catch has undergone some rriarkOO
change;; in the 19808. Sandeeis lnake up the vast majority
of the catches and sprat has rnarkOOly decreaseJ. The
catch of sole has remainOO remarkably stable since the
late 1940s whereas the plaice exhibits a steadily increas
ing trend over the entire period.

At the Ärhus Symposium, time-series data have also
been presented on avanety of by-catch species of lesser
economic importaIlce (Hempel, 00.; 1978). A regular
bluefin luna fishery developOO after World War ll,
although specimens had been laken as a by-catch in the
hemng fishery from the second half of the 19th centUry.
The North Sea fishery collapsed in the 1960s, apparently
due to a change in migration (Tiews, 1978). Changes
have also been recorded for a number of 'southem' fish
species (sardine, sea bream, horse Inackerel) penetrating
irregularly into the North Sea (PostUma, 1978). How-
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ever, a problem is that many of these investigations have
not been brought up to date, althOllgh a considerable
amount of new information miJst be available from the'
various trawl surveys that have been carried out since
1975. Data from other sources are in some cases avail
able (e.g., De Vooys er al., 1991), but have to be
integrated before they cari be properly evaluated.

Grie indication of changes in abundance for by-eatch
.species of commercial interest is presented by the total
landings as' reported .in IC~S Bulletins Statistiques:
Figure 3.1.3 provides trends in the reported laridings of
less cOrlunon large gaJoids, hirge. flatfish species and
elasmobranchs. Although considerable care is required iri
interpreting such data in tenns of absolute abundarice,
these data suggest that catch levels of the roundfish arid
the flatfish have remained remarkably constant with the
exception of the halibut. Among the elasmobranchs; the
rays exhibit a steadily declining trend in relmrted land
ings over most of the century. In contrast, the catches of
sharks increased remarkahly after WorM War H,. and
have only faidy recently sho\m a decline.

ßird'i

Due to the relative ease with which some seabirds can he
counted at their coloriies, there are good time series of
counts available. Table 3.1.1 indicates changes between
the !Wo most complete censuses on British North Sea
coasts. Many of these figures represent changes for the
v.hole North Sea ImPulation. Figure 3.1.4 shows trerids
in numhers of gulls arid terns in the German Wadderi Sea
\i.here censuses are condueted ori an annual basis. Such
information exists also for afew other parts of the North
Sea.

Some time series may be extended further into the past.
Fulnlars did not nest in the North Sea until 1878, but are
now the second most numerous species (Figure 3.1.5).
Garinets have increased throughout this century with new
colonies still beingestablished to extend their breeding
range (LOOpold, 1991). Killiwakes increased rapidly for
much of the present century, but the rate of increa..c;e has
slowed recently. The most rapid increase was in the
southem North Sea, and most of the recent declines in
numbers have occurroo around ShetIaild (Coulson, 1963,
1983, Lloyd er al., 1991).

There are reliable estimates of the seal Populations in the
North Sea (Figure 3.1.6; Reijriders and Lankester,
1990), indicating a steady increase in grey seals since the
1960s. Common seals in the coastal areas showed a
steady decline until the eady 1970s, after which time the
Populations increaseJ, with a major interruption in 1988.
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For the cetaceans, the trends in Population size are 'far
more uncertain. Harbour pÜrpoises are regarded :i.s being

. primarily coastal in their distrihutiori, occurring mostly
iri shallow continental water. The North Sea is, there
fore, regarded 8.s the most important habitat for por
Imises in the northeast Atlantic (IWC, 1991). Information
on the population size of porpoises in the North Sea is
lirruted. Norwegian surveys have provided ari estimate of

. 82 600 for the northern North Sea (Björge and Öien,
1990), but no surveys have been published for the
southem North Sea. However, the available evidence
suggests that the abundaItce cf porpoises in this area has
decreased considerably since World War H (Reijnders
arid Lankester, 1990).

Only one resident population ofbottlenose dolphiris is
kriov.n to live in the North Sea (Moray Firth, northeast
Scotland, Anon. 199Ib).. Also for this species, the
available evidence from sightings and strandings suggests
ageneral decrease during the last centüry (Reijnders and
Lankester, 1990). .

Other smallcetaceans observed in the North Sea inc1ude
white-sided dolphins, white-beakoo dolphins, .pilot

: whales, killer whales and others. No quantitative data are
available on the present or past absolute abundllnces.

3.2 Changes in lIydrography

As with many other features relevant to this study group,
the variation in physical oceanography of the North Sea
is patchy in space anJ time. Oile must heed admonitions
about the unrepresentativeness of short-term means in
physical measurements, and of local measurements.
Some generalizations are possible, such as the impOrt
ance of climate anJ weather to the state of the physical
environment, and the fact that there appear to be many
weather-related events at time scales of aroilltd 50 daYs.
There are major circulation patterns; as weil, with
impoitarit inflows through the Strait of Dover and via the
Fair Isle Current, a flow first out to and then rettirning
from the Skagerrak, and a major outflow through the
Norwegian Current. Although the turnover time for
water in the North Sea is of the order of one year, in the
places of major inflow or outflow the tumovers are in
the order of 4 months (Olto er al., 1990)..There is a
great deal of variation in the tirrung of these water
transports, particularly the influxes from the North
Atlantic, with the occurrerices of major pulse events
varying by several weeks over a few years. The variabil
ity of these oscillations has large effects on production at
lower trophic levels of the North seä.

Through this background of substantial variability in
oceanographic conditions' in space lind time, same

.significant anomalieS have been visible in recent decades.
These events· have been large enmigh and persistent
enough to be trackable. The most marked event haS been
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the large anomaly in Atlantic water. inflow in the late
1970s, kno~n as the "Big Slug", that mo....ed through the
Northeast Atlantic. This produced significant cooling of
sub-surface .waters. Salinity shov"ed a corresponding
decrease. The major salinityanomaly ~'as more· pro
nounced in the north, and had mo....ed out of the North
Sea by .the beginning of the 1980s. Temperatures
remained relaii ....ely cool until ....ery recently, \\.hen they
have increased abruptly to le....els matching the warmest
on record (S....endsen and Magmisson, 1992, Figure
3.2.1). .

On a longer time scale, there appears to ha....e been a
prolonged and gradual· wanning trend for most of the
first half of this century, with the trend most rnarked in
the summer, and in the northern parts of the North Sea
(Figure 3.2.2). ,No overall trend is apparent in the
salinity record, but positive anomalies persisted for the
late 1940s and late 1950s, with the intervening period
tending to be low, but vaiiable. The pattern of salinity
changes shows a slightly later timing in the south than in
the north. There is substantial ....ariation in salinity on a
year-to-year basis, more variation thm is captured iri the
coarse multi-year patterns (Hili and Dickson, 1978; Otto
er aZ., 1990; Figure 3.2.3).

3.3 Spat;al and Ternporai Distrihution'i of Fishi~
ElTort

3.3.1 Introduction
. . '

Fishing activity,in the North Sea has a long history, as
do complaints about its effect on the environment. Some
fishing gears, such as gill nets and hooks and lines, have
their origin in prehistory \\. hereas other more modem
gears hci....e surprisingly long histories. Complaints abOut
possible environmental effects of the use of trawls in the
North Sea are kßo\\.n äs early aS the 13th century (de
Groot, 1984).

Some reductions in hnpact are consequerices of directing
fishing more precisely oriio the target species, e.g., the
echo-sOlinder or fishing charts. Other reductions in
impact follow from increasing the fishing efficiency of
the gear \\.hile not increasing ,its effect on the oottom
cOllmlUnity, e.g., Vigneron-Dahl gear, high headline
gear etc. Some inno....ations ha....e been designed specifi-

.cally to reduce impacts on non-target species, e.g., grills
on shrimp trav.·ls (although their effects lue not always as
expeeied). Other inno....ations may have produced greater
effects on the ecosystem by increasing by-eatches of
other specieS in the quest for higher fish catches, e.g.,
the tWin beam trawl and some gill nets.

For. these reasons, the effect of fishenes on the marine
environment caßnot be related in any simple way to the
level of fishing effort generated on the various speeies of
fish. Historically, fishing effort data have been collected
with the objective of measuring the mortality rate on
fish. E....en in those direct applications, their use is noi
always straightforward. COllsiderable caution should be
used when interi>reting effort data as measures of effects
on other parts of the ecosystem.

3.3.3 Time serici of elTort and mortality dab

Fishing effort data allempts to meas~rethe amount of
fishing that is done. Fishing effort is arather vague terrl1
v.hich means different things to different. groups of
people. To an econoinist, for example, it rriight mean the
monetary cost of fishing, to a fishery manager it might
be some measurable quantity of fishing time by particular

. c1asses of vessel, and to a fisheries biologist it ~'ould

usually be seen as a measure of fishing intensity which
correlated with the level of fishing mortality generated on
particular fish stocks. Each of these vanous viewpoints
might well generate different data time series from the
same fishing fleet äßd we Ileed to be father careful in
how v"e combine arid interPret such time series. For the
pUfposes of this report, we wish to obtain an overView of
the development and deployment of fishing fleets. In
doing this, we may well be aggregating data too far for
other more detlliled purposes.

Effort data ~re available in the national statistics of a
riumber of ICES member countries and in some interna
tional collections of fisheries statistics. The motivation
for collecting and publishing national statistics is often to
inform governmentsabout the domestic industry. There
fore, the data collected and reporteJ at a national level
can change from time to time aS ein the diligence with
which the data are collecteJ. International time senes of
effort data .were more often compiled with the intention
of measuring the impact of fishing on fish stOCks.
Nevertheless, these series suffer from the incompatibil
ities and incompleteness of the riational collection
systems uran which they are based. Moreover,· such
senes seldom record the small progressive changes in
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practice arid efficiericy that. have occurred. Rather,
incremental changes are not addresseU for some period,
and then an abrupt comrensation is made iIi the series.
This makes the compilation of long time series of effort
and fishing mortality data difficult. It also begs the
question as to what the time series should seek to

. descrioo. one approach to take might be to try to record
the raw inputs to the fishery, such as energy usage or the
numoor of men employed in the industry. Calibnition of
such aseries would be difficult, so a more feasible
approach, given the existing d:lia sets, is to try to

. mea.<;ure the fishing intensity on various key fish sPecies.

Aß alternative to effort time series data for describing the
intensity of fishing on different fish stocks has become
available in more recent years. This is to USe the time
series of fishing mortalities from, virtual Population
analysis (VPA), as reported in ICES working group
reports. This technique uses the data sets of total interna
tional catch-at-age daia by species, compiled by ICES, to
estimate fishing mortality on various species in the North
Sea. Table 3.3.3 gives the references to these time series
arid their extent.

A number of distinct fi~heries exist in the North Sea and
there is no single measure of fishing effort and associated
mortality that can be applied to describe the evolution of
the entire fishery. Rather, fishing effort must 00 seen as
a multidimensional attribute. Careful study of relation
ships amorig fisheries may allow calibration of effort and
mortalities for some combinations of species, but is
likely to indicate that· fishing mortality on one species
simply cannot be üsed to estimate mortality on other
sPecies. If fishing mortalities .differ among stocks
targeted by fishenes, it is even less certain to use the

. trends of fishing inortalities on fish as direct indicators of
impacts on other components of the North sei.

Despite these reservations it would be worthwhile to üse
available fishing effort series to exterid the VPA-based
fishirig mortality senes as far back as possible. A numoor
of attempts to do this have been made in the past. These
attempts were made by scientists .,\'hose experience v,'as
nearer in time to the data coll~tiori than our owrl, so it
seems appropriate to use their results rather than to go
back to the historical statistics which they interpreted.

Anon. (i969) provides anumoor of effort measures for
various fisheries in the North Sea \\'hich extend back in
some cases to 1914. Calibrating these series with the
VPA results enables the effort senes to be exterided
forward in time and allows the VPA results to be
extended back in time.

Figure 3.3.3.1 shows such extended time series of
fishing mortality (F) for coo, haddoek and whitirig which
are caught in the North Sea roundfish fishery. These are
based on catch rates obtained by Scottish trawlers applied
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to the international catch of each sPecies for the perioJ
1914-1966. The resulting total international effortwas
converted into fishing mortality and extended to 1989
using VPA results. The area of overlap between the
effort and the VPA series is relatively small arid there
may be problems with calibration. However, there is
reasonable siriUlarityootween the reconstructed series of
fishing mortality for haddock and the Fs froin an earlier,
independent VPA (Pope, pers. comrn.) (see Figure
3.3.3.5). Earlier than abOut 1930, the tv.'o series of Fs
for haddock diverge, suggesting that the ~ffort units used
in earlier than the 1930s are inconsistent with preserit
units. In order to remove this inconsistericy, estimates of
Itivels of fishing mortality. for haddock prior to the
Second WorM War were denved from Scottish research
vessel catch-at-age dlltll given by Sahrhage arid Wagner
(1978). TheSe estiffiätes were theri used to do\\ltscale the
fishing mortalitieS obtairied from the effort times series
prior to 1930. Assuining that the downscaling represerlls
a change in the fishing power in the rouridfish fishery, a
similar downscaling was applied to cOd arid whiting.

The reconstructed series of Fs shows that mortality Oli
haddück and whiting has beeri high and fhiciuatirig, but
~'ithout a trend, for most of this century. If the values
for the early part of this century are correct, fishing
mortalityon hadd6ck was aS high aS, or higher than, has
been attained since. Fishing mortality "\'as lower on coJ
for most of this century, but has increased quite rnarked
ly since 1960 and now matches that on haddOck lind
whiting. Fishing mortality on haddock, and 10 a lesser
eitent on \\hiting, is generated in the northem arid north
central North Sea. Fishing mortality on cod in the North
Sea is generated in a less localised fashion.

Fishing effort for the two major species of fbtflsh, sole
and plaice, are also available in Anon. (1969). The
estimates of effort directed at plaice are based uPon the
catch rates of English trawlers per hour's fishing applied
to the international catch from 1909 to 1966. These data
were converted into fishing mortalityusing results from
the vpA which extends from 1951, to the present and
further calibrated using data from Bannister (1978) on
average fishing mortality in. various time jieriOds since
1929. Fishing effort for sole was derived from catch
rates ofDutch otter trawlers from 1946-1966. This senes
was 'converted into fishing mortality using the VPA
senes which covers the year 1957 to the present.

The trends in fishing mortality for sole and plaice are
shown in Figure 3.3.3.2. Fishing mortalities in both
flatfish fisheneS have increased steeply iri recent years.
This has largeIy resulted from the introouction of twin
beärii trawlers in the 1960s, which enabled the use of
heavier tickler chains used to stir up flatfish into the riet.
Such fishing pnictice, and the resultal'lt levels of fishing
mortalities, ace mainly aSsociated with the North Sea
south of 56°N.

'-'"e
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The fishing inortality series for herring (Figure 3.3.3.3)
comes directly from the VPA made by the iIerring
Assessment Working Group for the Area South of 62°N,
extending back only to 1947. F increased slo\\'ly thfOligh
the 1950s, and then trebled al>ruptly to 'values weil over
1.0 from 1964 to 1968, due to re~.Iirection ofthe hemng
purse seine fleet from Norway (Saville and Bailey,
1980). Fishing mortality stayed at those elevated .Ievels
until the fishery collapsed betV.'een 1976 arid 1978 and

, fishing was reduced greatly. With the rebuilding of the
North Sea herring stock due to strong recruitment,
fishing mortality values have recently returned to levels
that persisted in the earlier part of the series.

The industriai fisheries Stlrted in the early 1950s. In the
beginning, hemng constituted the main part of the
landings, but then sandeeI, Norway. pout and sprat
increased in importance., Norway pout and sprat were
mainly important in the 1970s, after \\'hich the catches of
theSe two species declined. From 1985 onwards, sanded
has constitUted approximately tV.'o-thirds of the total
catches. Figure 3.3.3.4 shows the trend in fishing
mortality on sandeeI. The values from 1974 onwards
have been extracted from the rei>ort of the Multispecies
Assessment Working Group (Anon., 1991e) and
extended by effort data from Anon. (1977) and Anon.
(1978) using the same procedure as for roundfish. The
time series show that the fishing mortality increased in
the late 1970s to a level of around 0.6. This level has
since been maintained, albeit with large year-to-year
fluctUations in fishing moi-tality in the mo~t, recent years.

3.3.4 Distribution of fishi~ effort hy NSTF areaS
in 1989

Data on ~atch arid effort from 49 fleets composed of
types defined by nation/gear combinations were made
available from the archives of the EC' s STCF \...arking
group on the improvement of North Sea exploitation
patterns. Data were made available by all countries
except Belgium. Also, effort datl were not available
from the Kattegat and Skagerrak (NSTF area 8) and
from several gears in the English Channel (NSTF area
9).

The avaiJabie effort data are in a variety of different
tinits. ~fost reflect the time spent fishing rather than the
time and power used. Therefore, it is not very sensible
to combine the raw data aS they: stand. On the other
hand, presenting the data 'disaggregated by fleet would
present an uninterpretable datl set.The data c1early need
to be intercalibrated arid presented by gear. To achieve
this, the catch per unit effort (CPUE) for each fleet for
each of the NSTF areas arid for each quarter of 1989
were used in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The 49
fleets were ciassified into nine main gear types: beam
trawl; otter trawl, pair trawl, industrial otter trawl"
industrial pair trawl, seines and ringnets, pelagic trawl,

purse seine, and others (see Annex 2). For each of the
gear types, the CPUE for fleets, areas and quarters was
fitted us~ng the model

CPUE = F(f) + AQ(a,q) + error

where F(f)' is a factor for fleet(f) and AQ(a,q) is an
area(a), quarter(q) interaction term. The linear model
provides combined estiinates of area quarter catch rates,
standardized to the units of one fleet. These estimates
were then used to divide each fleet's area, qUarter catch
data, to prOJuce standardized effort values for each gear,
area and quarter (see Tables 3.3.4.a-i). The qUarterly
catch data and further details of the analysis are pres
ented in Annex 2. The choice of \\'hich fleet to use as a
standard is arbitniry; and naturaIiy CaMot be the same
among gear tyPes. Therefore, comparisons of values
amorig tables is not valid (different calibration stan
dards), but comparisons within tables are legitimaie.

3.4 Cha~es in Other Anthropogenie Parameters

. NutrientS

In some coastal regions of the North Sea, sufficient data
exist to identify increasirig trends iri the concentrations of
nitrogen arid phosphorus nutrients. However, the
timeseries of data do not allow unequivocal analyses to
be carried out for all regions. There is no evidence' for
increasing nutrient concent~ations in the offshore waters
of the Noi1h Sea (Anon:, 199Oc, 1991f).

Others

No comprehensive timeseries information on a North Sea
wide scale was available to the group for other human
activities.

. 4' QUANTIFICATION OF TUE DIRECT
IMPACTS OF FISIIING ACTIVITIES,

4.1 Introduction

, In this section, the direct effects of fishing are described
for a "ariety of biological sub-systems withiri the North
Sea. The direct effects are as folIows:

a) Fisheries cause mortalily on the target fish and
incidentally on other blota;

b) Fisheries IDake food available to otherspecies in the
. ecosystem by i) discarding unwanted catch of fish and

berithos, ii) discarding wastes; and/or iii) by killing
or darnaging animals in the path of the gear durlng its
deployment;
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as visible tracks (mean value 25%). Duririg a survey in
the Dutch part of the North Sea, 70% of the research
area (9 km) was covered with trawl tracks (BEON,
1992). As \\.'ith all esiimates of this kind, however, the

- interpretation of these valueS is diffieult because the
,persistence of visible tracks is uncertain and depends on
the sediment type and eurrent regime.

Using the estimates of area covered in 100 hours fishing
in Table 4.2.1 and estimates of fishing effort by gellr in
Tables 3.3.4.a-i, estimates have been made of the area of
seabed impacted by each fishing gear per year within
each NSTF area. Using sealing factors to express fishing
effort by different fleets in the same units. the values in
Table 4.2.1 were applied to the effort Scaled to thefleet
whieh eorresponded most closely to the characteristics
given in the Table. The list of fleets chosen for this
pUrPose is given helow: '

From the distribution of fishing effort, estimates of the
spatial or temporal distribution of fishing disturhance can
be made. Churchill (1989), using records from the US
Fisheries Service, estimated the distribution of fishing
effort for the northeast eoast of the United States. These
data allowed an estirriate of the cumulative area fished
annually in separate 30' Latitude x 30' Longitude boxes.
At this scale of reSolution. the total area fished in sOme
boxes, notably off Long Island and Narragansett Bay,
was more thari 3 times the actual area. Rauck (1985)
estimated that several areas of the North Sea are trawled
3 - 5 times per year. For different ICES statistical
rectangles of 30 x 30 nm in the Dutch sector, Welleman
(1989) ealculated values of 0.5 to 7 times per year.

The scaling faetors used are given' in Table 4.2.2.
Separate effort data were not available for scallop trawls
and dredges.

,---------------_~_------_~--

e) Fisheries disturh the seaboo by the action of some
towed fishing gears;

d) Fisheries generate litter composoo of lost or dumpoo
gear.

It is recogTIized that estimates of these effects on a North
Sea-wide seale. or at least for definoo suh-areas v"ithin
it. are in principle desirab1e. In practiee. however. most

. of the information available is based on small-scale
studies amI it is very difficult. with present knowledge.
to extrapolate from these to larger scales. One exception
concems the effects of fishing on the fish stocks them
selves. For the main stocks of exploited species. esti
mates are available of the proportion of the stock that is
removed by fishing each year either for the whole North
Sea or smaller parts of it.

Some of the information usoo in this Section is derh'ed
from studies in areas other than the North Sea. However.
such studies are only used where they are helpful in
providing indications of the likely effects in the North
Sea itself.

4.2 Estimatcs of Areas AfTl'Cted by Towed Gears

It has long been recognized that the absolute le\'el of
disturbance of the seabed is very dependent on the type
of gear, employed and the nature of the seabed over
v.hich the gear is towed. Thus. light gears such as
shrimp beam trawls penetrate the seabed to a lesser
degree than heavy beam trawls designed to catch f1atfish.
Although the precise relationships between gear design.
towing speed and bottom type have not been detennined
for all types of gear, available data allow a qualitative
classifieation of the relative levels of disturbance from
each, and identification of the parts of the gear which are
most responsible. This is given in Table 4.2.1, v.hich
shows that heavy beam trawls' for f1atfish species ean
penetrate .the: ~iment 6 em or more, whereas the
different dredges and the doors of the otter trawl ean also
ha\'e a significant penetration depth.

Information such as that provided in Table 4.2.1 gives
only a qualitative indication of the relative impact of the
various types of gear per unit of fishing effort. ,This is
inirrored hy the majority of impact studies which foeus
on the seale of the individual trawl or dredge track. As
abasis for estimating the importance for benthic com
munities, this is in many ways inadequate..

Estimates of the total area disturt>ed by fishing have
traditionally eome from two sources, namely direct
observation of visible signs of trawls on the sea bed and
analysis of the distribution of fishing effort from fishing
records. Using side-sean sonar records from the Kiel
Bight (southwestem Baltic), Krost er al. (1990) estimated
that the most disturbed regions had up to 35 % of the area
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Beam trawl

Otter trawl

Ind. Otter tr.

Ind. Pair tr.

Pair trawl

Danish seine

Netherlands beam trawl :> 300 HP
assumed to fish 16 hours Per day from
port

Scottish trawl (effort in hours' fishing)

Danish single boat industrial trawl
> l00GRT assumed to fish 16 hours

'per day absent

Danish industrial pair trawl
> lOOGRT assumed to fish 16 hours
per day absent

Scottish pair trawl demersal (effort in
hOlus fishing) ,

Seottish seine (effort in hours fishing)
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In Table 4.2.3, estimates of the area swept per year by
those parts of the gears that have a major eff~t on the
seabed are given. These consist of the entire length of
the beam trawls and the area covered by the otterboards
of otter trawls arid industrial trawls. It was assumoo that
pair trav.ls and Danish seines do not have a major eff~t

on the seabed.

Although the ground rope of trawls and seines is. not
expected to have a major eff~t on the seabeJ and its.
fauna, estimates are given in Table 4.2.4 ofthe total area
s\i.·ept by each gear. It was ~sumed that pe1agic trav.ls
and purse-seines do not touch the seabed.

In the ceise of area coverage by the groimd rope, it
should be noted that this is not equivalent to the effective
area swept by the gear for demersal fish because the
herding effect of the bridles of the otter trawls and ropes
of the seines increases the effective swept area for fish
considerably.

Table 4.2.5 compares the swept area of beamtrawls and
otterboards with the size of each NSTF area. It shows
that the percentage covered (loo"'total area swept per
yearlsurface of NSTF areal ranges from 0.3 to 321 % in
areas the where beamtrav.ling occurs. NSTF areas 4 and
5 are the most frequently tnlwled (280% and 150%,
respective1y). For NSTF areas I to 7 as a whole,
grounds fished by beamtrawl occupy at most 34 % of the
total sea area. The areas affected most by otter trawl
boards are NSTF areas 5 and 6.

The estimates of total area sv,'ept presented in Tables
4.2.3 to 4.2.5 are rough estimates based on the qualitat
ive information presented in Table 4.2.1. They are
presented in order to illustrate the seale of physical
disturbance caused by fishing and do not take the
distribution of effort on various fishing grounds within
each NSTF area into account. On a "micro-seale" the
surface area affected may therefore be complete!y
different. This v,'as demonstrated by recent attempts to
measure the micro-distribution· of fishing effort
(Rijnsdorp er aZ.,. 1991). In this study, the behaviour of
individual fishing hoats in localized (1 mile x 1 niile)
blocks wäs followOO and the results showed that effort is
very patchily distributed in space. ExtraPolation of the
observed distribution of fishing effort using Monte-Carlo
simulations which assumed that effort is distributOO at

.random between fishing trips, but patchily within a trip,
suggestOO that of the five ICES stlitistical recta.ngles
studied, two showed a random distribution of fishing
effort, and for the remainder less than 60 % of the
available area was trawled. This pätiem may be
explained by the concentration of effort on gOOd fishing
grounds and the avoid8nee of areas where gearS may be
lost; however, the distribution of unfishable grounds was
not presented.

In the 'North Sea, seallop dredging represents very
localized and minor fisheries, v.hereas mussei and cockle
dredging are the major activities in localized coastal
areas. Scallop dredging, however, dominates Channel
bivalve fisheries. Between 1974 and 1989, the estimated
total area dredged by large Erglish seallop hoats
increased from 132 to 1600 km: on beds in the Chännel
(ICES Divisions VIId,e) and from 0 to 90 km: on
localized beds in the. North Sea (ICES Division IVb)
(MAFF, unpublished data). Similar dlllll for areas heavily
fished by French scallop dredgers and otter trawlers in
the Bayof St. Brieuc (800 kni in areal indicate thai 160
km: and up to 5600 km: of the Bay are s~'ept llnnUally
by the two types of gear (Harnon er aZ., 1991). These
data suggest that the Bay is swept 0.2 to 7 times per year
by the two types of gear, res~tively.

4.3 ImpactS on Physicil Structure of the Sedi
ment und Abiotic PrOcesseS

All towed' fishing gears which exploit bottom-living
species disturb' the sediment and hence rnay have an
impact on the structure and prOcesses at the seabed.
Pro(>erties which may be affected inchide grain sire
'distributions (including the removal or displacement of
boulders), sediment porosity arid chemical exchange
processes.

Fishing may change sediment characteristics. In the
Dutch sector of the North Sea, it was observed that the
passing of heavy beäm trawl gear changed the median
grain size of the top 5 cm of sediment, ~hereas some
minor changes in pOrosity arid reciprocal formation
fador (i.e., sediment conductivity) were observed
(BEON, 1991). Ariother direct consequence of fishing is
the displacement of boulders v,'hich would otherwise
offer a primary substratum for many epifaürial taxa. This
effect has been ilOied, particulary with reference to
dredge fishing for scallops (Caddy, 1973; Chllprnaner
aZ., 1977; Fowler, 1989; MAFF, unpublishOO data;
DuPouy, 1982). Also, bearÜ trawl fishing is laiov.n to
remove or displace boulders.

A direct consequence of distUrbance of the Sediments is
an increa..~ in the susi>ended sediment load and the
possibility that fishing will faeilitate the net transport of
finer sediments. This effect was stUdiOO on the northeast
coast of the United Stlites by Chürchill (1989), who
concluded that trawling eQuId be the primai-y source of
sediment transport over the outer shelf in areas v,here
storm-related boltom stresseS were weak. Despite these
eonclusions, however, trawling did not appear to reSult
in significant short-teim erosion of' the outer, shelf
sediments. The resuspension of sediments may inl1uence
the uptake or releaSe of contaritinantsaiid, depending on
the frequency of disturbance, the rooox statUs of the
disturbed sediment, arid the natUre of the contanunant(s).
Clearly, such effects may be more significant \l,here
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contaminant burdens are relatively high, e.g., near to
areas affected by major iridustrialization.

Another potential consequence of sediment resuspension
. is ashift in sediment-water exchange, e.g., of riutrients.

Depending on Sediment type, season, arid chemiCal
compound concemed, the net flux may be influenced
positively or negatively. For sediments norrnally releas
ing nutrients, the disturbance ",m result in an immediate
increase in nutrient release, followed by aperiod of
lower tlux until the original nutrient profile of the
sediment is resto~ed. The net results on the nutrient
exchange may be rather smalI, although an increase in
ammonium or nitrate flux (Riemann. arid Hoffmann,
1991) may intluence the denitrification rate. It should be
pointed out that repetiti ....e trawling on the same ground
may enhance nutrient release from sediments and that
estimates of average trawling em'rt for large areas may
be unsuitable for estimating these effects.

Nutrient release by otter trawl disturbance has been
studied byKrost (1990) in the Kiel Bight (southwestem
Baltic), who calculated the additional phosphate and
ammonium input to the water-eohimn resulting from this
type of activity' at 33-167 and 96-435 tonnes per year,
respectively (see also Section 6.1). On the other hand,
the oxygen penetration into the sediment might be
enhanced by the fishing activity, resulting in shifts in
mineralization patterns and redox-dependent chemical
processes. Among other consequences, a change from
anaerobic to aerobic conditions facilitates the degradation
of hydrocarbons. Finally, reworking of the sediments
may resuIt in bunal of orgariic matter.

4.4 l\Iortality

4.4.1 Benthos

In Table 4.2.1, the bottom area in contact with various
types of fishing gears,was calculated by estimating the
area affected Per 100 hours fishing. This waS achieved
using the eXPected length of a tow and the width of the
relevarit parts of each gear.

Gears can be subdivided into those which penetrate the
sediment to a lnarked degree, thereby affecting infaunal
taxa, and gears for whieh effects are probably restricted
to epifauna. Mortalities of infauna rmght occur, for
example, from damage by tickler chains, the teeth of
scallop dredges, or the doors of otter trawls. Grourid
rores of ottertrawls rigged ~'ithout chains will probably
only affect epifauna. For shrimp trawls, pair tray,'ls,
Danish and arichor seines, there is little perietratiori of
the gear into the seabed and the main effect is on
epibenthos, either as the gear passes or by capture y,'ith
consequent damage in the cod-end or Oll deck. The
quantity of epibenthos that is brought on board can IJe
minimized when the ground rope is rigged with rollers or
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other deviees to keep it c1ear,of the bottorri. Fixed gill
and tangle nets have rrunimal effects on benthic taxa,
with the exception of crabs v"'hich hecome eritangled.

The gears v.hich disrupt the ~iment most are be<im
trawls and shellfish dredges. Ägain,' the methOd of
rigging the gear can have a profound effect on the level
of disturbance and, in the case of the be<irri tra~'I, there
is a c1ear positi....e relationship betweeri the number of
tickler chains Used and the biomass of benthos caught (de
Groot arid Apeldoom, 1971; de Groot, 1984; Creutzberg
er al., 1987). From Table 4.2.5 it appears that benthic
mOftaJities caused by the otter trawl boards are likely to
be at least one order of magnitude lower than those
caused by beamtrawls, hut overall, Table4.2.5 shows
that the benthos of large sectors of the North Sea is
potentially vulnerable to trawl-iriduced changes. The
results of quantitative studies v.hieh have examined the
effects of beam trawls and scallop dredges are summar
ized below.

For 12-metre beam trawls, the most comprehensive uata
. available on effects on the benthos are provided in two

reports by the Dutch BEON grotip (BEON, 1990, 1991).
SUrVival rates for infauna and epifauna caught in the net
were between 70 and 90% for starfish, up to 50-90% for
many molluscs, arid 40-60% feir crab sPecies. Ho",'ever,
survival rates of only 10% y,'ere recorded for the large
bivalve Aretica islatuJica. Trawl-eaught whelks and
hermit crabs were largely unaffected. The presence of
benthic taxa in heam trawl catches in other studies'
indicates that other species. such as Tubularia, Lagis,
Ensis, and Solen mayaiso be affected (Graharn, 1955;
Bridger, 1970; Houghtciri er al., 1971; de Groot and
Apeledoom, 1971; Margetts arid Bridger, 1971; de
Groot, 1973). Comparison of box core sampies laken
before and after trawling indicatedthat there were
extensive changes to the infatina which remained after
the passage of a i2-metre- trawl. A significarit reduction .
in the llumbers of burrowing sea urchin Echi':ujcardium
(a i5% reduetion for Iarge and 55% reductiori for srriall
individuals) was observed and the density of tube-buH
ding polychaete sPecies was also. reduced by 50%
(BEON, 1990). Taken together, these Iimited results

. suggest that in the "ath of a bearri trawl a re1ative1y high
proportion of some benthic species can be killed.

Otter trawling may have an importärit impact on non
target coriuriercial species. For example, in the Western
Chaiine1 newly rrioulted spider-crabs. arid scal10ps may be
killed 01- damaged (Harnon et al., 1991).

In common with beam trawl studies, there have been
relatively few quantitative studies of the effects of scallop
dredges on benthic communities. Early stUdies on scallop
dredging concentrated on documenting the nature of the
physieal disturbance, and ori. qualitative analysis of the
effects on the epibenthos in the by-eatch aiul at the sea-
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. bed. Epi~nthic mortalities can be marked. Substantial
mortalities may include specimens of the target (comlner
cial) species, v.hich are left injured on the seabed or
discarded (Caddy, 1973; Chapman er al., 1977; Dupouy,
1982). Scallop grounds tend to occur in relatively deep
water areas (30 - 70 m) with high species diversity,
much of which may be associated with rocks and baul
ders in the area. DrOOging in such areas has beell
implicatOO in rOOucing species abundaJlces in these areas
(Holme, 1983), especially of the, sessile species which

. occupy the hind rock substrates (Bullimore, 1985)..

At least nine species of bivalve molhlscs are harvested
from diverse habitats in the North sei and Channel, by
a range of specialized traditional and modem dredges
(Table 4.4.1). Their effects on the seabt:d and benthos
deperid OIi substrate type, hydrographie feani res, and
community strucnin~, as weIl as upon the particular
design and operation characteristics of the gears.' Table
4.4.1 provides a summary of the drOOge fisheries and an
indication of the levels of their likely impact. Tv,'o main
gear dasses can be recognized:, (a) non-hydraulie or
traditional dredges, including several new designs; (b)
h)'draulie dredges which use water-jets to extract bUITow
ing species from the sediments. However, with the
exception of cockle hydraulic dredging, information on
drOOging effects is fragmentary, superficial, descnptive,
ami even anecdotal.

Apart from affecting mortality, drOOging arid trawling
may contribute to the dispersion of some .intrOducOO
"pests" (e.g., Crepidulajornicara in the English Chan
riel), either directly through transfer by gears alorig the
seabed or indirectly as by-catch discards.

4.4.2 Fish

In recent years, the landirigs of fish in the North Sea
have beeri in the order of2.5 - 3 million t. Very approxi
mately, this can be broken doWn, into 600,000 i of
demersal fish (gadoids arid tlatfish), 1,000,000 t of
pelagic fish (herring and mackereI) and 1,000,000 t of
sPecies landed for rOOuction to meal and oil (Norway
pout, sprats and sandeeis). To a first approximation,
these landings are laken from a biomass of the same
sPecies in the order of 7-8 million t (Anon., 1991e).

Estimates of mortality rates of the main exploited species
in the North Sea are made regularly by ICES working
groups and published in their rePürts. They are also
summarised in the reports of the Advisory Cominittee on
Fishery Management (ACFM), the most recerit of which
is that for 1991 (Anon., 1992c). '

A summary of recent fishing mortality rates for the mahi
species exploited in the North Sea is given in Table
4.4.2. These are given for the ~ge groups most heavily
exploited and for juvenile fish. They are given in terms ,

, of instAriianeous rates of fishing inoitaliiy (F), which is
rehlted to the fishirigeffort on the stock. The mortality
rates are also expressed as the percenta'ge of lhe stock in
number alive at the beginriing of the year that is caught
by fishing during the year. These two values do not bear
a simple re1alionship to ,each other because the Percen
tage caught also depends on the natural mortality rate
which differs among species and age groups. '

In general terins, fishing mortaiity I:llteS Oll' ilie main
North Sea stocks are high, although it should be, rioted
that they are in same stocks very varilible from year to
year (see Anon., 1992c). In the cast:: of the !V-'o roundfish
spedes, haddock and whiting, for \i.hich discarding is
thought to accmmt for a significant part of the catch, the
estirnates given iriclude the mortality of fish discarJOO.
For some other stocks in v..hich discarding is kßown io
occur, höwever, discards are not routinely inchlded in
the estimates of fishing mortality. The extent of discard
ing is dealt with in Section '4.5.

Apart from the mortality generated ori juveniles. and
adults, various towed gears in contact with the boltom
may dainage fish eggs attached to the seabed (e.g.,
herring). Some spawning bt:ds are dosed to fishing
during the spay"ning season.

4.4.3 Seabirds

Seabirds .are capabie of beconung entangled in most
types of fishing nets, but more birds are killed in söme

. types than otherS. Birds have been rerorted killed
particularly in gill arid other statie nets. There have been
no comprehensive studies of entallglemerit in the North
Sea, hut the available evidence indicates that in those
areas that support both fixed net fisheries and diving
seabirds, entanglement is likely to Occur.

There have been quantitative studies on the effects of gill
net fisheries at a local scale. In the English Channel,
inshore gill nets have proved to have particularly high
by-catch at some times lind places. Robins (1991)
showed that these riets, set for bass, have caught virtually
all of the diving birds (mostly razorbills Alm rorda and
divers Gavia sp.) using St. Ives Bay. For instance, in
eight fishing days in Jantiary 1988, abaut 900 auks wen~

removed dead from these nets. The numbers caught at
this single site are not significant at the North Sea
population level, but this situation is probably typical of
sites \I,'here diving seabirds are common and netting is
undertaken. All investigation by the Royal SOciety for the
Proteciion of Birds in the UK in the winter of 1991/1992
indicated that most entafiglement events are sporadie and
localiSed (ref te seme). The extent of usage of gill neis
on other English North Sea coasis has riot been quan~

tified as man)' of these nets are deployed from vesSels
less than 10m in length (which are, not required to
complete logbooks);· however, several thousand kilo-
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metres of monofilament gill net are importeJ into
England and Wales each year. There is some qualitative
infonrultion on the distnbution of gill net fisheries around .
England and Wales (Figure 4.4.3; Potter and Pawson,
i991). MOflOfilainent gill nets are not in legal use off
Scotlarid, though there is soine illegal use. The impact of
these illegal nets on seabirds is not easily quantified.
There is widespread beliefthat monofilament gill nets are
a particular problem (Mead 1989), but seabirds are laken
in all types of gill nets.

aIden er al. (1988) esiirnated that 25,000 diving seabirds
· v,,'ere killed by dro\\nirig in herringarid cod gill nets in
the southeast Kattegat betWeen 1982 and 1988. The
majority (90~95%) of these birdsv.'ere gUillemots, and
had 'ffijgrated from populations breeding on the Scottish
North Sea coast. Most of the fishing activities here are
for hemng, but most birds were found in hottom-set cod
riets with a mesh size of 150 mm. Herring nets were of
55 mm mesh and were set eiiher on the hottom or near
the surface. These tended to eatch eorlnorants.

In the northy,:e~tern North Sea, riets set 'for saimon near
seabird colonies have trappeJ and drowneJ auks
(Melville, 1973). Guillemots, Uria aalge have been
recorded beirig 'caught in nets beirig trawled for sandeeis
on the northwestern Dogger Bank (M.L. Tasker, pers.'
obs.). Galbraith et al. (1981) found, that· shags
(Phalocrocorax aristotelis) were caught in lobster traps,
but most of these birds were receritly independent
juveniles that had faileJ to leam the skills of foraging.
The overall ~xtent of these mortality sources is unkno\\n.

There is only limited gill nettirig off, th'e Netherlands,
Gemially arid the North Sea eoast of Denmark. There is
little inforinaiion a\'ailable on gill netting off Belgium.
Off France (English Channel), there is a fishery for bass,
pollack, cod and sole undertaken by approximately 600
fishirig bOats over 4300 hoat/months (1990) (lFREMER,
uripubl. data). There have beeri no studies of entarigle
merit in this fishery. In NOrWay, salmon drift nettingwas
associated with high levels of by-catches in the 1980s,
but this fonn of fishing was terminated in 1989. Returns
of leg-rings from auks found dead indicate.that birds off
the coast of. Scandinavia have been killed in large
numbers by net entaßglement. The proPortion of birds
caught this way in relation to other methOds of recovery
(e.g., shOoting, oiling). increased substaritially in the

· 1980s' (Mead; 1989) (Table 4.4.3).

Outside the North seä, severe episodes of eritariglerrient
have been documented (e.g.; in thesoutheastern Katte
gat, northern Norway, southem Pacifie, off Califomia,
west coast of Ireland, southwest Greenland) and have
been implicated in substantial declines in bird populations

· in some areas (Evans and Waterston, 1978; King, 1984;
Piatt et al•• 1984; Whilde, 1979). However, in only one
case among eight listed worldwide by Robins (1991),
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could breeding seabird popuiation decline be attributeJ
with cerciinty to entanglement. Inadequate investigative
resources contribute to the lack of scieritific proof.

4.4.4 ~Iarine maiiimals

An ICES Study Group ori Seals and Small Cetacearls in
Northem European Seas ~·as established in 1991 and bas
now met on two occaSions. Included among the terms of
reference for the most recent meeting, in March 1992,
were requests that the Study Group "assess trends in, and
the current status of, seal arid coastal dolphin populations
in the North Sea". The Study Group was also asked to
"evaluate available irifomlation on the hy-catch of those
species, the extent as v"'ell as type of fisheries involved".

It was generally agreed at this StUdy Group thai inciden
lal catches of marine mammals in fishing gear in the
North Sea ~'ere pooi-ly documentoo. Existing data had
mostly been collected on an opportlJnistic basis, and were
therefore not representative, and. eould not be used to
estimate the total number killeJ by fishing operations.
Even if the total number killed could IX: estimated, the
level of mortality cOldd not bC accurately asseSsed
because of the uricertainty regarding true population
sizes.

4.4.4.1 Seals

Both seal species rnay become trapped in towOO gears,
but most seal by-catch mortality is attributed to fixed
tyPe gears (..\non., 1992d). Tags from grey seals
(llalichoerus grypus). tagged in Norway have been
recovered .from pups entangled in gill nets (Wug arid
Oien 1987; 1988) and cOlnmon seals (Phoca vitulina)
have been recordeJ trapped in fyke riets in Dutch coastal
y,'aters (Boer, 1989). In the U.K. seals of hoth species
have been drov.ned in fixeJ nets set for salmon or have
been shot by netsmen protecting their nets and catch
(Rae, 1968; Pierce er al., 1991).

4.4.4.2 Ceuiceans

Table 4.4.4 gives a summary of the results from some
studies of cetacearl by-catch mortality in the North Sea.
These studies indicated that gill nets killOO the most
cetaceans. and that among gillnet-caught PorPoises, most
were . laken in large-mesh nets. Catch' rates variOO
seasonally arid, in Gennari ~'aters, aniroals were mainly
laken at night. In the Danish study, incidental catehes
v"'ere mostly of young animals.

Around the British Isles, severai species of smaÜ cela
ceans have been rerorted as incidental catches, but in the
North Sea, reported by-catches of species other thän tbe
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) are rare. Por
poises are laken in various types of gear, but most
by-catch records carne from coastal gill nets, except
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around Shetland ~here al1 reports for which the gear was
kno....n came from ~hitefish tra.... ls. A vohintary scheme
for fisherrnen to report catehes to local fisheries offieers
his been in plaee in England and Wales for anlimber of
)'ears, hut rePorts have been rare. Over the last 10 )'ears,
Scottish scientists have made more than 600 voyages on
commercial fishing vessels lind not a single instance of a
eetacean .beconllng entanglOO in the riet was recordOO
(Anon., 1992d).

By-catch has beeil recorded in the Netherlands for the
last 6 to 7 years (IWC, 1991). sriial1 numbers were
recordOO in most gear types useu by Dutch vessels in the
North Sea (Anon., 1992d).

There is no systematic procedure for recording by-caüght
cetawlns in Norway. Smal1 cetaceans were krio....n to be
caught in some fisheries, eSPeeial1y the salmon drift-net
fishery w hich has now been elosed. In 1988, 96 porpoise
carcasses were bought from salmon-netters; about 35
by-caught porpoises ~'ere bought from the traditional
fisheries in 1989 and 1990 (Björge er al., 1991; Anon.,
1992d).

Harbour porpoises were trapped in Pound nets in
Denmark in the 1960s, but the use of these nets has
declined in reCent years. Surveys conducted between
1979 arid 1991 indicated that considerable numbers of
Pofpoises were still caught; few were laken in trawls, the
niajority were entaßgled in bottom-set gill nets. Exact
figures for the total by-catch are not available, but
estimates suggest thai it is more than 1000 per year lind
could ruit to several thousand (Anon., 1992d). About
two-thirds are caught in the west and north of Denmark
lind the rest in Danish inshore waters.

4.5 Norl-eatch l\iortality and Di.unpl~orDlscards
and OlTal

Non-eatch mortality

As weil as the catch, fishing operations cause inciderital
mortality of fish ~'hich escape from the gear. In the case
of most trawling gears and Danish seines, fish are herdOO
in front of the net; some escape before entering the cod
end and some, either voluntarily or involuritarily, pass
through the cod-end meshes. Of those retainOO, some are
lost in the act of hauling the net lind, in the pelagic fish
enes, whole catches may be released before being laken
on board. Of the fish laken on board, a portion may he
discarded. Of those retained, either the entire fish may
be landed, or the fish may be gutted arid/or processed
(e.g., fil1etOO) and the resulting offal discardOO. Corre
sponding coiisiderations also apply to eneireling gears
and to trapping, netting and hooking gears.

Reliable data series exist for landings lind in some cllSes
discards, but there is little quantitative information on the

incidental mortality rates caused to the stocks lI.s aresult
of .mortality of fish that escape from fishing gear.
Ne\'ertheless, a number of studies have been carried out
on the survival rates of fish that escape from fishing gear
during the catehing process.

Fish that escape from towOO gears incur scale loss whieh
can be caused hath by abrasion against the meshes and

.by abrasion.against objects caught in the trav.."1 itself
(Main and Sangster, 1990). The exterit of scale loss
differs between species and varies accordirig to the mesh
sire, the type of mesheS (sqUare or diamond) lind the rig
of the gear. However, some scale loss appears to occur
in al1 fish that escape from cod-ends, at least those above
a certain siz.e in relation to the mesh siz.e in use (e.g., al1
fish over 18 cm Ui h~ngth from 70-90 Dini mesh t;.a....ls).

The possible causes of death inchlde loss of
osmoregulatory ability (from scale 10ss), internaIorgan
dllmage (from pressure within the cod-end) arid second
ary viral or bacterial infections (from skin dämage).
There are reports of diseasOO fish in which ulcerations
were thought to have been the result of damage by nets
(Mel1ergaard arid Nielsen, 1990). Fish with net injuries
appear to be more susceptible to lyinph6cysiis than fish
without injuries (Dethlefsen er al., 1987). There is also
some evidence tha.t stress due to the capture process inay
increase mortality (Black, 1958).

Based on eXPenments in whieh escaping fish v,,'ere caught
and retainOO in cages in siru, mortality rates of gadoids
Tlmgoo from 6-33 %, deperiding on the type of mesh and
mesh siz.e in use (Mairi arid Sangster, 1991). Differences
iri sca,le loss arid mortality also exist i>etween species,
haddock being more susceptible than cOd (Isaksen, i991;
EngaS er al., 1990). The mortality rate of fish in a net
also depends on hau1duration, catch qUantity, and catch
comPosition. In the German shrimp fishery, Von Kelle
(1976) foiIrid a direct relatioriship between towirig time,
total catch weight and the survival of sniall sole, dab and
plaice. The survival rate of uridersized flatfish was 51 %
for plaice, 57 % .for sole, and 26 % for dab. Survival
rates decreased when large qUantities ofjellyfish (C)'anea
and Pleurobrachia) were preserit in the net..

In ,the case of bellm trawling, the reports available
indieate rather variable survival rateS of srnall fish tha.t .
escaPe' In one set of exPerimentS, most sinall fish
appareritly escaped through the mesheS of a commercial
trawl fairly undarnageJ. At least 56 % of dab (Lir7llinda
linill1ida L.), 85% ofplaice, 100% ofsole (Solea solea)
and 68 % of dragonet (Callionymusspp.) arid solenette
(Microchirus boscanfon) whieh escaped from the cOd-end
inta a cover survived the first 24 haurs after capture
(BEON, i990). In another set of expenmentS, the siIr
vival of soles that escaPed thrOligh the meshes was
estimateJ at 60% (Van Beek er al., 1989). Dtiaths were
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attributed to the action of the tickler chains and the
injuries inflicted while in the net.

There appears to be no information on the survival of
fish that escape from gill netS.

Survival experiments on pelagic fish are less easy to
interpret because of the difficulty of maintaining them in
cages. RepOrted survival rates were around 60% for
herring escaping through square mesh panels (Suuronen,
1991), but mortality was also recorded among controls,
so the true survival rates may have beeil higher than this.
In experiments on Baltic herring escaping from diamond
mesh cod-ends, repOrted ,mortality rates wefe 3 %
(Treschev et al., 1975) and 10-15% (Borisov and
Efanov, 1981). LockwOOd et al. (1977) iIivestigated the
survival of mackerel after escaPe or release from a purse
seine. It was found that 50 % of the fish died after 48
hours at a stocking density of 30 fish mol. Trials with
fish densities comparable to those experienced in a "dried
up" purse seine prior to "slipping", showed that up to
90% of "slipPed" fish died within 48 hours of release.

The only direct obsefv~tions of nori-eatch mortality
caused by fishing are those of Zafeimari and Serebrov
(1989) who used an underWater submersible to make
observations on escares of cod and haddock from a 100
mm diamond mesh cod-end in the Barents ,Sea. After
hauling the fishing gear, dead haddock aiid cod were
seen Iyirig on the sea bed in the path of the trawl.

From the data avaiiable, it is not pOssible to reach firm
conchlsions about the percentage of escaping fish that
survive. For each main method, hov,'ever, the range of
survival rates repOrted arid the j)eriod over which the fish
were kept, where knov.n, are sho\\<n in Table 4.5.1.

In all the studies sunimarised above in which the experi
mental period after capture was short, there is also a
measure of uncertainty about the ultimate level of
mortality.

Äs a very rough approximation, it rriight be assumed that
in the order of 75 % of fishthat escape from towed gears
survive. In itself this provides no estimate of the addi
tional unrecorded mortality, caused by captUre and

, escaPe, because this also depends on the quantities of fish
that escape from the cod-end. In general, the fish that are

,damaged in a net will be in a fairly narrow size range
because very slnall fish will tend to escare through the
large meshes in the front parts of the net often without
damage. ,In aseries of covered cod-end experiments
repOrted by Robertson arid Ferro (1988), the ratio of fish
in the cod-end cover to fish in the cod-end itself wäs
1.2: I for haddock and 0.4: 1 for whiting. Assuming a
ratio of 0.8: i arid a sUrVival rate of 75 %, this implies
that, in this expenment, the additional non-eatch mortal
ity was about 20% of that attributable to the catch. The
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additional mortality will vary considerabiy in different
situations depending ori the precise specification of the
gear in use in relation tothe size arid species compOsition
of the fish thai are accessible to the gear.

. The (ate of de&d and monbüßti fish in the short-term has
not been extensivelY studied. In the more usual case of
fish escaping gradually from a trawl, it seems unlikely
that the density of dead fish in any one area will have
anything more than atransient effect. It is also far from
c1ear v..hether fish thai ultimately die as a result of riet
damage add to knov.n causes of natural mortalily (e.g.,
predation) or whether they rephice other fish in the diet
of predatoi-s. on average, therefore, it seems likely that
non-eatch mortality adds a small but significalit contril>u
tion to the overall mortality of fish. There are ceTtain
gea.rs arid IlfeaS, however, in which non-eatch mortality
is likely to be s6mewhat higher.

Discards

Discarding of fish during commercial fishing activities in
the North Sea haS been recorded since at least the 1920s
and clllta exist on the proPortion of fish discarded in a
number of fisheries. In earlier periods, percentages of
roundfish discarded in the trawl and seine fisheries were
repOrted to be 30-40 % in the 1920s and early 1960s. In
the late 1970s, discardirig rates of haddock arid v.hiting
were estimated to be about 14% in tniwl and about 20
30% in seine catches (Jemlyn and Robb, 198i). Regular
sampling of the Scottish fisheries, mainly in the northem
North Sea,' has provided data on discards. The leES
Roundfish Workirig Group has used these data to esti
male total discards of these rn.'o species by all countries
in their assessment of the stocks of these two species
(Table 4.5.2).

Representative discard data are difficult and expensive to
collect and insufficient information exists to allow a
qÜantification of the total amount of fish of all species
discarded annually. However, some clllta were provided

, by Derimark; the UK and the Netherlands for seine-net,
otter trawl and beam trawl fisheries. These clllta are
summarised in terms of percentage discarded by category
in Table 4.5.3. If such data areextrapOlated to the total
catch in the demersal fisheries, they suggest that the total
weight of fish discarded iri the North Sea arullially is in
the same order of magrlituje as the landings from theSe
fisheries. However, it müst be stressed that extraPolation
to the entire catch is problernatic beCause of the srnall
number of sampIes for any time periOd arid area and the
consequent Janger that sampIes for one area may hve to
be used to estirriate discards in other areas where the size
and species composition of the catch mäy be quite
different. Discard rates, in the '. plaice fishery, for
example, can vary considerably betWeen inshore and
offshore areas beeause of the different size range caught.
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Using Scottish discard data aitd other data obtained in the
area of the Shetland Islands, Fumess er al. (1988) used
observed discard nites to estimate the total quantity of
fish discarded arowid the British Isles. For the North Sea
and Channel, they estimated a total quantity of about
90,000 t per year iri the \\"hitefish (Le., demersal)
fisheries. The percentages given in Table 4.5.3 suggest
that the total quantities are higher than this.

Some data. are also available on the disc'arding ofbenthos
(Table 4:5.3). In general, by-eatches of benthos' and
inorganic debris are made mainly in gears that fish very
elose to, or dig into, the seabed. A further stUdy based
on lirillted sampling in the southern North Sea indicated
that eatches by beam trawl contained 35 % benthos of

. whieh, depending on the species, 7 to 100% was alive on
return to the sea (BEON, 1991).

4.6 Lost Gear arid Other Fisheries Dehns

, Ghost fishing

It is known that gill nets, tangle nets, and traps may
eontinue to fish for söme time after being lost or dis
earded. The term Wghost fishing Wis used to deseribe this
phenomenon.

The length of time that such gill and tingle nets continue
to fish derends on a number of factors, such as the
eurrent speed, the amount of fouting weed in the water,
the rate of other marine fouting, the, amount. of fish
caught, and the presence of erabs; these are all ,things

,whieh eause the nets to eollapse to the bottom and eease
fishing (Millner, 1985). In areaS relativdy free of
fouling, the nets may continue to fish at some redueed .
level of effideney until the build-up of fish and erabs

. forces this eollapse. Once on the hottom, mil1tifilament
nets remain tangled, while monofilament nets rnay, once
clear of fish remains and crabs, disentarigle, retUrn to an

upnght Position, and resume fishing. Over the longer
term, such nets gradually build up an enemsting layer of
marine organisms and become more visible to fish.

. The Study Group had only limited information on the
abumlance of lost or, WghostWfishing gear and none on
mortatities resulting directly from such gear in the North
seil. Some information on both abundanee and related
mortalities was, however, available for areas off NOrWay
and eastern Canada. This information came from three
unpublished reports of the Norwegian Directorate of
Fisheries (Misund, 1990, 1991; Kolle, 1991) arid a
summary reix>rt of as yet Uripublished Canadian Depart
ment of Fishenes (DFO) data. Whilethe degree to which
such information may relate to conditions in the North
Sea is ußcertain, the findings do provide some insight
inta the abundarlce, and fishing behaviour of Wghost W

fishirig gill nets.' ,

, '. .
The NorV.'egian reports indicate the eaphlre, using tO\\"ed
grapnels; of large numbers of WghostWgill nets in 1\\.'0
separate areas off the Norwegian eoast. It was observed
that old neis were still fishing arid that i~ some there was
Wa relative1y large ainount of fish~. Nets lost in 1983
continued to fish, as evidenced by both' boney remains
arid recently caught fish. More fish were observed in
nets found on soft bottonls thari in those over harder
substrates. Nets found in deeper waters 'also eontained
more fish. ' '

, . :..'! •

In the Canadian study; an area along th~ 50 fm isobar on
the northern edge of GeCirges Bank was fished using
grapnels. Long-liners and trawlermen had eomplained of
ghost-fishing gill neis in this area. Eight percent of the
236 tows resulted in the recovery of 19 gill riets. The
remains of 94 fish (eod; hake, dogfish, and unidentified
skeletons) wen~ found in the riets. ,

The Canadian study also provided preliininary informa
tion on the length of time vanous types of fish remain in
gill riets once eaught. Two exPeriments were eamed out.
The first indieated niat the time requir~ for scavengers '
to consume all the' flesh of entängled fish (residence
time) ranged from 1-5 days (mean = 2). In the second,
residence time raitged from 2-12 days (mean = 6). No
eorrelations were evident between residence time and
v;ater temperarure or \'\"ith location in the nets. A further
experiment will explore the apparent rellltionship betWeen
amphipOd densities imd the residence time of the cap
tUred fish.

Other lmpäcts

Fragments of lost and disearded nets of all types may
also entrap hath seabirds (HartWig er al., 1985; Schrey
and Vauk, 1987) 'arid marine IDariunals (Shomura and
Yoshida, 1985). About 3 % of all live ganriets observed
at Helgoland were eritangled in fragments of fishing gear
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amI 29 % of dead iannets found there had died of
eritariglement in plastic, irieluding fishing net (Schrey arid
Vauk, 1987). Most nests at Flamborough Head arid in
the Charinel Islands (N.M. Harrison, M.G. Hili, pers.
cornm.) and 90 % of the nests at ci colony off Newfound
larid (~foritevecchi, 1991) contained fishing gear. Birds
have been observed to die by entariglement in gear at
their nests, but there has not l>een a comprehensive
survey of this moitality.

UnpubÜshed ,data from a ~fAFF research survey
(CirolilIia 7/91) iIidicated a catch, using a Granton trawl,
of 0.528 kglhr of fishing neis or netting (type Unspec
ified) (Pope, Pers. coinm.). This represented 24% ofthe
total "rubbish" catch. Areport on macro-pollutanis on
the Dutch continerital shelf (Ruiien, i991) lists fishirig
gear and nets, but provides no quantitative information as
to their abundMlce. Another paPer,. based on visUaI
observations, describes the overall and relative distribu
tions of floating marine litter in some areas of the North

. Sea (Dixon and Dixon, 1983). Nylon neütng arid rope
represented the least frequently encollnteroo of the five
categories of debris Iisted, the' others being metal arid
glass, rrian-made ",,-ood items, paper and cardboard, and
plastics. As most lost nets v..ould be submerged, their
freqllency of Occurrence must be much greater.

, ,,', ,~ , '. I' •.~ .: . I' , . . \

Further evidence as to the extent of lost fishing nets with
the potential to cause mortalities comes from a Japanese
survey on the distribution and density of marine debris in
the Pacific. In this sllrvey, approximately 217 fishing
niets were visually observoo over ii. track of 220,000 nm
(Anori., 1991g). Again; their frequency of occum;nce
rriust be. much greater than can be observed on the
surface. Aß AustraIian study, on the rate of accumulation
of fishing and other debris on the shores of iIeard and
~facquarie Islarids in the SOllthem Ocean, found that
over a 12-month period 3 nets, or parts of riets, washed
ashore ori Heard Island (Slip and Burten, 1991). Based
on the length of shore sUrVeyed, .this amounts to one nei
for every 0.12 km ofshoreline. Heard Islarid is relatively
elose to afishing area. ori Macquane Islarid, which is
farremoved from any fishirig ar~, no nets were feund ..

- .

.... {O', ";0

5 INFLUENCE .'OF" ANTHROP.oGENIC
ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN FlSIIING

. Altthropo'g~nic activities ~ther thari fi'shing also ~ffect the
North Sea. In this section we have concentratOO on
describing those ",hieh lnimic the effects of fishing on
the biota and those ""hieh exclude fishing operations.

Areas of hYP<>xia have, for example, resulted in the
emigration of fish and other motHe biota and the mortal
ity of more sessile biota (e.g., benthos and shellfish);
these effeCls may initially result in elevated catches of
~nthos lind shellfish in trawls before mortality occurs,
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while hypoxia-c311sed emigration arid mortality may
mimie some of the results of overfishing. Offshore

. str;Jctures (e.g., wrecks and platforms) locally exclude

.. fishing operations an(I. thw provide refuges arid sites of
incrWed biomass and diversity. for fish arid benthos.
Point sOurceS from oil productionand organic/sewage
enrichment alter berithie communities in the vicinity,
frequently resulting in a. dominance of short-lived,
oPrOrtUnistie sPecies; .this is basically comparable with
the effects of certain tyPes of particularly intense bottom
trawling.

Eutrophication is sensu strieto nutrient enrichment
(Alton., 1990b),' e.g., an increase in the imioUnts of
riitrate and/or phosphate in an area. Sources -of such
nutrients are commonly sewage (treated or untreated),

. atmospherie deposition of nitrogen and phosphorus
comPounds, leaching from farrnlarids and forests, arid
waste products from aquaculture/mariculture. Under'
undisturbed . conditions, phytoplarikton production is
linked to nutrient input in such amanner that, although
there are seasonal and annual variatiOlis, there is no net
increase in total prirnary production. In addition; the
spe;cies ,composition will, within certain bounds, remain
constant.

Under. eutrophie conditions, an increase in prirnary
production occurs, with the resuIt that excessive sedimen
tation ofdead/decaying phytoplankton cells to the bottom
is notOO., Under conditions of poor water
renewallexchange (e.g., 10w current speeds), organie
material rapidly accumulates on the bottom, providing a
high oxygen demand associated with it<i. metabolism.
These situations may result in oxygen depletion (hyOOxia)
or even total lack of oxygen (anoxia) in near-bottom
""aters or within the sediment itself. This may le<ld to the
absence of species of zoobenthos/shellfish and bottom
living fish through active migration from the area.
SeSsile species (e.g., Echinocardium cordaium, arid
various bivalves) may well die through lack of oxygen
and/or the build up of toxie H~S. A short8ge of benthie
animals .mayaIso. rßake these areas poorly suited for
benthic-feeding fish.

. Certairi types of disturbanee of the bottom sediments,
especially where these are relatively poorly oxygenated,
may lead to the liberation of HzS and orgarue material
such that an even greater reduction in oxygen levels
occurs. Such types of disturbarice can be caused by
drOOging, deeper forms of trawling, etc. (see Table
4.2.1). Bacteria living in the absence of oxygen thrive on
sulphates and other corripounds. Special baeteria can also
convert metals in sediments, re1easing them into .the
water column. Inorganie mercury can be converted into
methyl mercury, v,'hieh is readily laken up by variOlis
marine animals, e.g., fish..
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Regarding evidence for eutrophication in the North Sea,
trends showing increases in nutrient levels are generally
restrided to shallower water areas, for example, the
Gerrnan Bight. Such areas are characterized by hath
relatively restncted water exchange/renewal arid
enhanced mitdent. inputs from land-based saurces.
Studies conducted iri the German Bight demoristrated a
doubling of phytoplankton biomass, as weH as changes in
species composition from diatom-dominated assemblages
towards flagellates; increased winter levels of nutrients
were also apparent (Rad3.ch and Bohle-üirbonell; 1990).

5.2 "UnusUal"/"Noxioüs" AI2al BloOms

In the scientifie sense, a "bloom" consists of rapid
growth resuIting in a high biolnass of om; or more algal
species. Often, however, the "blooms" that attract publie
attention (through toxicity, foam produciion,ete.) are not
blooms at all in the true scientifie sense, but merely the
presence of a "harmful". algal species within the
phytoplankton community. It is, for example, not certain
that the widely publicized occurrence of Chrysochromu
Una polylepis iri the Kattegat/Skagerrak in May-June
1988 (Nielsen and Richardson, 1990, Bokn et al., 1990)
was a bloom in the scientifie sense of the v"ord.
Although this, species dominated the phytoplankton
community at the time, the distnbution of algal biomass
was quite typical for this area and time of year. Thus,
the only "excepiional" aspect to 'this "bloom" rnay have
been the presence of atoxie species.

It is, however, weil knowrl that some toxie/noxious
sPecies exist within the phytoplankton community as. a
v.hole (Reid, 1990). Many historical examples of the
presence of toxie phytoplankton eidst that cannot be
related in any way to eutrophication or Pollution. Thus,
there is no evidence that the existence of toxie algal
species, in itself, can be directly rellited to eutrophication

. or polluiion. ,

The toxins associated with "bloorris" can be prOducoo by
algae. Table 5.2 provides a list of the diseases, the
implicated marine foods, and the toxin-producing
micro-organisms. It is c1ear that in some areas there is an
increase in the frequency of occurrence of toxic/noxious
algal blooms. Iri some cases, this inCfl::ase may partly be
."apparent" in the sense that there is moreawareness and
monitoring (due to mariculture interests) directed towards
phytoplankton ~blooms". However, in 'other cases, the
increases seem Iikely to be real.

Nutrient enrichment is one of the proininent factors,
directly or indirectly, associated with this increase
(Wallentinus, 1990). Ackßowledging the presence of
toxic/noximls species and non-toxie species withinthe
total phytoplankton community, it must be aSsumed that

. the growth of bOth ioxie/noxious species and nori-toxie
spedes will be stiinulated by eutrophication and the

occurrence of "unusual bloOms~ will thus increase
(Arion., 1990b). In soine coastal zones ofthe North Sea,
the duration and maximum biomass reachoo by blooms
of PhaeoC)'stis pouchetii has increased over the last 20

: '. years, with the associatoo nuisance of the fomiation of
fmim accumulatirig near shores. These blooms are
related, amongst other factors, to high concentrations of
nutrients (Lancelot, 1990). .

Regarding the factofs ~'hich lead to the occurrence of a
particular algal species at a pai-ticular time and place,
the list is lang (Reid, 1990) and almost certainly incom
plete at the present time. A list of these factors includes
salinity, tempenlture, current speed and direction, light
regime, tUrbulence, nutrient (including trace metals and
micro-nutnents) availability, the ratio betV.,een the
concentrations of different nutnenis, and the presence of
sPecifie grazefS (selecting/retaining '. particular size

. fractions of ph),toplanktan cells and species). The
composition of the algal flora and the probability of the
occurrence of toxic 'species in the sea at any given time
will be a function of complex ecological interactions. The
situation in the seil, comparoo to a terrestrial analogue,
is complicatoo and exacerbated by the shori generation
time of phytoplankton relati\'e to larld plants, and the fact
that phytoplankton .are dis[>ersed and transported by
~'ater movements. Thus, at the present time, it is not
possible, as a rule; to identify the overriding factors
deterritinirig the presence or absence ·~f toxic/non-toxie
algal species at any given time/place in the Sea. How
ever, some coastal areas appear to be characterizeJ by a
relatively frequent occurrence of same "noxious· algal
blooms. In some cases, this rnay be rdated to the
hydrographie characteristics of these regions.

Exceptional algal blooms have' previouslycauseJ prob
lems for fisheries, aqUaculture, tourism, and recreational
interests (Anon., 1992e).

5.3 EfTects of Eutrophication on Benthos

Changes in the benthie macrofauna under iricreasing
inputs of organie substances, such 8s rnay arise from the
sedimentation of enhanced quantitieS of phytoplankton
cells as an end product, of water column eutro
phication, can be illustrated by reference to the 'enrich
ment' model of Pearson and Rosenberg (1978). As the
model has ahearing on other topics in this Section, a
bdefdeScription is appropriate. Its relevance to genene
hyPothese!; conceming biological responses to 'disturb
ance' are mentioned in Section 5.5, belaw; see also Rees
et al. (1991).

Thesequence of eventscan be summärised in terms of
species/aburidarlce/biomass curves (Figure 5.3). At low
input levels, there is a general enhancement in the values
of these variables. However, as inputs inerease and
organie matter builds up within sedimentS, significant
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structural change iri the cOlIlJ'ßunity is induced. This
phase is characterisOO by a proliferation of small-sized

. arid short-livOO 'opportunistic' species (typically
polychaete wonns) at the eXPense of larget, longer-livOO
and deeper-biiITowing species. Accompanying, and partly
explaining, this change. is a shallowing of the. Redox
Potential Discontinuity layer, with the result that the
fauna becomes increasingly concentrated into the surface
laYers. of sediment. Further accumulation, leading to
anoxia even at the sediment surface, results in the
elimination of all macrofauna species. Ü will be notOO
that this model is equally applicable to trends in space
and time.

Regartling evidence for eutrophication in the NOrtb sei,
trends showing increases in nutrient levels are generally
restrictedto shallower wllter areas, for example, the
Gerrnan Bight. Such areas are charactenSed by bOth
relatively restrictOO water, exchange/renewal and
enhanced nutrient" inputs ,from land-basOO sources.

. Studies conducted in the German Bight demonstrated a
doubling of phytopl3.nkton biomass, as weil as chariges in
species compOsitioll from diatom-dominated aSsemblages
tov.ards flagellates; increasOO winter levels ofnutrients
were also apparent (Radach and Bohle-Carbonell, 1990).

. ,

Apparent iIicreases in benthic biomass, reduction in
species diversity arid elevatOO abundances of certain
'opp6itunistic' species, compared with earlier surveys,
have been citOO as evidence in support of eutrophication
of parts of the southem Nofth Sea (e.g., Duirieveld er
al., 1987; Hickel er al.; 1989; Kröncke, 1990; Rachor,
1990), arid perhaps more noticeably in the relatively
quiescent conditioris of parts of the Skagerrak/Kauegat
(e.g., Pearson er al., 1985; Rosenberg er al., 1987). The
laUer two surveys involvOO comparisons with surveys at
the turn of the century. Josefson (1990) provides support
for the view that observOO changes may be a recent
phenomenon, in parallel with increases in nutrient inputs
to the system. It is notable, however, that a number of
the abOve papers cite intensive trawling at the seabOO 
the disturbing effects of which rnay be analogous to those
of orgllllic enrichment - as a possible confounding factor.

Buchanan and co-worke~ have reported on bi-annual
sampling of an Amphiura cominunity at tWo muddy sites
off northeastem England, the most recent of which
(Bucharian arid ~foore, 1986a,b; Buchanan er al.; 1986)
identifiOO a biennial cyde of high and low,densities
dunng a stable PenN in the 1970s. An upward trend in
numbers and biorr.;l~:; was discemible since 1980, with
some evidence for .1 reversal in 1984/1985. This v.as
tentatively ascribed to changes in the supply of organie
malter to the seabed.. However, in a complementary
evaluation of temporal trends in benthic and pelagic
(Zooplankton) populations, Roff er al. (1988) condudOO
that the former were more likely to be limitOO by
predatiori and competition thm by food supply; further-
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more, there was no evidence to link inter-aruiilal cycies
in zOOplaßkton arid benthos.

Austen et al. (1991) compared annual trends in the
benthos off northeastern England with those at a compllr
able deepwater site in the Skagerrak, over the rieriod
1971-1988. The results were notable for II shift in
commwiity structure at both sites between ,1980 and
1981. They further auemptOO to establish links with
changes in pl3.nkton communities derivOO from Continu
ous Pllmkton Recorder (CPR) data. For the eastem North
Sea, there was a less markOO change in structUre at about
this time, but no such distinction could be drawn from
data for the western Notth Sea. A comparison of annual
changes in total abundance arid, for the Skagerrak, total
biomaSs with changes in phytoplaOkton colour and

, zooplaOkton abundance providOO tentative evidence of a
, degree of co-variabilitY. The authors speculated that a

general increase in abundance arid biomass of the benthos
at both sites in the 1980s might be due to effects of
eutrophication.

5.4 JlJpoxia/Anoxia aiid Implieations far Benthos
and Fisheries

IIypcixia may result in the eridofaun~ moving towards the
sediment surface in order to get more oxygen. However,
fUfther development ,towards, anoxic conditions may
result in, the death of bOth llenlhic organisms as ~'ell as
bottom-dwelling fish species. Low fish numbers regis
terOO during such situations are orten due to emigratiori
from the area, arid not only mortality. Unusually high
catches ofbenthos combinOO with very low catches of
fish, of ""'hieh many caught. were already dead, were
observed in September 1981 abOut 40 miles off the
Danish west coast covering, an area of approximately
2000 km (Dyer er al., 1983). In August-September
1982, the boUom water in ari area of more than 10,000
km2 in the southeastern North Sea ltad oxygeri concentra
tions of less than 4 mg/I, with the lowest values near 1
mg/l (Figure 5.4.1). Fish catches in the affectOO areas
were low, and dead fish and rnacrobenthos were
observed ort the houom (Dethlefsen and Westernhagen,
1983). In August 1983, oxygen deficiency with concen
trations elose to zero at ceftain stations were observOO in
the same area as in 1982 (Westernhagen er al., 1986).

.These authors observOO a change in the benthic corrunun
ities from a fauna doIDinatOO by species toleiint to low
oxygen in 1982 - 1983 to a dominance of more oxygen
demanding species (e.g., shoft-livedpolychaetes) in 1984
when more "normal" oxygen conditions were obServed.
In 1983, the total biolnass was only 30% of thai in the
following years (Nietmann er al., 1990; Hickel er al.;
1989). However, the berithic community structure and
bion1asS recoverOO within two years (Nierinanß er al.,
1990). After a senes of "normal" years, oxygen defi
ciency problems reoccurred but on a more restncted
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spatial scale, approximate1y 240 kmz, in 1989 (Niennann
etai., 1990).

Reduced levels' of oxygen near the bollom havebeen
observed particularly in the southem K~llegat over the
course of many years, but the phenomenon has become
acute during the last decade. The situation becomes
especially markcil during the autUmrl, typically in
September -October. ,The southem Kattegat ha.s a
complicaied hydrography v"ith a marked halocline, with
low salinity water originating from the Baltic Sea and
Swedish rivers at the surface and North Sea water with .
high salinity at the bollom. A partieularly
well-documented change in oxygen concentrations was
apparent in 1988·1991 (FigUre 5.4.2 a-d); 1988 was
charactenUd by very low oxygen concimtratioris distrib
uted over a large area; 1989 showed amuch reduced
areal coverage due to wirid/stonn-iriduced rruxing of the
water column; the 1990 situation once again sho~'ed

large areas, covered by reduced oxygen concentrations
extending also into the Oresund area; the 1991 situation
resembled that iri 1990.

The main fisheries in this region are those for cod,
flatfish, and Nephrops non-egicus. After several years
with oxygen levels reduced to < 1 mI/I, a pronounced
change in these fisheries has occurred, together with that
of the benthos, as weIl as aberrant behaviourial patterns
of various species. Swedish and Danish stUdies indicate
that below 2 mI 0:11, several fish species leave the area,
Nephrops leave their bUrfoWS arid remain on the surface
of the seabed, and even infaunal spedes move onto the
sediment surface., At about 1 ln1 0:11, many species of
zoobenthos as weIl as Nephrops die (Baden et al., 1990a,

, 1990b).

Although the distnbution of various fish stOCks are
krio~n to vary on a seasorial basis, the lack of food
associated with hypoxia/arioxia in some areas obviously
rruikes them unattraciive to fish. As Nephrops left their
burröws, they ,became more catchable to the tri""ls.
Increased catchability arid mortality/emigration has
resulted in reduced stOCks. Nephrops catches, are essen
iially absent from a line south of the to\\<"; of Falkenberg
in SweJen and the isle and of Anholt off Denmark. ,
There was ageneral trend of decreasing landings ill the
entire Kattegat from the early, 1980s to 1991. In the
southem Kattegat (Figures 5.4.3 b and c), both landings
and effort exhibited decreasing trends during this period.
Besides the general decline in the Nephrops' stocks,
oxygen concentrations especially during September 1988
(Figure 5.4.2 a) fui-ther caused a marked decrease in
effort, laridings and stocks (Figures 5.4.3 b-e). This has
alsO beeri cOrToborated by scientific surveys and
videO-films obtained by Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROV). The cOlnmercial fishery has now moved to the
northem Kattegat, where laridings have also subsequently
decreased but where effort has remained high (Figure

, 5Aj a). The lesson of this is that variability in oxygen
levels may reduce stocks and laridings in a given area in
a manner that partly mimics that observed as a result of
overfishing.

Hypoxia appellrs to be associated with increasing suscep
tibility to infectious diseases, such as lymphocystis and
epidermal papillomas, in dab. This is evident in parts of
the Noi-th Sea as weIl as the Kattegat (Dethlefsen, 1990;
Mellergaard and Nielsen, 1990).

5.5 Organlc Dischaq';es, arid Associated
Contaminants

The rnain categones of point-source inputs are sev,'age,
sewage sludge, and wastes from food processing/paper
manufacture. These are discharged via pipelines ort in
the CaSe of some sewage sludge from the UK, from
ships. Most major pipeline discharges of sewage are to
rivers or estuaries, and hence the route to thesea is via
river outflow, by v,hieh time the organie component may
be substantially reduced. However, anumber of large
coastal settlements discharge directly to sea via short or
long outfalls; müch of this material is uritreated, beyond
initial screening of large debris. A summary of direct
and river inputs to the North Sea of selected substances
from all sources is given in NSTF (1990): This Section
deals mainly with impacts ansing from the particulaie
comronent of sewage arid sludge. Possible consequences
of nutrients and dissolved organie matter are considered
under 'eutrophication'. The text is based pnmarily on
experience with sewage sludge, but the impact of the
organie component of other organie carbon-rich wasteS
would be very similar. '

Sewage shidge disposal to the North Sea and English
ChanneI is confirieJ to UK waters, amouriling to some 5
million wet tonnes per annum distributed among ten
sites. A target date of 1998 for the cessation of this sea
disPosal option was announced prior to the Third Minis
tenal Conference on the North seil., The sludge may be
the end prOduct of pnmary or secondary treatment of
sewage, arid its contaminant load varies regionally
according to the balance of urban and industnal inputs to
the sewerage system prior to treatment. Traces of a very
wide array of coriiamiriantsv,'ill be preseIlt (Table 5.5)
arid, because of ihis, most studies of the biological
consequences of discharges have treated the medium as
an entity, rather than iri terms of its numerous constituent
parts.. '

FrankÜn (1983) showed that the short-tenn toxicity of
dilutions of sewage sludge to a variety of organisms was
relatively low. Impacts in the water column following
discharge of, sewage or shidge have beeil asSesSed by
bioassays of field sampIes, e.g., using oyster embryos oe
caged mussels(Thain, 1990; Lack and lohßson, 1985;
Roddie and Johrison, 1990). Such studies provide little
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eviJence of reJuced water quality attnbutable to dispers
ing shidge, heyond the inuitediate area of discharge.
There is some evidence to suggest that contaminants may
enter the plcinktonic fOOd chain via feeding (e.g., by
copepOds and mysids) on flocculent organic material held
ill suspenSIon, although th6 quantitative significance of

. such a transfer route is uncertain (Chapman, 1986)..

Most fieid studies ofbiological effects have concentrated
on the impact of the particulate cOMponent following
settling to the seal;>OO. Berithic organisms rriay respond to
the organic component ("ennchment") or to the l'urely
physical consequerices of accumulating particulates.
"Toxic" effects, arising notably from physio-chernical
changes in the sediment as a by-product of the enrich
ment process, have typically been observed in quiescent
areas which promote a build-up of material at the sea
floor.

The intensity and sratial extent of biolcigical effects will
clearly depend on the. sire of the discharge and the
characteristics ofthe recipieritarea. Examples ofwell-de
fined gradients are prmrided by studies in tjords/sea lochs
(e.g., Pearsori, i975; Rosenberg, )976), where changes
in the quantities of pulp mill discharges over time have
provideJ a useful means of monitoring processes of
degradation and recovery. Pearson (1987) has also
reported on comparable gradients associated with sewage
sluJge disposal in the she1tereJ Clyde Sea area (Scot-
land). .

.The empirical model of Pearson arid Rosenberg (1978),
whieh descrihes structural changes in the benthos alorig
an organic ennchment gradient, has been fourid to be
wide1y applicable. It confomls ~'ith generic h)'potheses
coriceming the role of "disturbance" in the maintenance
of cOmlnunity diversity; these imply that the highest
diversity occurs at iIltermeJiate levels of disturbance
(ConnelI, 1978; Huston, 1979). "Polhiticiri" in this con~

text is just one manifestation of disturbance, as described
by Warwick (1986) for marine benthos. Certain paralleIs
may, therefcire,· be drawn between the responses of
benthic organisrns to. many waste discharges, arid to
those occurring in the aftenruith of deployment of certain
types of fishing geär on the seabed. Thus, th6 enrichment
process induces succession changes in the benthos, with
shört-lived opportunists (typically depOsit-feeding worms)
bdng favoured over. the longer-lived; deeper-burrowing
and more "sensitive" ("serisitivity" being defineJ by the
ability of a species to adapt to, or laIerate, stressful
events (see Gray er al., 1990» species.
Such marked "effects" grlidients may be contrasted with
studies at sewage shidge disposal sites in the more·
dispersive conditions typical of the UK east coast, where
impacts on the benthos are generally harder to discem
(e.g., Norton er al., 1981; Tallmt er al., 1982; Pearson,
1986; Rees er al., 1990).
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. StuJies of the possible bioaccumulation of persistent
contaminants along the foOd chain to comrriercial fish are
not normally fcasible on local scales because of the
relatively small sire of the waste field relative to the
distribution and mobility of fish !'Opulaliolls. Such work
is more appropnate to regional scales; e.g.; Franldin
(1990) indicated that contaminant levels encountered in
commercial species from UK waters are below the rel
evant Envirorimental QUality Standards, and do not pose
a threat to human health.

~iore significant in some estUarine and coastai localities
is the risk of faeeal/nucrobial contamination of edible
shellfish stocks; variouS conditions are irnPOsed by iOcal
authorities conceming the treatment of such stocks pnor
to commercial sale.

While there is much anecdotal evidence that enrichment
arising from sewage discharges leads to locally enhanced
fish populations, there is little supporting scientific datA
for such effects in the North Sea. Again, tbis is partly a
samplirig problem ansing from the rehitively small spatial
scales of any discharge effects. Off the Califomian coast,
Spies (1984) provided some evidence to suggest that
structural changes in the benthie commünity in response
to offshore discharges of se\\'age were accompanied by
structUral changes in the fish community, reflecting the
ability of different species to exploit the modified. food
resource.

Player (1971) and POlmder (1974, 1976) have provided
some evidence that se'.\·age and certaiIi trade \\'aste efflu·
ents may provide 3.n important fOOd source for birds,
either directly in the fonti of discharged materials, or
indirecdy through localized increases in benthic bionlaSs
brought about by organic ennchment.

ConC111.~ions:

i) Well-defiried effectS are invariably localiZed m
extent and are, in principle, reversible;

ii) Empiricai models adequateiy predict benthic
responses to 'organic eririchment, at leaSt in
quiescerit areas; such responses may in many
respects be arialogoüs to those occurring as a
consequence of physical disturbance at the seabed,
e.g., arising from commercial fishing gear;

iii) An important inference to be dr3\\u from current
hyPotheses conceming influences onconlmunity
structUre is that the highest diversity occurs at
intemiediate levels of disturbance. Maintenance of
high diversity as a management goal is therefore

. not incompatible with controlled waste disposal or
other anthropogenie activity (including fishing) .

. However, there inay be other goals, such as the

"-
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,preservation of sensItive spedes and habitats,
\\hieh may not be fulfilled;

iv) Amodel v,hich adequately describes the resPonses
of benthos (and fish)' to discharg'es in dispersive
areas is currently lacking. Scientific studies in
such areas are often hampered by the occurrence
of high natural \·aiiability. However, the benthic
communities of such "high energy" systems rnay
be more robust to physical disturbances or to the
discharge of contaminants;

v) It seems plausible' that some organie discharges
may result in locally enhanced fish populations,
but the evidence is largely ariecdotal;

vi) The spatial extent of identifiable effectS on the
benthos arising frorn. organie discharges to the
North Sea, relative to those which may be attribu-

. table to the use of certain types of heavy fishing
gear, is probably re1atively srriall. However,
outfall responses may still have IOcal significance
depending on the sensitivily of the recipient
environment.

5.6 Shipping, OlTshore Structures, lIazardS and
Port Activities .

Shipping activities'are particuiarly prevalent in shelf seas
lind coastal areas. In shallow regions, vessels with deep
dnlfts (e.g., oil tankers) InaY transfigure the battom.
Ships provide noise, both from engines arid from propel
ler cavitation. It is weU kßo\\n that certain fish species,
e.g., hemng, take evasive action weU before a vessel is
overhead. In heavily trafficked areas, propeUers "chuffi"
significarit volumes of water, scimetimes injuring plaruc
ton, fish eggs and lllrvae. Everyday seepage of oil arid
fuel also occurs, and gases arid cheinicals are emitted
from funnels.

The North Sea is one of the most activelytrafficked
shipping areas in the world; on average 300 or more
ships pass through the Chaimel per day. Shipping Calmot
be considered to be anotable source of mortality for
biota, with the possible exception of planktonic organ
isms.The extent to which shipping has an effect on the
distribution and behaviour of biota is essentiaUy not
kßo\\n.

OITshore structures

The number of offshore platforms for oil and gas
exploflltion is increasing re1atively slowly in the North
Sea.. The oldest at present. date from about the early
1970s and are still in operation. It is expected that the

number of fixed surface installations will peak in the
year 2000 but that the subsea developments will continue
to increase as will the extent of the undersea pipelines.
Iri most countries, national legislation insists that, after

'. removal of the pllltform, the bottorn be c1eared of debiis.
As rnany of the offshore fields have pasSed their peak
and now,exhibit declining production, smaUer fields that
previously have been untouched will be brought into
operation. As these are frequently too small for a \\hole
platform, they tend to be exploited via ·subsea comple
tions·. Thus,. an increase in sub~ pllltforms and
associated weII-hecl.ds may be expected in the North sei
in the future. Pile constructions are often removed by
cuttmg the,legs of the platforrn 6 m below bottom level.
Abaridoned weUs are cemented below the battom level
and cut, while temPorarily abandoned wells are cemented
as abave, but up to 3 m of pipe protrudes above the
Seabed. Curreritly there are about 160 platforms, 250
well-heads and over 5,000 km of pipeline in the North
Sea. '

Exploitation platfornis have a safety rone of about 500
m, while exploration platforms have no safety zone, as
their presence at a given locality is usually of short
duratiori. Subsea platforms alsO have Safety zones.

initially, pipelines either were or had to be buned ahOut
2 m below the seabed. At present, only pipelines v,'ith a
diameter of < 17.5 crn have to be buried 0.2 m into the
bottom. Largerdiameter pipelines are left on the hOttom,
eventually sinking into the bottorn by "self-bunal".

Pipelines have 00 safety zoDes, and often aet aS focal
pointS for attracting fish. Trawling parallel to the
piPelines frequently occurs. The pipeline system of the
Nofth Sea is likely to be expanded by 30-50% in the
near future. Lärge lines under construclion/completion

, are .Ekofisk-Emden, ,North ,Gas-transport (NGn,
NOGAT (Dutch Sheif), lind Zeepipe (NorWay 
Zeebrugge/Be1gium).

Explosives

ulrge quantities. of riUneS Md mtinitionslbombs were
either interitiorially positioned or jettisoned in the North
Sea dunrig and imrnooiately after the tWo World Wars.
The dumping groUnds for mUnitions were originaUy
limited in area. Fishing activity has also contnbutoo to
the dispersal by re-dumping caught explosives.

\Vrecks ärid a.rtilicial reefs' '
There llre abaut 20,000 kriown wrecks iri the North Sea
(Leewis and Wäardenburg, 1991). Although the wrecks
may be a hindrance to fishing (e.g., snagging hottorn
trawls), they provide beneficial shelter for many marine
species, eSpecially fish, thus enrichini the rrulrine biota.
Trend studies on the benthic coinmunity on wreCks show
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ari increase in abundance and biorrlasS of "hani-substrate"
spedes (Leewis and Waardenburg, 1991). Both non-com
mercial as weIl as commercial fish species may find
"safe-havens" in wrecks. Recently, several artificial (i.e.,
purposely made) reefs have t>een constructed to provide
conservation and enhancement areas (Collins er al.,
1990).

The effectS of extraction activilies (extraciion' of sedi
ments/substrates, but also of the. calcarious seaweed,
"maert") on living resources include:

I) Physical impacts on the seabed and water column

changes in substrate character;

suspension and dispersion of fines in the water
column;

baiarice between deposition and erosion both in
the area in question and in surrounding areas.

2) Chemicai impacts on the seahed and water column

Dredging in shellered areas may cause concern over
the potential release of toxie matenals and heavy
metals "Iocked up" in deep, anoxie sediments pnor
to being exposed to oxygemited conditions by the

. action of the mechanical dredge. Resuspension of
bottom matenal rich in organie content cari place an
elevated oxygen demand ori the environment. In
some cases, increased recirculation arid liberation of
nutnents from sediments occurs, adding to
eutrophication risks.

3) Biological impacts

the loss of orgariisms in the extracted sediments;

the effect of the deposition of fines lost from the
dredger both with regard to temporary water
columIi effects of suspended fines on primary .
production (e.g., elevated turbidity), and long
term change in the character of the benthos.

Changes' in substrate .character ~y affect berithic
cOnUnunity structure arid succession, and thus the type of
food available for finfish and shellfish. Particular
substrate types are· frequently type-specific for the
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attachment of demersally attached eggs, äs weIl as the
settlement and recruitment of larval'. stages. Sessile
organisms ,may become partly covered or buried by
fines. High ratios of particulate inorganie 'matter to
particulate organie matter. in sUsPended material may
result in clogging in filter feeding animals, delayed gut
passage time, reduced assimilation rateS and, according
Iy, resull in reduced groy.1h (Arlon., 1989a).

Capital arid maintenance dred2il12 activity

Dredged materials from the maintenance of navigable
chafinels, channel deepening, portlharbour construction
and so on are disposed of under national licence at
several coastal (and estuarine) locations in the North S~.
Table 6.2 provides a rough estimate of the area of seabed
beirig used for this purpose. The, disi>osal activity is
monitored at an international level through the Oslo arid
Lolldon Dumping Conventions, and information on
quantities and chemical qiiality is published in Oslo
Commission reports. Some 70 million tonries were
depOsited at sea (Le., within 'Convention waters;) in
1990, with similar quantities to 'internal waters',
eSPeciaIly estuanes.

Guidelines concerning the chenucal qilality of, the
material suitable for marine dispoSaI are designed to
minimize adverse consequences for the biota. Aside from
impacts at the site of dredging activity, the main effects
to be anticipated are physical in nature, e.g., through
blanketing of bottom de{x>sits and fauna in the immediate
aftermath of disposal, and/or associated with organie
enrichment, e.g.; where soft sediments are dredged froin
depositional areas within estuaries draining highly
urbaniserl catchments.

In many rnaintenance dredging operations, there is an
element of 're-cycling' involved: the disposal ofsedi
ments of similar natUre to those of the receiving eilViron
ment inay result in minimal changes to the physical
structure of the sediments, or to the benthos, espeeially
in dispersive environments.

Some types of large-particle solid waSteS, e.g., from
capital dredging projects or mining, may matenally aIier
the seabed withiri licensed areas, arid may render it
unsuilable for some tyPes of fishing activity. However,
it may be expectecl that such material would generally be
contained within the bOuriJanes'of the licensed' site.
Eagle er al. (1979) estimated that some 2% (or 40 kilr)
of the inshore fishing zone between Blyth and Teesbay
off the English northeast coast was in some way affected
by colliery waste, fly ash and dredged material dispoSaI.
These effects rangtxl from practically azoie conditions in
areas avoided by' trawlers, to marginal depletioii of
benthos arid \ittle interference with crab and lobster
{x>tting in penpheral areäS.
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Eiisting and new approaches to the management.
monitoring. and modelling of dredgings disposal in
European waters have recently heen revie~'eJ in Alzieu
and Gallene (1990). It is to be expecteJ that such malters
will receive increasing attention in the coming )'ears.

., , " ..
Estimation of sCale of effects an'd con'iequences of
dr~i~ for sand and ~ravel

The scale of effect ~f sediment extraction projects and
corresPonding consequences for marine life and fisheries
are dependent on the environmental characteristics of the
area (e.g., wave aild current regime, geology, tUrbidity,

. ' the nature and extent of the extractiori operation. and the
time to recover or for the readjustment of the benthos).

in pri~cipie, an estimation of the scale of effects and
consequences' is possible for any given site-specific
sediment extraction project (Anon., 199Oc). The overall
immediate loss of biota in the extracted sediments can be
estirriated from the areal extent of extraction and an
analysis of the biota in berithic sampies. and fish/
shellfish surveys considered representative for the area.
However, mir iiriderstanding of the contribution of
benthic orgaiüsms to the diets of other marine organisms,
such aS benthic-feeding fish species, is frequently not
sufficient to provide an accurate assessment of the effects
of this loss through each coinponent of the food v"eb. In
same areas, aproportion of the benthic biota lost may
have a direct, econolnic value to a commercial shellfish
fishery. ,

The contiib~iionof suspended fines to increased turbidity
and possibly reduced prirnary production in the. water
column may be. approximated by ä. simple, disper
sion/settling model using current data applied to the
discharged fines. Primary production can be sigilificantly

. reduced in the zone in which higher than background
tlJrbidity levels are predicted to occur. While again one
can extnlpÜlate the effects of aloss of primaiy produc
timi through a simple food web mOdel; it can be con-

, sidered that the expeded area of aggregate extraction
relative to the total North Sea area of abOut 575 ... 10' sq

, km is likety to be irisignificant. Nevertheless, potentially
significant,. small-scale effects on sensitive biota
(especially filter feeders) may occur.

5.8 OfTshore Exploration, Exploitation, ärid
Impacts

In this Seetion, the Skagerrak and English Channel are
not inc1uded in. the quantitative results. There are no
hydrocarbon activities in the SkagerTak and no data on
activities in the English Channel weee available to the
Study Geoup. .

The oil ~J gas inJustnes initial1y ~sed explosives for
seisnuc surveys. The use of explosh'es waS abandoned as

" it causeJ death to marine anim.als, espedally fish. The
air gu.n was brought into use for tWo-dimensional (2-D)
sdsmic surYeys. from 1963. ~tost of the potential
resources of the North Sea have been surveyed by 2-D
seismic surveys. However, since 1983 three-diinensional
(3-0) seismic surveying has also beeil useu, arid all areas
with the likeiihood of small reserves of oil and gas and
all areas not yet covered using 2-D surveys, wiIi be
surveyeJ by 3-D. The greater accuni.cy lind precision of
the surveys resulted in an increase in successful explora-

.. tory drilling (from 25 % to 60 % successful). It is esti
mated that about 10 years will be required to cover all
Potential gas and oil reserves with 3·0 surveys.

, The 3-D seismic arrays can' only be useJ dunng calm
weather conditions, inainly from April to September. It
can thus be expected that conflid will anse near the

. coast with breeding colonies ofbirds arid further out with
the birth/nursery areas of marine mammals (e.g., seals
and porpoises). In, the case of marine rriaminals. the
"calving" areas are frequently pooi-ly delineateJ..

The effects of the air gun depend on the type of boUom
(e.g., Sand, rock, or mud), but ha\'e beeri reported :is a
cause of death for zooplankton and lan'allyourig fish in
relaiive1y close proximity (generally within 2-3 m) öf the
emission source (Dalen and Kßudsen, 1987).

Dil arid ~aS

This section contains no info~tion on activity in the
Eriglish Channel, for v"'hich data were unavailable to the
group, oi- for the Gerrnan North Sea Sector, Kattegat or
Sk:lgerrak which have no emissions.

EmisSions/discha~es

SignÜicant oii aIld gas production startedin the North
Sea in the late 1960s. Total weil drillings to date number
3000 to 4000 (Figure 5.8.1).

There are three inairi soueces of contaminallts ansing
from the offshore nuning industry: '

- drill cuttings;

- prOduetion v"'ater; and

spills.

Ä major component of the contimiriänts from these
sources is oil. Oil-biL:-OO mud (OBM) dnll cuttings
contribute th6 greatest amoimt of oil (Figure 5.8.2)
(Arion., 1992f). From 1988 there haS been a decline in
the amount of oil via cuUings b&aüse of current regula-
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tions, aeeording to PARCO~f (Paris Com.mission) ded
sions. Tbe relative eontiibution of produetion water to
the tol.11 amoimt of discharged oil has increased in recent
years, hath because of the decrease in the amount of oil
released from cuttings and because of the increase in the
amount of production water. Accidelltal spills result in
only minor amountS of oil enteiing the North Sea (Figure
5.8.2).

. A large amount of cuttings are produced every year. For
example, in 1985, the estimai,ed aniount of (OBM drill)
cuttings discharged. was 260,000 tonnes. ,The other
components of drilling muds (both oil-bllsed arid water-

.based muds) are mimerous, iricluding toxie heavy mel.1ls,
barite, bentonite, inorgariie salts, surfactants and deter
gents, corrosion inhibitors, lubricants and. biocides
(UNEP, 1985).

Pflxhiction viater is a very complex cherIucal mixture and
will vary in composition from field to field and within
orie field dependirig upon its dunition arid oPeration. Its
ioxicityis likeIy to be ,due to, the presence of biocides
(ulW and lhidson, 1986). The amount of productioll
water discharged, arinwilly into the North Sea has
increase~ during recent years (Aßon., 1992f).'

The pipeline is still. the safest transport system available
for oil arid gas.. Only about 1% of all the oil spilled
world-wide into the sea originates from pipeline leakages

,and ruptures.. '

Contamlnation

Contaminants enter both the water phase and the sedi
ments (Figure 5.8.3). The amount of oil in sea water,

"arising from discharges of O~M drill cuttings arid
prOduction wat~r, as weil as flaring operations, is
generally low (Anon., 1989a). Sheens of oil observeO on
the sea surface may come from tlanng operations and
offshore mining discharges or from shipping. Ounng
overtlights, an average of 1-2 oil sheens per tlight hour
have been' obserVed over the last, few years (Anon. ,
1989b; Anon., 1991h).

The aecumulation of contanunants in the sedimenis
mainly arises from discharges of OBM drill cuttings, but,

. depending on the eurrent regime and depth, it rnay also
arise from production v,'ater discharges in. (turbid)
shallow waters (Reiersen er al., 1989; Gray er al., 1990;
Figure 5.8.3).

Background concentrations ofoil in North Sea sediments,
at reference sites away from the influence of drilling
sites, are in the range of 0.2 - 15 mg oillkg dry sedi
ment, depending of the sediment type (sandy .< silt) and
analytical methods used (Lawand Filemari, 1985; Massie

, er al., 1985). Elevated oil concentrations in the sedi
, merits, as hig~ as 100 g oillkg dry weight, have been
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fomid near discharge sites (Oavies er al~, 1984; Oe lang
et aL, 1991; vari Het Groenewoud, 1991). O~pending on
the level of input and the bydrography, ele~ated oil
concentrations have beeil fOUnd from 750 ~ to 12 km
from the drill site (COWICONS(JLT, 1989;' Reiersen et
al., 1989; Kingston, 1992). ence drilling has, ended
long-term (> 6 years) oil contamination around drilling
sites is observed. This is due to the rather lo~ bio
degradation rates of oil, and the redistribution of oil
contaminated sedimentS (Oaan er al., 1990\): Oe long et

, al.• 1991). Taking irito aecoUni the tOtal anlOunt of oil
discharged through cuÜings up to 1990, it has beeil
estimated that 8s much as 8000 kffi2 of seabed in the
Nofth Sea haS sediments with elevatoo levels of oil (QSR
Expert Group, 1992). Elevatea levels of heavy metals
(Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Pb, Zn), associated with discharges
from drill euttings, have beeil found är6imd several
drilling ,_ platfornis (Reiersen et al;. 1989;
COWICONSULT; 1989).

ImpactS

Toxicants originating from offshore mining discharges
firid their way from the sediment arid water phase into
various organisnls (Figure 5.8.3). Musseis have beeri
fOMd to be contaminated with oil up to 6 kßi from an oil
platform (Arion.; 1988a; Van Het Groenewoud, 1991;
Oe long et al.; 1991).

For most rnacrobenthos, the NOEC (No ObSefved Effect
Concentration) is abatit 10 mg. oillkg dry sediment.
Above this level, a vaiiety. of effects become visible,
such as a reduction in sensitive sPecies, an increase in
same opportunistic species, and an overall reduetion in
macrobenthos (oaän et al., 1990b; Gray er al.; 1990;
Kingston, 1992). In about 20 % of the 8000 km2 of the
seabed v.'hich show elevated levels of oil, the oil concen
tration may be high eri6ugh togive rise to aß. overall
reduction . in inacrobenthos.' Affected areas are not
evenly distributed throughout the North Sea, büt rather
concentrated in certain subareas (Figure 5.8.1). Sessile
benthie orgariisms have been sho~n to become smöthered
by cuttings (Oavies et al.;1984).

Expeiiments with caged musseIs placed aroWid drilling
sites showed a reduced Sc0Pe for growth; but no effects
on the survival of musseIs (Van Het Groenewoud, 1991).
For infaunal species, such as Anlphiurajilijormis, sedi
ments from up to 500 m from rigs have been foimd to be
toxie (Figure 5.8.4, Oe 10ng and Zeven1xx>m, 1991).

\ , .: "

Adverse effects of oil at the seä surrace and mthe sea
water depend on the co-occurrence of the location of oil
spills arid seabirds. Seabirds are at nsk from floating oil
due to darnage to the waterproofing of their featherS
(Figure 5.8.3). Sea mainmals, particularly those that
spend long periods at the water surface, are also at risk
(Oicks et al., 1987).
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6 COMPARING ,TIIE DlRECT EFFECTS OF
FISIIING WITU TUE EFFECTS OF OTIIER
ANTHROPOGENie INFLUENCES AND
NATURAL PROCESSES

6.1 Introduction

In this section, we attempt to compare the direct effects
of fishing with other anthropogenie influences arid natUral
processes. The major arithroPogenie influences con
sidered are described in Section 5 arid appropriate details
on natural processes are elaborated upon here. .

6.2 Im~acts o~' the Ph)'sical Structure of the
Sediment arid Ahiotic Processes

Other human aclivities \l.hich rrught be expected to
infhience the structure of the sediment in a way siffiilar
to fisheries include sand and gravel extraction, piPeline
arid cable laying, dredging, and oil platfoml construction.
In eontrast to fishing, however, these aetivities are much
more localised. Table 6.2, modified from Anon. 1992g,
suinmarizes the areas influenced by the different human
activities, arid shows that the area influenced by fisheries
is more than one order of magnitude larger than areas
influenced by any of the other activities.

The impact of fishing activities should also be compared
to disturbance caused by natUral processes and events. In
some areas, strong currents and storms rnay have effects
that are at least equivalent to those caused by fishing. In
shallow areas « 25 m), stofms will ehange sediment
charactenstics in a way sirnilar to that described for
fisheries (see Section 4.3). There are only, few Jata
available to compare these effects. A thooretieal approach
comparing the energy input of bellm trawling versus
\vave action during, a severe storm showed that the
intensity of eriergy transfer per unit of time dunng nie
passage of the trawl is ä factor of 100 or more greahir
than during a stOrln, actulilly indicating the incompar
ability of these events. However, on an anniJal basis the
energy transfer of be3m trawls is far .less .than that of
waves (de Groot and Vogel, workirig doc. 3). In deeper
areas, the influence of wind events decreases, thus
increasing the relative influence of fisheries. However,
Cacchione er al. (1987) conclude that also in deeper
water (85 m) winter storms may be a major faetor
controlling the distribution of surface sediments.

. '

The effeet of trawling on nutrient exchange rates has
been measured for otter trawls in the Kiel Bight (Krost,
1990). Consideririg niat the phosphate gradients in, the
sediment. in lhe Kiel Bight are. sirnilar. to or slightly
steeper than those in sub~area ,4 in the. North Sea, we
may lL<;SUme that the effects in this palt of the North Sea
are the same or less. We estimated that in NSTF sub
area 4 (otter trawled surface area 749 km1, the trawl
doors enhance the phosphate release from the sediment

by maxima!Iy 70-380 tonnes per year. Beam trawlers
(tra\l.'led surface area .132,000 km~) eilhance the phos
phate release from sediments by maximally 10,000 
70,000 tonneS per year. These additional releases are
pulses largely compensated by lower fluxes after the
trawl has passed, and therefore the net result is almost
Zero .. (see Section 4.2). In comparison, Lindeboom
(1975) found in the same area a phosphate release from
the sediment of over 4,000 tonnes as a result of one
storm event. Both processes are a recycling of phosphate
within the system, v.hile the river input amounts to
26,000 tons per year (PARCOM, 1992).

Comparing the effects of fisheries with the effects of
natUral events, it may be eoncluded that the relative
impact of fisheries on abiotic processes is smalI.

6.3 Mortality

6.3.1 Benth(lS

To compare possible effects of fisheries; the level of
mortality from the vanous sources must be estimated.
For many sources of mortality, the spatial and temporal
scales over which they oPerate are not comparable. This
means that efforts to rlink the importance of ari intense
local effect compared to ci more subtle effect v.hich
occurs over a wide area, requires value judgements
v"hich ~'e are reluetant to rrlllke. Notwithstanding the~r

difficulties, some coarse but robust conclusions can k
drawn for some sources of mortality.

Table 6.2 provides estimates of the total area of the
North Sea affected by various activities arid indicates that
the area swept by those parts of fishing gears whieh have
a major impact on the seabed is at least one order of
magnitude greater than that covered by any other activ
ity.

In manyareas, activities other than fishing occur, but the
areas affected are much more localised. For example, in
NSTF sub-region ares 4 changes aÜnbutable to the
offshore oil and gas industry occur over less thm 8% of

. the total area, of which only 2 % will show Serious
benthie effects (see Section 5). In contras!, beam trawl
ingiswidespread, probably covering almost all fishable
grounds in the subregion. Mortalities in the immediate
vicinity of point source dischllrges, such as oil platforms
or dredged niaterial disposal grounds, are high and
effects on the cOlnmunity are much more profoimd than
ariy effect that has been documented for fishing. one
possible exception to this is the case of reef-building taxa
which have been destroyed by fishing gears. on the other
harid, the spatial scale over which many fishing activities
operate is much greater ihari the scale of other aetivities.

Assessment of the signi ficance of pollution preserits some
problems: evidence from field surveys points to the
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16caiisation of grosseffects around discharge points, at
least in coastal and offshore areas (e.g.• Rees arid
Elefthenou. 1989). Recent wide-scale surveys of the
North Sea (e.g.. Eleftheriou and ßasford, 1989;
Kunitzer. 1990). and historical comparisons (e.g.,
Pearson er al., 1985; Rosenberg er al., 1987) provide no
indication that pollution-related mortality has resulted in
whole-scale changes in species occurrences or community
structure. (Note that the effects of eutrophieation are
considered separately.)

Areas which experience temiX>rary .anoxia can be large
lind benthic mortalities can be high (see Section 5.4).
The mortalities recorded for benthie taxa rnay be even
greater than those caused by fishing in these areas. As

. with point-source pollution. ho~·ever. comparing pro
cesses operating over different spatial and temporal
scales is problematic.

Changes in thespatial and temporal distribution ofbenthic
communities also occur as a result of natural processes.
Of these, the natural physieal disturbance of sediments
by currents. waves and StorIns iso perhaps, the most
obvious. Natural sediment disturbance arid the benthie
mortalities that rnay be associated with it will clearly
correlate with depth and sediment type. arid shallow

. « 20 m) sandy sediments are likely to be most affected.
Daul ori net bed-load movement are clearly available, but
for the question of fishing disturbance, it is the intemut
tent bed-load events resulting from storrns that are likely
to be most important (Eagle, 1975; Rees er al.• 1977;
Yeci and Risk. 1979; Dobbs and Vosarik, 1983).

Daan (1991) offers an approach to assess the relative
importance of fishery-induced mortality, which uses
average productionlbiomass (PIß) ratios of benthic
species cis a measure of the instantanecius natural rate of
total mortality. TheSe average PIß ratios were compared
to the estimates of mortality caused by the passage of
fishing gears, assumirig that all individuals in the path of
the gear are killed. He concluded that trawl-induced
mortality was nunor relative to other sources. However,
there are limitations regarding the methOds described
above, whieh are readily acknowledged by the author.
First, the PIß ratios used are estimates for the commun
ity as a whole. Thus. the analysis considers the gross
attnbutes of benthic cominunities arid does not address
the question ofeffects· on particular tlixa whieh may be
sensitive to fishing. In addition, the analysis assurnes that
the cominunity comprises a homogeneous assemblage of
individuals such that rates of growth or mortality do not
change with size or age. Thus, the effects of fishing on
the size structure of populations and the potential for
consequentchanges in the PIß ratio are not explored.
Moreover, PIß ratios will be dominated by srnall-bOdied
taxa and are relatively inSensitive to chariges in the
abundarlce of large individUals. For a more complete
account of the utility of PIß ratios. see Seelion 9.2.
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We hllve made efforts to quantitatively assess the effects
: of fishing on the Noith Sea ecosystem. It should be

recogfiised, however, that the level of analysis ~'e have
been able to apply is coarse arid is severely limited by
available Witä. Table 6.3.1 summarizes the oütcome of
II literature review conceming life-eycle traits arid
sources of mortality for local populations of nine berithie
speeies. E8.ch species was scored (on a scale from 1 to
4) according to l'erceived risks of.local extinction of
pOpulations (Rees lind Dare, working. doc. 7). For
example, the consequences of toxie algal blooms or
anoxia Carl be locally severe for Echiliocardium
cordarum. It should be cleärly understOOd that its
vulnerability will del'erid on the magnitude and geo
graphicallocation of the event.' However, for the North
Sea äs a whole there is no evidence that this benthie
sVecie8 is ai nsk (see Section 7.2.1).

Echinocardium arid Ardica are two conspicuous speci~
fOT v,'hich damage by trawls has been noted (ßEON,
1991).EchiluJcardium lives for 5·10 years in the southem
North Sea (Beukeniä, ,1985), while Arciica have been
reported to live for 100 years or more off the north
eastem USA (Thompson er al.• 1980; Ropes, 1984) arid
approximately 20 years in the western ßaltic Sea (Brey
er al.• 1990). Recruitment success in bOth is likely to be
very .variable between years. Trawl-induced mortaliiy,
may be locally sigilificant for a number of other species,
especially in intensively fished areas.

6.3.2 Fish

The kito~n causes of mortality in wild pOpul~tions of
fish include fishing, predation, disease, thermal shOck,
anoxia, arid Poisoning. Mortality in most Populations
appears to be a gradual process of attritiori rather than a
serieS of episodic events. However. mass mortalities do
occur at times following local pollution incidents. disease
outbrellks or oCcasionally freak natural events such äs
incursions of water of abnormal tenil'erature. These are
uSUally local and transient in effect...

In some cases habitat degradation may affect fish. for
example, by destroying the spawning grounds .of
demersal spawners. It has ooen suggested, for example.
that the extinction of the population of spiirig-spaWning
herring in the Firth of Forth may have been cauSed by
dumping of. colliery waste' on the spawning beds
(Jobnston arid Davies, 1975). There is no evidence of
habitat degradation on the spa\\lning grounds of herring
elsewhere iJi theNorth Sea at present,' although this is
one of the considerations iri the granting of coricessions
to explore for hydrocarbons. o1ltside the North Sea area
as such. a spaWnirig ground for hemng in the Firth of
Clyde is closed to all active forniS of fishing during the
spawnirig season to protect the beds. of spaWn. ather
cases of habitat degradlltion include the direct impacts of
hypoxia and anoxia on fish communities. e:g.• in the
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, southeastern North Sea ami the Kattegat (see' Section
5.4).

In the major fish populations in the North Sea, mortality
has been modelled by a combination of fishing mortality,
predation mortality and other mortality. The model
("Multispecies VirtUal Population Analysis", MSVPA
(Anon., 1991e; Sparre, 1991» includes eleven of the

, most important commercially exploited fish species in the
North Sea for ",hich time series of the age composition
of the catches are available.

1'0 estimate mortality rateS attributable to different
causes, the model partitions mortality into:

i) fishing mortality,

ii) , predation mortality cauSed by cod, haddock,
whiting, saithe arid rrulckerel (the 'MSVPA'
predators), and

iii) other mortality, combining estimates of predation
by birds arid nialTll'itals with estimates of other
sources of mortality.

To provide a frame of comparison, niean values esti
mated by the model ofeach of the ab<>ve mortality
fadors over the period 1985-1989 have been converted
into proportions of the annilal production of that stock
(Table 6.3.2). From these estimates it can be seen that
the primary sOurce of mortality differs widely be~'een

stocks. In the relatively long-li\'ed stocks cod, saithe,
plaice and sole, fishing mortality is hy far the most
importaltt factor, ""hereas in stocks of smalI, rellitively
short-lived species, other ,causes of mortality predomi-,
riate. Predation mortality by the 'MSVPA' predators in
the model is quite important in the case of Norway pout,
sPrat and sandeei, but quite a high proportion of the
mortality in same species is caused by other factors.

The aiuiuai production of fish in the Noith Sea by the
eleven speeies included in the mOdel (Table 6.3.2) has
been estimated at 7.5 million t. Of this, fishing takes 2.5
- 3 million t, the 'MSVPA' predatofs take 2 million t and
other saurces of mortality account for about 3 million t.
Of, the "residual" mortality, it has been estimated that
seabirds take in the region of 0.35 rrullion t (Bailey,
1986), although asimilar' estimate made by Tasker and
Hislop (in Anon., 1991e) included discards and offal
laken by scavenging seabirds.

Taking into account the fish speciesnot included in the
'MSVPA'; the total annual fish production in the North
Sea has been estimated at between 10 and 13 million t
(Bailey, 1986; Sparholt, 1990). This figure is rather
higher than some earlier estimates basoo on estirnates of
primary; production and assumed transfer coefficients
(e.g., Steele, 1974).

While the abOve estimates are appropriate for the North
Sea as a whole, seabirds c1early lake a much higher
proportion of the production in smaller areas. In the
Shetlandarea, for example, Baileyer al. (1991) esti
matOO that the seabird consumption/production ratio of
sandeeIs (AJ1zmodyles marinUs) was in the range 0.28
0.33.

Ta summarize, it may be conc1uded that the mairi ~auses
of adult mortality of fish differ between species and that,
""hereas fishing is the main cause of mortality. in the
larger species used for human consurnption, predation by
natural predatars is the most important factor in the small
or shart-lived specie's and für juvenile fish in general.

6.3.3 SeahirdS

Comparison of 'the various impacts of fishing, other
anthropogenic activities, and natural processes on seabird
populations in the Narth Sea (and elsewhere) is harn
pered by several aspects of seabird biology.

, '

Most seabirds have a long period of iilunaturity, fol
10wOO by a relativdy long breeding life compared with
many marine organisms. In general fecundity is low.
Sources of mortality can thus have a different effect on
a population of se.abirds, depending on .when they
oPerate. Mortality early in life will have relatively less
effect on populations than eärly in adulthood. It is
therefore difficult to compare the iinPoitäitce of direct
fishery-related causes of death, such as entarlglement,
with other causes of death.

Chemical pollution has reducOO the population size of
seabirds at least once. Effluents frorn a pesticide factory
near Rotteraam from 1964 to 1968 100 to over 70 %
mürtality in terns, herring gulls, eiders alidother birds
(Duiiucer and Koernan, 1978; Raath, 1980; Smit, 1981).
This resulted in a steep decline in the breeding popula
tions of these species in the Wadden Sea; some of these
populations have yet to recover fully. Becker er al.
(1991) showed that cOnUnon tern eggs~'hich failOO to
hatch had significantly higher levels of DDT. and PCBs
than eggs collected at random in the same colony.

Several schemes record the number ofbirds that wash up
dead onto beaches, with some schemes reCording appar
ent causes of death. Averbeck er al. (1992) recorded that

'over an eight-year period (1983 to 1990) 9524 birds were
found dliad on a sampIe of 25 km of beach on the
Geiiüari North Sea coast surveyt:d at least tWice a month.
Of these, 28 % were victims of oil pollution; in the
winter of 1991, this proportion fell to 15 % (C.
Averbeck, pers... COInm.). The remainder died of
Unkllown causes. However, in another stUdy on 65 km of
Germali be8ches surveyed regularly between 1983 and
1988, 78 birds were found dead entarlgled in plastics or
litter, of these 17 were in litterlneiting attributable to the
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fishing industry (Hartwig er aZ., 1992). Further north on
the North Sea coast of Denmark, over 80% of birds
found dead are oiled, with, very "few killed by nets
(Danielsen er aZ., 1990). Birds v,hich drov.n in nets are
often difficult to separate from birds ~hich have died
naturaIly, an exception to this is when wings are
rcmoved when clearing nets.

When bird rings are retumed from birds found dead, the
cause of death is often reported. Of 460 first-year
gUiIlemots ringed in Shetland betWeen 1959 arid 1990,

" Heubeck er aZ. (1990) fOUnd that 46% were killed in
fishing netS.. A further 29 % were 'found dead' - a
category likely to inch.ide some birds drov.ned iri netS.
Equivalent figures for 304 older birds were 31 % and
40%. Most of the fishing net casualties were from
Scandinavian coastS. Mead arid O'Connor (1980) ana
Iysed all recoveries from the coasts of Britain and Ireland
from 1967 to 1978 (Table 6.3.3). Seabirds that feed
mostly from the air were less affected by fishing neis and
oil. than the diving s~ies. Those species that feed in
inshore areas iended to suffer more from net entangle
ment than the offshore species.

6.3.4 "Marine inammals

Recent rrlasS mortaliiies of striped dolphins (Aguilar and
Raga. 1990), Baikai seals (Grachev er aZ., 1989), arid
harbour seals (Dietz er aZ., 1989) have highlighted the

"potential impOrtance of infection froin pathogens.
AIlthropogenie activities, in addition to fishing, which
could affect manne malnmal populations include himtirig,
contamination by pollutants and disturharice, both at sea
lind at hllUl out sites. Hunting for marine marnrnals no
longer occurs in the" North Sea. However, a small
number of harbOur porpoises are occasionally killed in
the Faroe Islands, where there is still a hunt for pilot
\\hales. "

6.3.4.1 Seals

Natural processes have haä the greatest impact on seal
populations in recent years.

The outbreak of phocine distemper virus (PDV) in 1988
caused the deaths of some 18,000 common seals in the
North seil (Dietz er aZ., 1989). The impact of the
epizootie vaiied geographieally, with populations on the
eastem coasts of the North Sea and in the southwest of
the region being among the hardest hit (Dietz er aZ.,
1989). Phocine distemper virus antibodies are still
recorded in common seals, hai]) seals and grey seals,
iridicating the continuing presence of the virus and
highlighting" the potential for the future reinfection of
common seals from other species (~farkussen arid Have,
1992).
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High contaminant levels, mainly polychlorinated bi
phenyls (PCBs) and other organochloiines, are foUrid iri
seals in the Wadden Sea and Skagerrak areas. These
containinants may cause reduced fertility (Helle er aZ.,
1976a) as weil as heing iniplicated iri causing diseases
(Helle er aZ.; 1976b), such as parädontitis and alveolar
exostosis (Mortenseri er aZ., 1991). High PCB levels
have ix:eri recorded in eommon seals in the Wadden Sea
and experiments have suggested thai these may have been
high enough to affect reproductive success (Reijnders,
1986, 1988). Despite this, the number of conirnon seals
in the Wadden Sea his incre3sed in the three years
following the epizootie (Allon., 1992d).

We lack reliable data on niunbers of deaths due to
contanunants and fishenes. Therefore, we cannot place
these" mortality sources in a context relative to each
other, or to the overaI1 dynamics of North seil seal

. populations.

6.3.4.2 Cetaceans

Polychlorinated biphenyl contalnination gradients have
been demonstrated in North Sea harbour porpoises, with
containiriation levels highest in the Kattegat area, inter
mediate in the northern North Sea and lowest further
north. No indication of any abnormalities in ovary and
uterus function or structUre v,'ere observed (Bj"rge er aZ.,
1991).

The presence of boltlenose dolphins in the ~fo~ay Firth
has generated eonsiderable interest arid baalS now oPerate
laking people out to see them. The effect of this disturb
ance impact has yet to be detennined.

Until reliable estimates of the additional rri()rtality due to
by-catches are available, it is not, in general, possible to
evaluate their importance relative to other anthropogenie
factors (Anon., 1992d). .

6.4 Discards and Ofrai as Food

6.4.1 Seahirds

Seabirds gather and feed around fishing boats in all parts
of the world. Observations in the North Sea nave shown
that at various limes of the year, fulmars, large guIIs,
gannetS, great skwls and kittiwakes have distributions
c10sely associated ,with fishing vessels (Tasker er aZ.,
1985a, 1985b, 1987). Direct observations from fishing
vesse1s in the northern North Sea sho"\'ed that each
seabird species sPecialises in the type arid size of fish

. taken and that there are feeding hierarchies between
species and between age c1asses of individual Species.
Betv.'een 60% and 70% of discarded gadids arid same
pelagie fish near Shetlarid were consumed, while flatfish
and red gumard were largely iinored (HudsOii and
Fumess, 1988). Up to 75% of aII fish discarded around
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Shetlarid may be taken by seabirds (Furness er al.,
1988). In the southeastern North Sea (NSTF area 5
south), HüpPop and Garthe (1992) found by experimental
disc:uding that 88 % of all roimdfish discarded and 38 %
of all tlatfish were consurried by seabirds. Not all of
these observations were made near seabird colonies, but
we have no way of knowirig how representative they are
of the North Sea as a whole.

Furness er, al.(1988) combined information on the
calorifie value of discarded fish; and estimates of the
energy requirements of birds, in order to estimate the

. numbers of scavenging birds that ure discards that could
be sustained throughout the year iri the North Sea (Table
6.4.1). These figures could be üpdlted to fit NSTF areas
once further information on discard rates becomes avail
able. BaSed on information presented in Seciion 4.5, the
figures in Table 6.4.1 are probably iniriima.

The equivalent of abOut iZ.5 % of the mass of roundfish
(Seciion 4.5) and abOut 6.5 % of tlatfish (Furness er al.,
1988) processed for market is discarded as offal at sea.
These figures, ICES fish catch statistics sumrnarised iri
Section 3.3.4, information on the ealorifie value of offal,
and estimates of the energy requirements of fulmars (the

. main consumer of offal in the northem North Sea)
(Fumess er al., 1988) were combined to estimate the
numbers of fulmars that could be sustained throughout
the year in the North Sea (Table 6.4.2). The esiirriates of
numbers of fulmars supported in the North Sea can be
compared ~·ith a total of 1,600,000 fulmars present on
average offshore in the North Sea (Tasker er al., 1989).

Although .the number of birds potentially supported is
less than the total populations of these scavenging spedes
in the North Sea as a whole, this additional food for
seabirds must have a substantial effect on totals present
in an area. In addition, the location of fisheries intlu
ences the distribution of seabirds at sea, and is likely to
affect the 16cation of some seabird colonies. These
alterations may intluence the wider ecology of an area,
andrnay bring seabirds into areäs where they are at

, greater or lesser risk from other anthropogenie fadors,
such as oil pollution.

6.4.2 Other animals

Discarded fish and offal are only accessible to seabirds
at or near the water's surface. Items not consumed
immediately may quickly sink beyond their reach. The
fate of this material is unknown, but it must be a poten
tial source of food for pelagie and demersal fish, and
benthie irivertebrate scavengers. Daan (1973), for
example, has considered larger specimens of plaice and

,sole in the stomachs of cod to be discards from fishing
vessels rather than wild-eaught prey. On the other haIld,
it seems likely that the sire range of fish that are Wini
aged by trawls may be rather larger than those normally

eaten by many prooators. In this case. the fish involved
may not be consurried.

Spatial and temporal variations iJi the abimdance of
discarded material available to non-seabird scavengers
will be primarily determined by fishing practices; the
type of fishenes involved., and where they occur will
have a profound intluence. For exaniple, near Shetland,
an area where seabird densities are high, only 25 % of
discarded material was allowed to sink beyond the
seabirds' reach (Section 6.4.1.). However, in regions
with lo:-,,'er seabird densities, a larger proPortion of
discarded material inight be expected to drop through the
water colunID.. Discarded tlatfish and gÜrriards are
largely ignored by seabirds fci:ding near fishing bOats
(Section 6.4.1.). Material discarded from baats at tlatfish
fisheries will, therefore, mainly be exploited by other
animals.

On 6ccasion, the quantity of fish discarded, for instance
from spilled clltches and dumping from klondykers, may
swamp the seabirds' ability to respond and large quan
tities may pile up on the seabed. This may have a variety
of short- and long-term effects on the local habitat. In the
rather unusual circuritscinces of a mass rriortality of
hemng in the shallow Pllrt of a fjord in NOrWay, Oug er
al. (1991) reporteu far-reaching effects on the berithie
community with a recovery time of three years.

Invertebnlte anirnals are discarded from virtually every
battom trawl haut These are largely ignored by seabirds.
Fragile animals damaged through captUre may provide a
further fOOd source for submarine scavengers.

The fate of discarded matenal not exploiied by seabirds
has not been exanuned in any grellt detail. No quantitat
ive data exist to allow us to estimate the actual quantities
involveu.

6.5 Lost Gear and Other Fisheries Debrls

.' .• t

Because the data are so lirnited, it is difficult to eVll1uaie
the relative importarlce of lost fishirig gear, as oPPosed
to other anthropogenie activities and natural processeS, as
a cause of mortalitieS to marine organisms. One can,
however, io some extent document the level to which
manne litter and debris due to rnan's activitieS is present
in the marine environment lind the relative amount
attnbutable to fishing. What follows reiateS primarily to
those items of debris, fishing generated or otherwise,
having a direct and potentially life-threatening impact on
marine ,life. , It is imPortant to note that much of the
debris fomid in the oceans mäy be either inert (glass,
ete.) or biodegradable (paper, organics, ete.) lind, while
aesthetically unpleasing, of little consequence to marine
life.
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As noteJ in S~tion 4.4, the only quantitative information
on lost fishing gear in the North Sea is the unpublished
MAFF Cirolana 7/91 data (Pope, pers. comm.). The
trawl used in this survey colle(;teJ 2.17 kglbr of debris,
of which 1.07 kg (49%) was directly attributable to
fishing activities. DiscardeJ or lost netting rDade up 24 %
(0.528 kglbr). In addition, a paPer, baSed on visUal
observations, descnbing the overall and relative distribu
tions of floating marine litter in same areas of the North
Sea indicated that nylon netÜng aild rope represented
onlya small proportion of the debris encountered (Dixon
and Dixon, 1983}. Other categories of items (metal and
glass, man-made wood items, paper and cardboard, and
plastics) were all more frequently observed. As most lost
nets would be submerged, this observed frequency rIlUst
greatly uriderestimate their true abundance.

,
It should be recogniZed that same pOrtion of the debns
which cannot be documented as of fishing origin dOes, in
fad, come from fishing activities. Much ofthe packaging
arid wastes from the maintenarice and operation of fishing

.vessels and from the at-sea sustenance of their crews is
kßown to be diScarded at sea. Although unaesthetic, arid
~hether degradable or not, little of the debris can be
sho~n to be harmful to marine organisms. Exceptions to
this, noted in Section 4.4, involve entaßglements in nets,
packing straps, and other plastic debris and the ingestion
of debris by some organisms.

The Canadian Department of Fishenes, and Ocearis
(DFO) data provides some insight into the abundance and
hliZärds of marine debris to fish (Rowell, working doc.
9). For 1,070 sea trips on the Scotian Shelf, onbOard .
observers recorded a total of260 incidents where marine
organisms were either intemil1ly or extemally affected by
plastic debris (98 % fish, 2 % shellfish). Nearly half of
these incidenis involved porbeagie sharks (Lamna nasus)
v"'ith strapping bands about their bodies. Over a 38-<Llyreriod, one Faroe Islarids long-liner, directing for
porbeagle sharks, captured 26 with packing or strapping
bands on them. All showed some level of d3.mage to the
skin aild in two cases the bands had cut deeply enough
for the skin to heal over them. The majority of other
cases involved fish which had ingested pieces of plastic
bags or rope or were entangled in discarded monofila
ment nets. For the Southem Ocean, Slip and Burton
(1991) noted the entanglement of fur seals (AretocephaluS
gazella) in plastic strapping as weIl as plastic ingestion
by seabirds. The same authors repOrt fur seals bdng
observed entangled in fishing gear.

It should be noted that for rnany items, such as packing
straps, there is no evidence as to their fisheries or non
fisheries origin.

Canadian "Manne Plastic Debris Occurrence RepOrts" ,
collected over two years and representing 1,070 fishing
trips by 11 countries, give some information on the
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dumping of plastic debris on the Scotian Shelf arid on the
rate at v.hich changes in practice can be achieved if
fishing companies, fisherrnen's groups, and govemment
agencies decide to stop such practices. oVer a two-year
period, the percentage of Canadian fishing vessels
dumping plastic debris at sea droppoo from 99 % to 42 %.
This was the result of a corj,orate decision by one large
fishing company to bring all garbage ashore, a fisher
men's union educating and encouraging its members to
do the same, and provision, by govemment, of dumping
facilities on ~harfs•.

"
7 LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF FISIIING

ACTIVITIES

In the Noith Sea the direct effects of fishing, other
anthfoPogenic activities lind natural processes will act in
concert and, in the longer term, give rise to indirect
effects. Fishing activities may create indirect effects in
several ways..There rnay be changes in the feeding
relationships of organisms, changes in the genetic IDake
up of populations and other changes, such as changes in
the habitat. In the longer term, the mixture of direct arid
iridirect effects makes it extremely difficult to establish
causal relationships between the amount of fishing and
observed long-term population changes.

7.1 '\bat Can t>e Kno\m Ai>Out the Long-Tenn
EITecls?

7.1.1 EITeels of fishing on feedi~ interactions

Fishing can affect feeding rehitioriships by causing
changes in prey, for pfedators, in predatioii pressure on
prey, or in populations of potential competitors (Gulland,
1971). The direct effect of fisheiies is to reduce Popula
tions of target or by-caught species. Hence fisheries
initially decrease populations of predators, prey, or
comPetitors. However, the immediate reductions in
Populations caused by fishing can be followed by indirect
increases in other populations, or even the same ones.
These changes cari occur because the fish removed by the
fishery no longerconsume prey or compete with other
fish. Effects neeJ not be direct; linkages can stretch
across several interacting populations. Effects are also
not always consistent with intuition.

If fishing alters the abunc}ance of populations, there
almost certiinly will be iridirect consequences on other
species or groups of sPecies. Food web theorists and

. community ecologists have shov.n that it will be nearly
imPossible to predict what the consequences will be a
priori, and nearly impOssible to attribute changes in an
individual prey, predator, or cOnlPetitor population to
fishery-induced changes in a target stock. The cases

.when it rnay be possible to link dynamies ofpredator and
prey (or competitor) Populations occür ""'hen a fishery
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changes a population greatly over a 'short time. Then the
immediate trophic effeets may be apparent. Unfortunate
ly, the imrriediate effects are transient, and the final
outcome (increase, decrease, or 110 change) cannot be
predicted with certainty fot any of the' populations,
inc1uding the one heing fished. '

Several featureS of marine food webs contribute to
making it impossible to predict, indirect (or long-terrn)
effects of fisheries. One is sirriply that for a11 but the
upper levels, the North Sea food web is Poorly kriov.n
(Anon. 1988b, 1989c, 1991e). Differential grouping of
species for different parts of afood v.:eb places many
restnctions on the inferences v,hich can be drav.n from
analyses of the \I.'eb (Hall lind Raffaelli, 1991; Schoenly
arid Sugihara, in press). These are data-based limitations,
~ut there are also other problemS.

Importarit sPecies, inc1uding many fish stocks, feed 011
different types of prey at different ages, sizes, or
Iife-history stages (Osinan er al., i990; Tschumy, 1982,
many others). Because of this life-history omnivore,
feeding loops and indirect predatiOll are common. That
is, a predator on one life history stage may be prey of
another. Potential competitors eat each other. One Iife
history stage may eat comi>etitors of another life history
stage.. More complelt relationships are plausible, and
certainly occur (Polis er 0/., 1989). '

Several different modelling approaches to these complelt
relationships all show that if one investigates the conse
quences of achange in one population, the results. are
indetenninant. Consequences will vary depending
oninitial abundances of all the species, the strueture of
the model fonnulations, and specific parameter values for
their interaetions. Models indieate that although the
initial responses of populations rnay he predicted subse
quent population responses rnay amplify, mitigate or
even reverse the initial resPonses (Polis er al., 1989;
Pimril and Riee, 1987; Yodzis, 1988; Hastings and'
Wollkind, 1982; Wemer lind Gillaim, 1984).

The analytical studies have shovm that intuition rnay be
misleading as a way to investigate iridirect effects of
fishing on otherpopulatiol1s. Nonetheless, intUition will
continue to be used. It is important to set c1eaf limits on
itS utility. For a Group of interacting predators, prey,
and ,competitors, it may be possible to. pfedict the
distribution of outeomes (i.e.; the proPortion of species

,which will increase, decrease, or not change), but not the
lang-term response of any individual species (Sugihara er
al., 1989; WerDer and Gilliam, 1984; Polis er 01.; 1989;
Pimrri arid Rice, 1987; Pimm, 1991). This suggests that
long-temi effects of tishing rnay be reflected by summary
attributes of groups of species (Le., species diversity, ,
coriunimity size compasition), but not by attributes of
single popuialions.

..

An importllnt eltcepiion to the rule of limited predi~tabil
ity is the likely elilnination of a vulnerable species by
sustained over-eltploiiation, but ingeneral the ability to
eltariUne effects on single species is limited. It is certain
Iy possible to predict the short-term effects of fishing on
the s{iecies harvested, and on other spedes for ";"hieh
they are importaOt prey, predators" or comPetitors
(where "imPortaIlt" is pocirly definea, but dePendencies
must ,be very strong). Studies of press perturbations
(Bender er al., 1984) of model systems suggest the
short-term effects. expeeted to last at most twice the
average life sPan ofspecies expenencing mortality before
other indirect effeetS may dominate the initial direct
ones: These indirect effects may be even in the opposite
direction from the initial effect (YOdzis, 1988). More~

over., tishing is not the only influence on the numhers of
animais. The liitle regularity to be eltPected from· marine
food webs will be diminished by other. factors äffecting
recruitment levels, growth rates, and survivorship
(Wollkind et al.; 1982; Polis er al., 1989).

7.1.2 ElTects oe fishing on the ~en~tic make-~p oe
populations :

Genetic effects arise from selective harvestirig of popula
tions. Such selection may reduce the genetic diversity of
the populations harvested. The gerietic changes lnight
alter Iife history chanieteristics, arid thereby the ecologi
cal requirements of the populations over time.

Fish or invertebrate stocks v,'hich are subjeet to heavy
fishirig pressure have seldom declined to such low levels
that the loss of genetic diyersity has beCome a question
of prime importance~ Recently, however,' there is
evidence, both from the· tield and the hatchery, that
genetic diversity may be reduced by heavy harvesting
even at high population levels. Snuth er a/. (1991), in a
study of Orange Roughie in New zealand, found a 105s
of diversity as older and larger (more heterozygous) .
individuals were selectivdy removed from the popula
tion.

To study the loss of genetic diversity of pOpuhitions due
to harvesting, it is necesSäry to kIlowSümething abOut
the genetic make-up of the stock. This information is
rarely available, althmigh information is accümulating,
particularly for salmon stocks. There the evidence of loss

, of diversity is c1ear, but it is uriclear how much is dueto
ha..vesiing and how much is due to rnany other human
interventions such as salmon faiming, enhancement
projects, and haleheries.

Law and Grey (1988, 1989) have eltanuned the evolution
ofyields in age-structured populations. Blythe and Stokes
(1990) considered the effects on both fitness and yield of
size selective harvesting. There is naw much theoretical
interest in this field; pai'ticular emphasis hiS been placed
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on the way in which sire selective fishenes may cause
changes in grow1h rate and age/sire at maturity.

These processes feed back into the effects of sire
seleetion on sustainable yield. Such theoreticlll work has
implications for viable han:esting strategies. The work

, also may provide a means by whieh we can characterise
. the dynamics and health of fish stocks.

In parallei to theoretical work, 'there is an· increasing
amount of laboratory and field work (e.g:, Rowell et til.,
1989, and the recent conference ,"The Exploitation of
Evolving Populations~, Julich, i992) in which attemrts
are being made to measure both selection, differentials
and selection responses. Interpretations are not simple,
however. Gene/environment interactions are common and
irnr>ortant, so correlation, studies can be inconchisive.
Also harvesting changes densities, as weil as gene-pool
characteristics, so life history traits rriay alter simply due

, to different densities of populations, rather tharl different
gene frequencies.

Sections 3 and 6 show that fishing is a major source of
mortaIity on adults of many fishstocks. Studies of fish
population genetics are just beginning, but there are

. indications thllt such high levels of fishing mortality are
likely to alter genetic compositions of fish populations.
Such aiterations are imrortant for at least two reasons.
First, when the genetic. ffiake-up of populations is
changed by fishing, stocks will not return to pre-fishery
conditions if fishing pressure is reduced. Secorid, altered
genetic structures make it likely that the stocks have
reduced ability to cope with other challenges, due to the
strang directional selection for characteristics compatible
with high levels of exploitation. Both possibilities
represent important indirect consequences of fishing, but
the' field has not progressed far eriough to evaluate the
possibilities rigorously for any wild fish stock.

7.1.3 Other eITects of fishing

Other effects of rishing are reviewed in seciions 4and 6.
They iriclude resuspension of sediments, altering nutnent
~vailability, and physical alterätiori of the sea floor
including, removal arid/or displacement of benthic

"organisms~

Lang-term cascading changes in community structUre
may occur if 'keystone' populations are adversely
affected by fishing, leading to marked changes in the
pattern of predation and/or competition. Competition can
be for space as weil as for food (Paine, 1974;
Roughgarden, 1986), so the distiriction betv.'een strictly
habitat effects and trophic. effects is not perfect. For
example, cascäding effects may Occur .when the intensity.

.of predation is reduced by the removal of fish predators.
If theni isa strong Iinkage I::ietWeen fish arid their l>enthic,
prey, their removal may lead to an increase in the
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numbers of a compelitively dominant species which
would otherwise be eaten. Such 'keystone' sPecies effects
have been demönStfllted experimenlally for sOme rOcky
shore communities (Paine, 1974, 1980), but DWiipulative
experiments on soft-bottom benthic habitats have gen
erally failed to produce such drarnatic casciding
responses (e.g., Sunurierson and Peterson, 1984; Hall
and Raffaelli, 1991; Hall et al., 1992). Indeoo, from
available evidence to date, it would appear that tbe
rnajority of Iinkages between species in f06d weI::is are
feeble (Pairie, 1992; La'W10n, 1992) and the probability
of a dramaiic cascading interaction after irophic links are
broken appears,' therefore, to be low.

It is important to distinguish between the effect of
breaking strong fuOciional links betWeen species and
effects resulting from simple changes in the availability
of secondary space. As examples of tbe latter, tbe
removal of any reef building species, such' ci.s musseI
beds or Sabellaria, will inevitably result in large changes
in the species assoeiated with the reef strUcture itself.

.Changes in the structUre of primary space mayaIso be
,irnportant and most obviously occurs when boulders and
rocks are removed or disturbed by fishing gears. Reef
building species represent one. end of a spectnim from
sediment stabilisers to de-stabilisers. Because changes in
sediment stability can indirectIy affect other members of

, the community, it is pQssible that fishing removes species
v..hieh are importarlt in this respect, and that this leads to
kriock-on effects on other coinniunity members.· In
general, it seems likely thid sediment stabilising species
will be most affected by fishing and thai the resultant
destabilisation of sediments may then lead to other
community changes. At present, however, such changes

, remain purely speculative and, even if fishing effects are
left ci.side, categorical statements about the role of rnany
benthic taxa for sediment stability are difficult to niake
(NoweIl and Jumars, 1984; Juinars and Nowell, 1984).
Even c1assical hyPotheses v..hich illvoke sediment
stabilisation as an importaßt mechaitism to explain
observed patterns in benthic communities (e.g., "Trophic
Group Amensalism" , Rhoads, 1974) have been difficult
to extend beyand the habitllt for. which they were orig
inally fOrInulated (Posey, 1986, 1990; Tbrush, 1986a,b;
ComriUto, 1987; Commito and Boncavage, 1989).

In the cast:: of trawling in offshore habitatS, it is DOW

incontroveriible that some nlacro-oenthic animals get
killed (e.g.; BEON,,1990). However, the effects cf this
mortality on the populations of the affected spci:ieS are
less c1ear. Short-term stUdies can be eXPected to yield
reasonable estimates of mortality rates for speCies of
interest, but the persistence of such local effects will !Je
determined by the re-invasion of adults (either by passive
transport or active migration from unaffected areas) and
by larVal recruitment. The degree to which these latter
processes of recolonisation and recruitment will rnitigate
the effects we obseP/e after trawlirig depends criiically
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on the population dynamics of the affected species (e.g.,
generation time and life-history strategy), the behaviour

. of the affected species, and the patchiness of disturbance.
This latter factor determines the extent of the areas from
which re-establishmeilt can take place. The frequency of
disturbance in relation to the rate of recovery is another
critical factor.

Orie general effect of fishing disturbancethat has been
suggested for benthic commUnities is that overall produc
tivity rnay increase. This change may arise through the
direct effect of fishing on populations of long-lived slow
growing wa, lcilding to replacement by smaller faster
growing taia whöse populations are hetter' able to
respond numerically to continued distUrbaiice (Reise,
1982). It is often suggested that such shifts also lead to
changes in other commUnity parameters such as species
diversity which is, for many, an importaOt intuitive
yardstick for measuring environmental effects. It is
important to point out, however, that not all levels of
c.listurbance will necessanly result in lower conimunity
diversity.· On the conirary, current ecological theory
would support .the idea that intermediate levels of
disturbance v,'ould result in an increase in the values for

. this parameter (Connell, 1978; Huston; 1979).

7.2 . Lo~·tenn Changcs in the North Sea

7.2.1 Benthos

j .2.1. i Chanlics

The possibility that disturbance by fishing can have direct
long-temi consequences for North Sea, macro-benthic
Populations or comrriunities cannot be discountOO. On
local scales, particularly. in inshore habitats,. there are
documentOO cases of the loss of target populations, such
as oysters, the loss of especially sensitive solitary speeies
such as seaPens or cup corals, and the destruction of
reefs built hy species such as Sabellariaor calcerous
algae (Riesen and Reise, 1982; Fowler, 1989; Brown,
1989). In the case of reef destruction, indirect effects on
the faunal communiiy associated with the reef will
probably be profound (Sectiori 7.1.3) and recovery is
likely to be protracted. There is also evidence for
localised habitat changes where encmsting epifaunal
populations are affected by the removal and distUrbance
of rock and boulder substrates (Section 4).

While the changes outlined abOve undoubtedly occur and
are a legitimate coricern in local areas of specific conser
vation, interest, the eviderice for more widespread and
general regional effects isunclear. Orte suggested long
term consequence of fishing disturbance at regional
scales is adecline in the populations of taxa sensitive to
physical damage and an increase in the populations of
less fragile tau: For example, it could be argued that
species such as herrrut crabs and sea stars will increase

in abUndance because they Carl scavenge on the animals
which are left damaged after fishing. There appear to be
no investigations of this tyPe of possible long-term
impact of fishing.

It should be recognised that while some progress is heing
marle in estimating the frequency and patchineSs of
disturbance (see, for exiunple, Rijnsdorp er al., 1991), a
quantitative mechanistic uriderstanding of the processes
underlying recolonisation. and recovery is lacking.
Withöutsuch mechanisÜc understaßding, effects obserVed
at practical scales of observation aredifficult to relate to
possible effects at the larger scales of interest to environ-

. mental rriaitagers. The need to address the problems of
appropriate time and space scales haS 100 to a numher of
research programmes which have looked for differences
betWeenbenthic cOnUnUnities differing only in the level
of fishing distUrbance they experience. This approach has
been adopted, for example,,in BEON (1991) ",here a
saric.ly area.· was compared with an, adjacent . area
('Borkum Reep) in which the saridy substrate is inter
spersOO with boulders, preventing or Iirriiting fishing
effort. This study failed to detect any significant differ~

ences in the herithic community of the area which could
c1early be attributed to beam trawling. Ho\vever, the
"untra\vled" Borkum Reef was laier found to have beeil
trawled heavily as v"ell (BEON, 1992).

The disappearance of Sabellaria reefs from localized
inshore areas ofthe North Sea provides another example.
Sabellaria is a sPecialized Polychaete wonn, usually
associated with gravelly substrates. In favourable condi~

tions, it can fomi extensive coloriies 'consisiing of rigid
sand-iubes, which may Persist for several years. Riesen
and Reise (1982) aScribed their disapPearance from a
location in the Gerrnan Wadden Sea to deStrUction by
shrimp-fishing trawls. Mussei beds have nowencroached

. over paits of anearby area subject to similar change
(Riese and Schu1:>ert, 1987).. The longer-term conse
quence, therefore, appears to 1:>e amajor shift from one
assemblage type to another.. The same explanation has
beeri offered for a rOOuctiori in reefs off parts of the UK
coast (Mistakidis, 1956; Warren, 1973; See also Graham,
1955; Rees, 1982).

The logical expectation for a locality with a persisteritly
high frequency of trawl disturbance would 1:>e the
favmiring of c- over K-selected sPecies, as noiOO by de
Groot (1984), among others. In this reSPeCt, interrrllttent
effects on populations of 'resilient' species mightbe
considered intrinsically less significarlt than for
Sab'ellaria and Arcrica. In the former case, the re-devel
opment of reefs may take several years, v,hile the
re-establishment of mature populations of the latter would
sirriilarly be an extended process, by virtue of its long
life-span. In hath ca..~, variabiliiy in recruitment success
adds a fui'ther element of unprOOictability to recovery
rates. Boesch and Rosenberg (1981) predicted that, in
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general, recovery times for the rnacrobenthos of temper
ate regions would be less than five years for shallow
waters (including estUaries) and less than ten years for
coastal areas of moderate depth. Clearly, the recovery of
communities characterised by the presence of long-lived
species \\,ith low recruitment (exemplified by the bivalve
ArC1ica), would be much longer.

The ma~'1litude and Iiersistence of dredge effectS clearly
vary with 'my erivironmental and operätional factors.
The most vulnerabh:: habitats ,and benthie commwiities
are associated With very locali1.ed inshore rocky area.s;
the least Vulnerable are those on intertidal mobile
sandflats.

The abOve examples necessarilY dealt with local impacts
of fishing on benthos. An alternative approach toassess
ing ..he Potential effect of fishing disturbance was used by
Daaii (1991) arid is sum.mariz.ed in Section 6. The results
suggest that ori a regional seale fishenes have a relatively
small impact on the biomass of benthie populations,
compared to other sources of mortaiitY.

7.i.1.2 Perspectlves

As described in Section 3.1, there are no time-series data
on benthos which allow long-temi trends (i.e., spanriirig
several decades) in the North Sea as a whole to be
identified or inteipreted.

Inshore species arid co~unities are vulnerable to a wide
range of mltural and anthroPogenie sources of mortality
but, for those inhabitirig sandy substnites in exPosed
areas, they are generally the most resilient. The corire
quences of anthropogenie. influences for the' fauna of
stable deposits (inshore and offshore) rnay be considered
to be more significant, ht:cause of prolonged' rates of
recovery due to the Ionger li fe-spans and intermiltent
recruitment success of a number of the characterising
species.

Assessments of the distribution and abundance of con
spicuous species relative to IaioWn sources of mortaIity
are useful means to give a perspective on the ilnPüitance
of fishing practises. As such, the releetion of approprlate
'indicators' for future qUantitative study is to be recom
mended. The Stlldy Group did not discuss how they
should be identified or monitored. There has been

,pafticular interest in, Echinocardiufn. co;'datum . arid
ArC1ica islandica (see Section 6.3.1) v"'here the scale of
fisheries-generated mortality may be such as to far
exceed olhef sOurces of mortality. Swept area estimates
for the North Sea suggest that in a'number of sub-areas,
fishing pressures should be sufficient to significanily
reduce populations of these two sreeies.. However,
reference to the resuIts from the 1986 North ses. Benthos
Survey (Figures 7.2.1.1 and 7.2.1.2) shows that Popula
tions of halh are widespread and ~ at .Ieast for
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Echinocardium cordatum in the ceritral southem North
Sea - consistent with earlier stUdies (e.g.• Ursin, 1960).

However. alte~ative effects of a more subtle nature may
also be significant, e.g., regular disturbarice rnay favour
opportilnistic or physically robust sPecies. This rnay be
reflected in changes in community structure or furiction;
with consequences for higher trophic levels, but not
necesSärily in significant mortality - and certainly not
global extinctioii - of conspicuous species. It is c1ear that
further work is required on the processes determinirig
population and coliunuriity responseS to physical Pertur
bations before definitive statements ein lx: made. Direct
mortality rates have been measured for few species and
on local scales. We Iaiow \iule abOut trophie linkages of
benthos, about benthic-pelagie coup\ing. about habitat
sPecificity ofbenthie pOpulations arid factors whicb
influence recruitment and recoloniution.

~10reover, it is not entireiy c1ear ~'hat an "appropriate"
scale for analysis would be beCause we know so \ittle
about the larger-scale processes involved in recruitment
and recolonization in benlhie communities. What is c1ear,
however, is that documenting effects wilh reference to
single trawl trackS is insufficient and that the time and
space scales on which the ecological effects of fishing
need to be assessed do not match the Scales on which
most studies have l>een conducted. Langer-term studies
are required if the recovery of affected communities is to
be assessed.

Species occurrences, or community types, are largely
determiriedby the nature of the physical habitat; cnteria
by which to judge the significarice of anthropogenie
influences should therefore take account of locality- arid
habitat-specific factors.

7.2.2 Fish

7.2.2.1 Trophie efTects

AS summarized in Section 7. i.l, the catholie taste of
many predators. and large suite of species feeding on
most. types of prey make it difficult to quantify ways in
which effects of fishing reverberate among species
related by feedirig. Moreover, variance iÖ. biological
populations in response to adynamie physical environ
ment provides a noisy setting in which to investigate such
effects. Two avenues have some promise. One is to use
empirically parameteriz.ed models which inc1ude only the
dynamics of those species whose feeding relationships
are quantified. Here the starting conditions arid parame
ters are known, so mOdels can provide useful information
about interactions among fish populations, if only over
time scales of a few years to a few decades. The other
approach is to examirie summary statistics of the fish
assemblage, without· trying to resolve what caused
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observed changes in individual species, or forecast how
individual populations will change in the future.

,
7.2.2.1.1 MSVPA

Multispecies Virtual Population Analysis (MSVPA)
procedures have been applied to the North Sea fisheries
by the ICES Multispecies Assessment Working Group.
The methOds and results are presented in recent reports
of that Working Group (Anon. 1988b, 1989c, 1991e).
MSVPA and .MSFOR (the forecasting version of
MSVPA) allow qUantitative investigation of rnany
problems associated with the indirect effects of fishery
pfllctices on North Sea fish populations. In particular,
MSFOR pn~dictS the responses of prey populations (by
age) to changing abundance of dominant fish predators,
and .the responses of predator populations (by age) to
changes in their prey. Typical outputs are illustrated in
Table 7.2.2.1; extracted from Al:lOn. (l989c). This table
shows the impact of each species of predator ori each
species of prey and can be formatted to show the sensi
tivity of each predator to changes in the abundance of
each prey.

Presently, the preilii.tors modelIed are cod, whiting,
mackerei, saithe and haddock; prey include cod, v.hiting,
hatldock, herring, sprat, sand~l, and NOI·~·ay pout.
Other sPecies of Preilii.tor and prey can be lI.ddeJ, but
only if stringent standards for data availability are met.
The speeies included are the ones of major cOnlmerdal
importance in the North Sea.

MSVPA and ~ISFOR can !Je used. to expiore. quantitat
ively how changes in. fish POpulations due directly to
fishing harvests rnay have additional consequences on
other stocks, and even on thernselves, due to feeding
linkages. The quantitative results untIerscore the points
made in Section 7.1 about the indeternuriacy of the
consequences of perturbations. To illustrate; MSFOR
waS used to prediet the percentage changes in total
bioinass, spawning biomass anJ catch, followiiig a 30 %
reduction in fishing mOftality by the roundfish fishery
(Gislason, in prep.). Even the four species harvested
directly by the. roundfish fleet did not show rnatching
population responses to identical reductions in F. Cod

.bioinass increa.soo greatly, saithe, some~hat less, whiting
changed 'lei)' little and the total biomass of haddock
actUally decreased (Table 7.2.2.2). When a modest
amount of recruitment variatiori was added to the
forecasting rUns, even the direction (increase or
decrease) in whieh biomass changed in response to the
reduced Fs on roundfish was undetemuned for haddOck,
sprat and sand eels. Only the prey populations of herring
and NOrWay pout were reduced consistentlY ~'hen their
predators experience higher survivorship (Table 7.2.2.3).
When effort was roouced by 10 % in aB fisheries,
biomass stiit dedined for haddock and Norway pout.
Among the other stocks there is a five-fold difference in
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the magnitudes of response to the consistent reduction in
F (Table 7.2.2.4). The 10% reductions were forecast
with constant recruitment. The five-fold difference
~rriong stocks would increase had recniitment variation
beeri added to the runs.

These examples illustrate two importarlt points. The first
is the value of MSFOR as a research tool to investigate
how fisheries affect stocks in the long run..The second
is a validation of the waming in Section 7.1 that intuition
lind qualitative mOdels can mislead ~hen Used to evaluate
indirect consequences of fishing. MSVPA and MSFOR
for the North Sea constitute one of the few instances with
sufficient data to specify starting population sius and
linkage parameters. Even the directions of response of
key pn~y populations an~ indeterinimmt arid rnagDitudes
of responses differ greatly in resPonse to a fixed change
in harvest. Moreover, even these results o..:ersimplify
reality. MSFOR contains no proviSion for density
depcndent grov'1h processes, although such processes
rnay be impOrtant in real Populations. Adding such
further complexities will onlr illcrease the range of
outcoines possible, given some simple change in pattern
or intensity of harvest. .

.,.2.i 1.2 ~ieasureS or assembl~e/community struc
. tureS

Ecologists have developed an array of 'summary
melisures of charaeteristies of cOnlmunities or assem
blages. The number and \'ariety of indices that have been
applied to species abundance data, e.g., diversity indices,
have been reviewed in several texts (Pielou, 1975;
Washington, 1984; Magurran, 1991). The concept of
sPecies diversity contains !Wo components: species
richßess and the evenness of sPecies lI.bundance. The
numerous indiees used in the literature vai)' in their
sensitivity to one or other of these two components.
Consequenlly, no one index can convey all the informa
tion required to distinguish all possible changes in
community structUre that can occur over time, or be
found between habitats. A suite of carefully chosen
descriptors is requi roo , each chosen because of its
specific resPonse to a pafticular type of variation in
comiminity stnicture. In this way, the dyniuillc resPonse
of an assemblage of sPecies to fishery-induced changes
in the abundance of target species rnay be captUred.
These indices should call attention to noteworthy alter
ations in asSemblage stmcture, ifthe value of ä surrimliry
index changes abruptly.

, .
Arialyses of the size speetnim of biomass has heen useful
in )irnnological applications. (Sprules and Munawar,
1986). They convey information about changes in the
distribution of biomass ainong sire categories. In partieu

tar, the stope mäy reflect system productivity, transfer
efficiency, and how fishing pressure has altered com
munity structure (Sheldon et al., 1972; Kerr, 1974;
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Murawski and Idoine, 1989). This approach has been
applied to the fish assemhlages of several marine
regions. Compared to Georges Bank, or the Faroes
Bank, the North Sea has relatively less bioIDasS in the
large size groups (Pope arid Knights, 1982; PoPe er al.,
1988; Pope, 1989) (see Figure 7.2.2.1). This has been
explained as a possible direct consequence of more
intensive harvesting in the North Sea. Because of the
relationship between fish size and diet (Daan, 1973;
Bcisimi and Grove, 1985), differences in the slore of the
species aggregated number at length relationship imply
differences in trophic structure in the fish communities of
the three regions. Such analyses do not forecast "'hat
further changes woil1d occur if fisheries for individual
species were to change, or \\.hat the unfished biomass
sPectrum. would look like.

In Figure 7.2.2.2, tbe log-Iength frequency distribution
of fish caught during the English Ground Fish Survey are
presented for two years (1977 and 1991) for all NSTF
areas separately in comparison with the overall North
Sea slores. Such data refer typically to the fish commun
ity caught by the hottom-trawl gear and not n~essarily
to the entire fish coinmunity, because the pelagic species
and sandeeis are not effectively caught. From these data,
it would appear that there are. consistent1y more larger
fish and relatively fewer smal1er fish in the northem
areas comparoo to the southern areas. Also,· there
appears to be a difference be~'een the earlier and. the
later year, with fewer large fish in the recent year. This
might be indicative of a charige in exploitation regiorially
and temPorarily. However, more extensive analyses are

. required to validate these conclusions.

There are rnany muhivariate methods for the analysis of
patterns of communities. These analytical tools, such as
CANOCO (ter Brack, 1989), can also reveal changes in

. the organization of groups.of species in response to
external influences (e.g., IglesiaS, 1981; Mirza and
Gray, 1981), inciuding fishing pressure. For illustrative
purposes, these various analyses wen;; applied. to the
International Young Fish Survey daul coll~too by
Scottish fisheries research vessels over the period 1972
to 1991 within three regions of the northern North Sea.
Among the results (see Section 9.1), species diversity
decreaseJ further away from the British northeast coast
Md may have cyded betWeen 1977 and 1991; the fish
assemblage of the most offshore area had a larger
.percentage of bigger fish than either of the two other
areaS from 1972 to 1984, but not from 1986 onwards;
patterns of species abundarlce varied betWeen 1972 and .

. 1983, but becaine more stable thereafter. The underlying
reasons for these ,sratial and temporal differences in
pattern. remain unclear. However, they point out specific
times (1983-1984) when the structure of the fish COlD
munity appears to have changed, and where bOundaries
between different cOmInunities may exist. The data are
from only part of the North Sea, and are subject to any
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sampling deficiendes of the survey. Nevertheless, the
analyses show the value of these methods to identify
when and where sOme structunng processes have oper
ated.

Most assemblage analysis methOds are methOds for
describing patterns. As with MSYPA, these quantitative

. and qUalitative tools for analyzing patterns in biocoenosis
structure have potential; they also have their liinitations.
The first major limitation is that process cannot be
implioo directly from pattern. All the processes which
nught link fishing practices to changes in the fish
community will remain Unknown after application. of
such analytical too15; however, the arialyses should aid in
tbe design of the necessary prOcess-Ooentated studies. A
fufther limitation witb tbis type of analysis is that it
presupposeS that appropriate data exist. As reviewoo in
earlier sections, there are Senous datä. gaps. Without
filling these gaps, only the most speculative of analyses
can be undertaken.

7.2.2.1.3 Analyses of "Key" or Ilndicator" speaes

':' ,
There may. be species of special interest in the Nofth
Sea. The Study Group did not discuss how they should
be identified or monitored.

7.2.2.1.4 Food web models

Food web models have been proPosed lind discussed for
the North Sea (Iones, 1982; Steele, i974). As noted in
Section 7.1.1, however, they are Unlikely to provide
clear and useful insights into specific effects of fishing on
the dynamies of interacting Populations. Wbere there is
detailed knowledge of trophic linkages, such aS .for
linkages betWeen commercially exploited sPeeies of fish,
MSYPA already provide5 a rigorous Md quantitative tool
for examining the effects. Different predators in MSYPA
have been shown to have different sloPes for their size
preference fußctions (Aßon., 1989c). Differences in
slopes of size preferences have large impacts on feeding
interactions, so simplifying assumptions of general
feeding models are likely to be wrong in important
features. Much work must be done before food web
models can be used to evaluate the effects of fisheries on
Nofth Sea fish populations.

:,.2.2. i.5 Alteration of life history charncterisÜcs

. Within ICES, much effort has ooen devoted to the study
ofvariation in life history charactenstics of exploited fish
species. Many abiotic as weil as biotic factors have been
documented to be correlated with growth or maturity

. parameters of North Sea fish species. In general, it has
not been possible to relate. any of these parameters to
indirect effects of fishing with any certainty (Daan er al.;
1990a). The Study Group decided that there was liule to
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be leamed from this type of approach to investigating the
indirect effects of fishing.

7.2.2.2 Habitat inediatfd efTec:ts of fishi~

The Study Group was unable to address the
quantification of habitat mediated effects of fishing
practices on fish. Data on the impact of fishing gears on
the physical environment are incomplete (Section 4.3).
Everi with better data on habitat a1terations, very Iittle is
knoy,n of the habitat affinities of rnany North Sea taxa.
Even in ccises where something is knoy,n of the patterns
of habitat usage, actlial habitat requirements have not
l>een documented. Both d<lta bases and analytical tools
are inadequate for quantifying the habitat - stock relation
ships for any fish sPeeies in the Norih Sea. However.
incubation or reäririg habitatS may t>e sensitive to
disturbänce by local fishing aciivities, with possible
consequences for recruitment.

7.2.2.3 Genetic efTects

There are a nuin.,er of studies v.hich indicate that fishing
has altered the life-history characteristics of North Sea
stocks. The observed changes in growth. maturation and

. fecundity of North Sea plaice are consistent with the
levels änd patterns of fishing moitality (Rijnsdoql. 1992).
Rowell (1992) suggests that there is a decrease in size at
matunty for North Sea eod, and that selection due 10
fishing explains this trend better than alternative explana
tions. Other analyses of cod groy,1h and rnaturation
provide different estimates for the Portion of any changes
that can be attributed to genetie effects.

There is a developing ability to use qUantitative popula
tiön genetics 10 help to identify optimal. or even viable.
harvesting strategies for fish (i.e.. the conference on
"The exploitation of evolving populations". Julich,
1992). Where they have beeri applied, they indicate that
eurcent levels of harvesting are much too high for some
key North Sea. stocks, and could t>e eiu.ising large and
tindesirable changes in the Iife histories of the species
being harvested (Stokes, 1992).

The integnltion of quantitative population genetics with
fisheries management is a field in its infancy. It may
provide Powernd tools for evaluating the long-term
conseqüences of fishing pnlctices. Even ät this early
stage it is providing warning that harvesting levels are
dangerously high for some stocks. The models do not
make c1ear v.hat the population genetics respOnse would
be, though, were fishing pressure redueed.

7.2.2.4 PerspecÜve

Afew direct effects of fishing on fish populations are
c1early evident. The changes in age comPosition of fished
stocks in the North Sea have been conchisively linked to·

harvesting. The evidence thai fishing häs changed other
life history attributes, such as groy,1h and maturation
rates, is less complete, but fairly strong and growing.

. The.slope of the biomäss at length plot is steeper for the
North sei than that for other seaS ~hich have been
examined. That could t>e interpreted as indieating that the
eombined bioInasS of fish hcis been fished more heavily
in the North Sea, but it eould also be the eonSequenees
of basic differences in corriinunity stmctUre (Anon. ,
1991e).

Despite the long history of relatively heävy fishing
mortality. there are only a few Population eollapses
which eari be linked directly with fishing (Section 3).
The decline in mackerel mthe late 1960s was alrnost
eeitainly caused by very large removals. The col1apse of
the North Sea herring in 1976-1978 has been linked to
over-harvesting. However, the recruitment failure y,hich
followOO ean be explained by anomalies in North Sea
eirculation affecting recruitment processes, as weil as by
depressed spay,ning biomass. Whatever the cause, the
stock rebOunded strongly less than half a decade later.
Fishing mortalities on both eod and plaiee have· been
increasing steadily for recent decades, to values twiee as
large cis they were in 1960. Sole showed a eomparable
rise in Fs in the 1960s. Plaice and sole have remained
strong, but euerent levels of effort on cOd and haddock
are high enough to cause serious eoncern in ACFM.

. There are fe.ars that further rerluctions in spay,ning stock
biornass eould lead to recruÜment failure. Fisheries may
have also changerl the aburiJance of non-target species,
laken äs bY-catch. such as skates (Purdom and Garrod,
1990).

There is a lot of variation in all the fish populations,
inc1uding those harvested by the industrlal fisheries.
However. few of the flucruations can be attributed
directly to fishirig., Most variation seems recruitment
driven, rather than harvest driven. Not a single strong
stock recniitment relationship has been found for a North
Sea stock, ,with the possible exeeption of herring and
mackereI. Therefore. even if removals by fisheries ha\'e
redueed some stock biornasSes, it would be difficult to
link the direct effect of removals to longer term changes
in recruitmenL The major fluetUations in recruitment
(and subSequentIy in biornass) seem more successfully
linked to physieal oceanography effects than to biological
consequences of fish harvests. This applies particularly
to the major changes in bicimass levels, for sPecies
groups, such as the "gadoid outburSt" and the shift in
small pelagies in the 1980s (Jakobsson; 1991). However,
alternative explanations based oii changing predator
levels (Andersen and Ursin, 1977) and food supply

,(Jones, 1982) have been proPoSed cis weil.

The daci avaiiable are madequate to demonstrate major
and eonsistent impacts of fishing on population dynarmcs
of even the individual stocks harvested, although same
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life history attributes have. unquestionably charigOO.
Given the difficulties in seeing or prOOicting i~dire<:t

effe<:ts of population changes (Section 7.1), we should
not be surpnsed at the paucity of documentOO indire<:t
changes. Certainly if we add to our understaßding of the
biological arid physical proceSses operating in the North
Sea (and how they intenlct), we may be better able to
identify and study indirect lind long-temi effe<:ts. of
fishing. Perhaps the colle<:tion of more and better data
will allow more long-tenn effe<:ts to be seen. Perhaps
whatever major changes did result from fishing occurrOO
rnany decades ago. Then, with current levels of fishing
effort eomparable to historie levels for most roundfish,
at least, perhaps we should not expect fisheries to Dlake
major new ehanges in fish eommunities now. This is not
arguing that a new equilibrium has ne<:essarily been
established. Rather the present levels of Perturbation
constitute the normal condition for the duration of our
data series. With that reasoriing, it would be appropriate
to monitor new fisheries, and fishenes where effort
shows major ehanges.

7.2.3 Seabirds

Seabird numbers are relatively easy to coUnt in compari
son to fish numbers. As a eonsequence, their Populations
have been trackOO for a eentilry in some cases (Se<:tion
3.1). Numbers of 15 of the 24 spe<:ies of seabirds
breeding in the North Sea have inereasOO in re<:ent years.

. Numbers of 7 species have remained constant, or have

. not been sUrVeyed adequately. Only two, hemng gull
(Laru.r argentatus) arid roseate tern (Sterna dugale) , have
decliriOO in number (L1oyd et al., 1991). Adverse effects
of any .anthropogenie prOcesses are, therefore, either
relalively small or are maSkOO by Positive effects ofother
processes on a North Sea scale. Seabirds are affected by
variation in rnany natural processes, so it is diffieult to
isolate effe<:ts of fishing from other faetors.

.7.2.3.1 Trophic effects

Signifieant alteration of the struetUre of marine fish
populations by mari's fishing activities will impact bird
populations. Seabirds feed on intertidal arid nearshore
benthos, relagic invertebrates, pelagic arid YOliiig
demersal fish, arid fishing discards arid offal. The
qUantifieation of man's indirect effects is eomplex,
however (Se<:tion 7.1.1). The inherent eompleiity of the
problem is exacerbated by the lack of kßowledge of
offshore seabird diet in the North Sea arid the knO\m
plasticity of the diet elsewhere. There is some knowledge
of chick diet of the most important species during the
breeding season, detenniriOO through observations at
colonies. In addition, some researchers have examined
stomachs of dead birds washed up on beaches, or hllVe
collected birds at sea, uSUally in relatively inshore arid
sheltered sites. Very few studies have been earried out
further to sea. '
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. . .
Knowledge of estuärine bird diet is reasonably good;
relativeiy few species prey dire<:tly on musseis, cockles
or other harvested speeies. In local situations, these prey

.may be importäIit for same srecies. . ' ,

Fisheries may eompete directly for' the same prey as
seabirds. In the North Sea, sandeeis, sprat andyoung
gadids are laken both by many birds and industnal
fisheries. In most eases \\ohere fish stocks have declined
in a linear fashion (as opposed to eatastrophieally),
fisheries become uneconomic before seabirds are se\'ere
ly affe<:ted. Inshore fisheries for, mUsseis arid eockles
eompete with bird Populations feeding on these shellfish.
Fishing hasthus beeil eorine<:ted with the apparent
eollapse of the mwsel and eockJe stocks in the southem
Wadden Sea in the winter of 1990/1991 which 100 to
starvation and mass mortality of eiders in the area (de
Kuip, 1991). .

Catastrophic declines in fish stocks can affect bOth
seabirds and fisheries. There are numeraus eases over
seas. The effect of the EI Niiio/Southem Oscillation in
the Pacific is perhaps the best kOown. Here the collapse
in the anchoveta fishery was paralleled by a collapse in
seabird poimlatioris which have never re<:overOO to their
pre-collapse levels. Decreases in fish re<:ruitment affec
ting seabird populations have occurred in the Shetland
sand eel stock, and the. North Sea sprat stock. Blake
(1984) eonsidered that the eollapse in this laüer stock
was partly resporisible for a mass mortality of auks in the
western North Sea in winter 1982/1983 .

The. proximate cause of the ahove co1Iapses in pelagic
stocks seerns to be re<:ruitment faihire. Such stocks rarely
show strong stock recruilment relationships, hut do show
marked environmerital correlales with the prOduction of
very weak (and very strong) year classes. Therefore, it
has proven extreinely difficult to isolate the contribution
of harvesting to the eollapses, although hai-vesting may
play a role in accelerating or prolonging the eollapse.
Hence, although seabirds may serve aS useful monitors
of the status of some fish stocks, at least locally, they are
not m<>nitoring the impacts of fishenes on the stOCks
(Rice, 1992). Moreover, because eollapses oceur even in
absence of fishing (Souter and Isaacs, 1974; Sherrnan et
al., 1981; Southward er al.; 1988), it is impossible to
manage fisheries in ways which guarantee that pelagic
stocks will nevercollapse. Questions abOut the impact of
fisheries on seabirds should address whether or not
fisheries inceease the frequency, duraiion or magnitude
ofeollapses. More generally, it is imp<>rtant that fisheries
for those species on ~'hich seabirds (lind other marine
preOators) depend are managed with other eomp<>nents of
the eCosystem in mirid. Most of these fishenes' are
industrial, which are among the least krio~n and man-
aged in the North' seä. "
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Changes have occurred in many fish popul<itions in the
North Sea (Section 3.1). Some of these chariges in fish
populations have had consequences for seabird Popula
tions. However, until the linkages among manne species,
and the factors which determine recruitment levels of
fish, are beller kno\\n, it will not be possible to quantify
the indirect effecis of fisheries on seabirds. Even
modelling has alimited ability to relate fisheries in the
North Sea to changes in fish community structure or to
seabird populations. At present, general systems arid
energetics rOOdels are too simple arid insensitive, arid
there is insufficient information on seabird diet to include
them in most of the empirical models that are available.

There has been some dispute over the proportion of lhe
fish Population in an area laken by seabirds, with
Fume.ss (1978) eonsidenng lhat seabirds took about 29 %
of the pelagie fish stock around Shetlarid, and Boume
(1983) claiming a figure about one-tenlh of this value.
Tasker etal. (1989) modelled the entire North Sea and
fourid that about 5 % of lhe pelagie fish production was
laken overall by seabirds, but that there were hot sPotS,
bolh of bird pred3.tion and pelagic fishproduetion. The
ratio between qwmtities of offal and slnall fish laken by
fulmars was a key factor in delerrnining seabird impact
on the North Sea ecosYstem.

The späti~l and temporal patchiness ~f seabini predation
is widely recognised. Tasker et al. (1989) estimated that
seabird consumption may diff~r by an order of magnitUde
among parts of lhe North Sea and between months.
Impads may, be even greater on, more local scales
(Fumess, 1978, 1982; Fumess and Monaghan, 1987;
Schßeider, 1989).

The complexities of interpreting interactions . among
seabirds, fish stocks and fisheries is iIIustrated by the
interaciions around the Shetlarid Isiands. Table 7.2.3.i
shows the numbers of breeding seabirds in Shetlarid in
1985-1987. Populations of seabirds have been monitoreJ
with ,varying levels of effort for two decades' (Lloyd et
al., 1991; Cramp et al.; 1974; Bullock and Gomersall,
1981; Monaghan. et al., 1989). Iri general seabird
Populations expanded through the 1970s and early 1980s.
A fishery on the IDeal stock of sand eels, the doIDinant
prey for riiariy of the seabirds, commenced in 1974 and
rose to a PeaIc of 52,000 tonnes in 1982. In 1984 Arctie
tems showed a near total breeding failufe. ThrOligh the
rest of the 1980s, poor breeding success arid other effects
of pool- food supply ~'ere noted for kittiwakes, fulmars,
arctic skUä; puffin, great skua, rarorbill, and black
guillemot: all species which forage relatively near the
surface. Breeding success of guillemot, gaMet, cormor
ant and shag, which all can dive more deeply, has
generally not l>een affected as seriously. The fishery
showed markeJ declines over the same period, arid was
tl~rminated in 1991: .

Declines in seabird breeding and fisheries were both
retated to significant declines in the sand eel stocks
(~fonaghan et al., 1989, 1992). The declines in sand eels
resulted from aseries of recruitment failures which
began in 1982, although spawning biomass remained
high for several years thereafter (Bailey, 1991). Environ
mental effect.s, incIuding h)'drography alid pred3tiori by .
other pdagic fish stocks, have been suggested as causes
of the recru1tment failure. Possibly seabird numbers and
the sand eel fishery increased in parallel ~'ith an increase
in stock sire for Sarid eels, although the status of the sand
eel stockwas not quantified until the fishery was linder
~·ay. The subsequent recruitment failures and decline in
stock sire cannot be automatically laken as 'evidence of
direct impacts caUSed by fisheries and the case iIIustrates
that even for a relatively local system, the inlerplay
among the hydrography, fish populations, predators, and
fisheries is complex.

in generai, it apPears that of the offshore fisheries that
may be in direct cornpetition with seahirds, the industnal
fisheries for sand eel, sprat ,and Norn'ay pout are the
most impOrtaßt. To understand how fisheries may be
affecting seabirds, it is therefore particularly imPortant
to study the harvesiing practices of the industrial fish-
eries. .

7.2.3.2 DisCard~ and oITal

TheerlOrmOUS growth in mimbers of seavenging seabirds
in the North Sea has often been attributeJ toextra food
provided by man from fishing vessels (Fisher, 1953;
Cramp et al., 1974; LIoyd et al.; 1991). This seems
reaSonable, bui lhe grow1h could altemativeiy have heen
caused by other factors, such as reduction in human
exploitation.

Spaans (1971) found that while adult herring gulls fed
predominantly on intertidal invertebrates in the Nether
lands, chicks were fed mainly on fish. BetWeen 20% lind
33 % of this fish came from fishery discards, and Spaans
argued that this was likely to be important in deterrnining
breeding success of the pOpulation.

Fumess et al. (1988) studied the donunance hierarchy in
those species of seabirds feeding around fishing vessels
in Shetland waters. Larger species, such as gannets,
often exch.ided smaller species, such as herring gulls arid

. klttiwakes. Gannets took mostly .whole discarded fish;
and could lake almost all sires of diScard. Gulls also took
whole discarded fish, but could not handle the lärgest
sires diScarded at that time very effectively or rapidly; as
a consequeiice, these were often i-obbed by other birds.
Great sktiäs preferred to, feed on sand eels wheri these
were available, but could utilise discardS.The large
increase iri numbers of great skuas around Shetland
dunng this century, may have been sustained by the
availabilityof smaIl haddock and whiting discarded from
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the local fishery (Fumess amI Bislop, '1981; Furness,
1987).. '

In the southem Noith Sea, Noordhuis and Spaans (1992)
showed that lesser black-backed gulls out-competed
herring gulls near trawlers, and have forced hemng gulls
to switch to other fooJ supplies. This change in fooJ
supply has contributed considerably. to a decrease in
herring gull breeding success since' the late 1960s.
Although abSolute numbers of herring gulls have not
fallen, mimbers o.f lesser black-backed gulls have grov.n

. proportionatelY faster.

Some changes might be· eXPected in the future. The
. decline in whitefish catch (and presumably discards arid

offal) since the 1970s (Section 3.1), coupled with the
coriiinlled . iricrease in. the more aggressive dominant
species of seabirdS in the northem North seä, may have
put the less compeiiiive species in this area (hemng gull,
lesser black-backed gull and kittiwake) under increased
pressure to obtain this fOod. The decline in nllmbers of
these three species in the northern North Sea (Section
3.1, Lloyd er aZ., 1991) may indicate that this is happen
ing already. FutUre changes in fishenes practices which
affect the pr()duciion of discards and affal can be
expected to affect seabirds which depend on this source
of food.

7.2.3.3 Perspecth'es

Despite the evidence of some local effects of fishing on
birds, there is no evidence of a reduction in bird popula
tions around the North Sea due to entanglements, even at
a coloriy level. Such evidence is difficult, sometimes
impOssible, to collect. It is unlikely that small changes in
seabird populations could hllVe been detected ifthey have
occurred. Inshore gill~net fisheries appear to be theinost
like1y to cause seabird moi-tality. Due to the small boals
prosecuting this fishery, it is also orie where moriitoring
and regulation are particularly weak.

.Mo~t seabird biol~gists attribute some of the increase in
at least some species of seabirds directly to increased
food supply from offal and discards from fisheries. Even
here, population changes rnay also have been influenced
by decreases in huntirig pressure as well, so even the
direct effect of fishing on seabird food cannot be demon
strated unequivocally. Both seabirds and fishenes have
suffered.v.hen some. specifie stocks of small pelagics
have collapSed (e.g." the Shetlands). However, the
collapSes in stocks, arid corresporiding losses of food by
seabirds, cannot be sho\\ll to be a .consequence . of
fishirig. Rather, hydrographie influences seem strongly
implicated in the recruitment failures. Because they
harvest the same species, some industrial fisheries
present the greatest potential for competition with
seabirds. Nonetheless, the most recent evaluation of
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industriai fisheries indicates that present levels of harvest
are sustainable (Arion., 199Ic).

7.2.4 ~Iarine ~Iariimals

The life history of marine mammals is such that environ
mental effecls will show up first in rejmxJuctive
attributes. Consequences ofchangeS in feeding conditions
include effecls on pup size, milk production, grov.1h
rates, size at weaning, birth rates, infant'mortality rates
arid . Other features (Harkonen and Heide-Jorgensen,
1991; Arion., 1992d). Manne mammals have cl life
expectallcy of adecade or more, and relatively low
fecundity, so Population consequences of rioor recruit-

. ment for several years cari persist for a long time.

Marine mamrnal reprOduction is' alsO. sensitive to
conlänunant levels (Reijnders, 1986, 1988). There is
concern that if contaminant le~els become elevated in
North Sea marine lnanUnal populations, these populations
rnay become more vulnerable to any additional stresses,
including any stresses that may be caused by fishing
practices:

I • ",.,

7.2.4.1 Seals

The diet of seals in the North Sea'has been stUdied in
recent years mainly in resPonse to questions concerning
the effects of seals on fisheries: Work by the Sea
Maninlal Research Unit has concentrated on using
analyses ofotoliths from faecal sampies to estimate the
proportion by weight of 'diffe'rent speeies in the diet of
grey seals (Prime lind Hammond, 1990; Hamrrlond and
Prime, 1990). Results show that grey seals eat a wide
vanety of fish, but tend to concentrate on a few species.
In the North Sea, the most prevalent species are sand
eels and large glldids, eSPecially cod arid, to a lesser
extent; whiting. In the southern North Sea, and in
Orkßey, flatfish also contribute sigriificantly to the diet.
The proportions of these species in the diet vaned by
area and by time of year. There is no information on the
loeal abumlance of prey .species, sO it is not known
whether this variation reflects a preference for certain
species or predation in proportion to relative abitndaIice.

Aberdeen University, in conjunction with SOAFD, have
undertaken a stUdy to investigaie the ecology arid diet of
harbour and grey seals. in the Moray Fiith, ScotlaiId.
Vanous methods for evaluating diet wen'; compared. The
food ofhoth species consisted mainlyof inshore fish, but
included some offshore .fish .and cephalopodS. Seasonal

'and yearly changes in the diet reflected chariges in the
local abllnillince of different fish sPecies; feeding sites
also changed. Seals fed predominantly on small Clupeids
in v..-inter arid principally on sand eels insumrner
(Thompson er al., 1991). A marked increase i~ the
importance of cephaloPoos in the summer diet has been
observed over the period 1988-1991 (Anon., 1992d).
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There is little informaiion on how seal, diet may have
ehanged over time as a result of, fishing aetivities.
Northridge (1990) has investigated the relationship
be~'een grey seal diet and the sire of demersal fish
stocks off the east coast of the UK for a number of years
within the framework of an optimal foraging model. The
results suggest that grey seals do exert some degree of
preference for certain species; that is, they do not simply
eat fish in proportion to their abundance. This analysis
assumes, among other things, thai the relative abundaßce

. of fish available to the seals is reflected by the relative
abundanee of fish observed on surveys in that area. .

The observed diet of seals (esPecially grey seals) in the
North Sea indicates that seals are able to respOnd to
changes in the relative availability. of prey· speeies.
Fishing in the North Sea may affect foraging distnbution
lind diet composition of seals but, to date, there is no
evidence that this has had any sigitificant effect on
populations.

Numbers of both grey and cOmrlton seals have increased
in the recent decades, with the exception of the epizootic
outbreak in common seals in 1988 (see Seetions 3, 4,
and 6).The pnneiple eause of this increase is assumed
to be the protection from hunting (Reijnders lind
Lankester, 1990). Some local population declines have
been documented (Reijriders and Wolff, 1982; Wug,
1986). Local Populations have been affected by contami
nation with toxie ehemicals (see Section 6). The impact
of this over the long term is presently unkrioWn.

7.i.4.2 Cetacean'i

Relatively \ittle is kno....'ll about the species interactions
involving cetaceans in the North Sea. The harbOur
poi-poise was believed to prey preferentiallY on herring
and gadoid fishes (Ray, 1965, 1973; Gaskin er az.,
1974). However, over the period when herring abun
dance was low, no evidence of a decline in body condi
tion or fecundity was observed (Clausen, 1991), suggest
ing that they were not short of food. Recent stUdies of
stranded arid by-eaught pOrpoises suggest that demersal
fish species may be more impOrtant in porpOise diets

. than was previously thought (Martin er aZ., 1990; Liek,
1991). Oppcirtunistie sampling of strarided animals is
likely to provide only biased estirnates of poi-poise diet;

. heiter records would be provided using by-eaught
linirnals (Anon; , 1992d).

7.2.4.3 Persi>ectives

Among marine· rriamffia1 species, seals are the most
readily surveyed and popul~tioncensus data are available

. for most North Sea regions for between orie and three
decades (Reijnders and uinkester, 1990). OVer, ihis
periOd, grey seal pOpulations in the North Sea have
either been stable in size, or have iricr~. The si tu-

ation is similar for common seals up to, aitj in the years
following, the sharp decline caused by the phocine
distemper virus in 1988 (Beide-Jorgenseri arid Barkonen,
1988; Anori., 1992d). There is \ittle evidence therefore
to suggest that by-eateh morta\ity, oe other morta\ity
sources, have had any signifieant impact on seal popula
tions. However, where mortality has beeö documented,
it frequently involves juvenile ariimals (Anon., 1992d)
and this rnay hamper the potential recOvery of a popula
tion reduced by some other trauma, for example, the
epizootie in common seals.

The 10n~Hermtrends in small cetacean populations in the
North seä are unc1ear due to the lack of qUantitative
information on histoncal lind present abimdanee. A1beit
still abunwmt in the northern North Sea (Bjorge and
Oien, 1990), pOrpoise numbers in the southem North Sea
have declmed rnarkedly over several decades (Verway,
1975; Kayes, 1985; Evans, 1987;. Reijnders and
Lankester, 1990). Silnilarly, bottlenose dolphins are now
rare in the southern North Sea, where they used to be

. relative1y abUndant (Verwey; 1975). There is DO evi
dence to. suggest that. food shortages arising through
fishing have been a contribütory factor in these declines.

By-eatehes of dolphins and porpOises in fishing gears
continue to be a matter of publie concern; hO\\'ever, the
pOpulation impacts ofthis are cun-ently ußkno....'ll. There
is no consensus regarding the actUal number lind Popula
tion structure of eetaceans in the North Sea. It is, there~

fore, imPossible to assess the impact of any additional
moitality abOve that resulting from natUral processes.
However, it has tieen Pointed out that ·small cetacean
populations, arid harbour poi-poises in pai-ticular
(Woodleyand Read, 1991), are probably unable to
sustain a large additional mortality because they have a
low annual reprOductive rate and high adult mortality·
(ADon.; 1992d).

. .
8 POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES,

CONFLICTS AND SOLUTIONS

. "., .
Even if the full extent of the ecosystem effects of fishing
remainsunc1ear, the exploitation of the living reSourees
in the North Sea undoubtedly affects the structUre and
furictioriing' of the ecosystem and mllst therefore be
viewed against other management objectives. At the same
time, fisherieS are 1ikely to be affected by other humiin
activiiies having an impact on the ecosystem arid by the
overriding .c1imatie factors over which man has ·\ittle
contro\. This section discusses potential conflietS and

. Possible ways to resolve them. The scope for integrated
management deperids large1y on the definition of an
appropriate set of objeclives for the different ures of the
North Sea. Therefore, it seerns appropriate to discuss
first the present sitUation in this respect.
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S.l Fisheri~ l\I:ina~ement Ohjectiv~

The resPonsibility for risheries man'agement in the North
Sea Task Force area lies within the bordering coUntries.
Since mem~r states of the EC have harided over their
responsibility. to the Fisheries Conumssion, fisheries
management has to be agreed between the EC, Norway
arid Swederi. Iri developing its policy, the EC has to take
into accmmt the procedures within member states arid
possible legal, econoriUe arid soeial eonsequences of
these. The Cornmon Fisheries Policy (CFP), agreed uPon
in 1983, is based on the free access principle of all
member states to the 200-mile zone of the CommUnity
waters, With the exemption of some parts Iying Within
the 12-inile zone.

The overall objective of the CFP is the long-tenn rational
development of the fisheries in the member states.
Although this objective is prifruirily aß economic one, it
is c1early ackriowledged that, in order to maintain viable
fisheries, steps are taken to guarantee the continued
existence arid proouctivity of commereial fish stocks. In
the interests ofboth fishermen and consumers, rules have
been iniroduced for controlling the level of exploitation.
These rules are. backed up by technical measures to
improve the exploitation patterns, special measures to
~tisfy the needs of coastal fisheries, and enforcement
measures.

The basis for controlling fishing effort has been the Total
Allowable Catch (TAC) system. The advantage of this
system is that it is relatively easy to split fishing rightS
among member states once the key for partitioningTACs
according to historie cateh levels had been established.
However, ci disadvantage is that it is an indirect measure
of controlling fishing effort, which does not take into
accourit discrepaneies between aChlal catches ai sea and
landings (e.g., discards). Iri pnictice, enforcement has
caused severe problemS, which resulted in a deterioration
of catch statistics arid, consequently, in a reduction in the
reliability of the scientifie advice. Moreover, the TAC
system does not cover all fisheries. In addition to TACs
arid technical measures, the Fisheries Commission has
already deve1opOO guideline plans for effort feduction in
its Muliiaitnual Guidance Plan. These are likely to be
emphasizedwhen the CFP is reviewed in 1993 (Coinmis-
sion of th6 European Communities, 1991). .

Although .'d~ision nlaking is essenlially a. political
process, the initial proposals for TAC's made by the
Fisheries Coffiniission are based largely on sdentifie
advice. This advice is provided annua)\y by the Advisory
Co'mmittee on Fishery Management (ACFM) of ICES.

. Because c1ear, guidelines in respect of the management
objectives of the policy makers were lacking, ACFM has
developed its own set of scientific criteria for rational
exploitation on which the advice was based. The result
irig TAC advice was genenl1ly in the form of a single

,value. A inalt~r of particular dispute in the past has been
to which extent ecoriomic criteria must be incorpofated
in the 8dvice. Th6 biological and economic objectiveS of
fisheries management are so interlinked that this problem
has never been solved satisfactorily. Recently, there is a
tendency for ACFM to become lesS concerned with the
economics of fisheries and to leave it to the managers as
to whether they want to prolong a situation of overfishirig
as long as the stocks are not suffering, recruitment
failure. As aconse<jiJence, the advice has become less
definite and the range of Possible options from which the

.managers may choose haS broadened. Iri 1991, ACFM
reconsidered its objectives, tasks and the form of its
advice (ArlIiex 3), beeause it was feIt that the new
attitude. towardS management of the sea in general
required some essential adjustments.

The agreed objective of ACFM is now to provide the
advice necessary to maintain viahle fisheries within
sustainable ecosystems, where an ecosystem is defined as
sustainable if management aetions (inch.iding 00 action)
do not result in irretrievable loss of any. component of
the system. This is of course not to say that losses may

· not occur regardless of human aciivities. Although the
sustainable ecosystem is now explicitly incorporated in
the basis of the ACFM advice, the reality is that there
are at present few objective means to assess the ecosys
tem in relation to ,fisheries effects. Traditionally, the
advice has been bllsed on single species and sometimes
multispecies assessment, and this is not Iikely to change
in the riear future. However, ACFM haS stated that it is
prepared to take ecosystem consideraiions into account
when formulating its advice. .

orie aspect worth mentiOiling here is that, in preparing
its lldvice, ACFM is guided by a set of quantitative sign
posts, which aHow an objective assessment of the impact
of the fisheries on individual fish stocks. What is
required is an extension of such sign posts for evaluating
ecosystem effects.

8.2 Ecos)'stem l\Iana2ement Objectiv~

Ecosystem management is aimed at an integrationof the
various .uses of the sea; with particular emphasis on
nature conservation or. Possibly . restomtion to Same
Perceived desirable state. Sustainability of the develop-

· ment of human aciivities arid the wire use of the sea are
an imporiani issue in this respect (Bnintland report). The
precautionary approach has been explicitly introouced in
the policy adopted in the Dechirations of the Second arid
Third Intemationil1 Conferences ori the Protection of the
North Sea. The implication is that, in case of doubt as to

. the effects on the marine environment,. prevenlive or
remedial action is to be taken, i.e., any decision should

· err 011 the safe side (Hey, 1991). The preeautionary
approach has i>eeri made applicable. to, all inputs of
substances that are persistent, toxic and liable to bioaccu-
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mulate and was eitended to apply to inputs of nutrients
and pollution from ships. Fisheries effects do not seem
to have been considered in this context so far.

Clearly, the ultimate objectives of ecosystim manage
ment are not yet weIl defined. The North Sea Task Force
is in the process of formulating an appropriate set. of
ecological objectives, blit these have not yet crystallized
(TF 5/5/15-E). During a recent session of the sub-group
on ecological objeetives, the following draft definition of

, 'ecological qUality' was amvoo at:, "an expression of the
structure and function of the ecological system taking
into account natUral physiographie, geOgraphie and
c1imatic, faetors as wel1 as biological, physical and
cherUical eonditions, inc1udmg those resulting from
human aetivities". This defmition recognizes the IOcal
(and frequently habitat-related) scale ofpractical manage-

, ment problems that are likely to arise.

The Advisory ComrD.ittee on Marine Pol1uiion (ACMP)
of ICES has, rather than fOfmulating objectives, elabor
ated ori' a framework for environmental protection
(Annex 4). This framework is based on the concept that
the coinbined benefits of the various uses to society must
outWeigh the combined deficits or detriment. Although
science may playa role in deriving limits on the environ
menial changes that are permitted to occur and also in
suggesting actions that \i,,'ill ininimize unnecessary
environmental changes, setting the ultimate objectiveS is
c1early, just as in fisheries, within the province of
managers. Science can only help in defining lind select
ing appropriate ohjectives.

8.3 Management CoßflictS

In the context of ecosystem effects of fishing activities,
the possible links between ecological objectives and
fisheries management objectives are particularly relevant.
Because fisheries management is founded on the concept
of sustainable yields, the ecological and fisheries objec
tives run to a large extent paral1el andcontrllry to those
of some other users. For instance, certain containinants
and nuning operations may have negative effects on both '
the qUality of the marine environment aIld on fish
prOduction or, sPecifical1y, the qliality of fisheries
prOducts.

On the other hand, thel-e may be opposite interests,
beCause large-scale fishirig operations will undoubtedly
have an effect on the fauna. FirslIy, any significant
reduction in the biomass or change in the relative size
composition of a fish stock will necessarily affect the
flow of energy through the marine fOOd web. Although
it is possible in. pnnciple to investigate possible and
likely effectS of fishing on the system through modelling
stlidies (Aßderseri and Ursin, 1977), it is general1y
llgreed that the quantitative kJlOwledge ab()ut the compo
nents lower in the food chain is insufficient to have

confidence in answers from those sh.idies. Secondly,
fishing operations may have unintentiorial side effects
(physical changes. in habitat, discards, accidental by
catches, ete.), which may cascade throligh the system.
Also in ihis case, the scale öf such effects relative to
natliral changes in the environment remains largely
\lnkDo....n. MoreOver, there is a set ofparameters describ
mg ecosystem characterislics (diverSity, reversibility,
structure in space arid time) which 8t present are difficult
to relate to direct 01- iridirect effectS of fishing. Thirdly,
fishing operations might lead to (near) extinction of
species. which are taken.as. ä bY-catch. The chance for
such effects to Occur dej>ends on the scales of the fishing
operntions iIi relation to the scale of the dynamics of the
species linder consideratiOli.

In some respects, fisheries, iiice other human activities,
may favour particular 'componenis of the ecosystem. This
applies for instance to certain groups of birds which'
thrive on discards arid the interest of which runs parallel
to present fishing practices. It is quite obvious that .
conservation and restoration measures may cause changes
in the ecosystem which are not entirely satisfactory to a11
members of society concemed. Recreation of the pnsiine
condition of the North Sea is an utopia. Any description
of a reference sitUation is arbitrary, because the system
is not static. Therefore, one may wonder to what extent
science can help in developing objective cnteria for
integrating various tyPes of uses of the marine environ
ment.

'10 '.

8.4 Possible Solutions

Fishenes are sustained by natural productivity. Wise
management acknowledges that exploitation is con
strained by the Potential of the resource to balance the
losses due to fishing by growth and reproduction. The
uninteritional effects on non-commercial fish and benthos
stockS mlist be vie~'ed along the same lines. ,Wise
management, therefore, should alSo prevent detnmental
side effects on other componentS.The weIl-managed
exploitation of fisheries, therefore, d6eS not necessarily
ron counter to objectives set for the conservation of other
pariS of the ecosystein.

Pope's (1984) minimum sustainablewhinge model shows
the nature of the trade-offs hetWeen a selection of
possible long-term. soeial, 'economie and biological
objectives.It stresses the a~oidaDce of 'worst'. conditions
rather than the attainment of 'best' cönditions. Such
thinking could readily be extended to inch.ide the avoid
ance of erivironmental 'worst' conditions.

Optimisation of the long-tenn economie outputs of the
fishery genera11y requires the use of the econoriUca11y
most efficient gear. Such a gear may have greater or
lesser effectS on vulnerable compÜnents of the ecosystem
than would a less efficient gear. Thus, in some cases thi::
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ecosystem rrught be impacted iess by einploying low
levels of an econOlrucally efficient gear, whereas in
others it might be preferable to use higher le\"els of a less
efficient gear. In a rational world, knowledge of these
trade offs could provide rruutagers with an additional set
of considerations to .balance when deciding on the
appropriate measures. In short, we might consider
reducing side effeels (benthos kills) or waste (discards)
as one of the objectives of fisheries management to be
balanced with objectives related to catch levels, profit
ability and employment. A number of traditional fisheries
management approaches could be considered in attempts
to meet theappropriate objectives.These would include
combinations of effort reductions, gear restrietions,
c10sed areas, c10Sed seasons, ete., all of which could, if
applied appropriately. reduce the impact on a variety of
elements of the ecosystem. The relevaDce of these
measures in the present context is discussed below. .

8.4.1 Efrort reductions .

Fishenes science is blised on the concept that ihe impact
~f a fishery on a, fish ·stock derends on the relative
rriagßitude of the mortalÜy caused by natural processes
(diseases; predation) anli by fishing. Wilh the exception
of those stocks which present a special case due to their
schooling behaviour, (e.g., pelagie fish), the fishing
mortality experienced by a fish stock is proportional to
the fishing effort (e.g., the number of hours trawling
corrected for horse Power of the vessel). This should
apply similarly to most species constituting the i.minten
tional by-catch. Therefore, effort reductions appear to be
extremely effective as a means to reduce side effects of
fishing.

. ,

8.4.2 Gear restriction.

Different fishing gears select vanous species and sizes of
fish in different propÜ·rtions. The exploitation pattern for
any particular srecies rnay, therefore, be improved by
the rriOdification of certain fishing gears. For instance.
mesh size regulations have been introduced in the past
for the particuhir reason of protectiilgjuvenile fish. Also,
certain gears have been prohibited (e.g., explosives, long
drift nets).

Although gill nets present ~xceptions in particular
circümstances, because they can be employed at locations

'with high fish abumumce where towed gears would
become damaged (rOcky bottoms, wrecks), active gears
are generally more efficient than passive gears. As a
consequence, the less efficient passive gears have often
been oui-competeo for economic reasons (e.g.; herring
drift net fishery).

. Different gears vary in their seiectivily and also catch
non-corrimercial fish, benthos, birds and ,marlunals in
different proportio~s. Bottom trawls will particularly
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affect the benthos, whereas gill nets have a higher ch'ance
of entanglement of birds arid marine mammals. Each
gear could thus be characterized by the differential side
effects they produce OIi non-target sPecies. These effects
mayaIso vary dej>ending on where arid when the gear is
deployed. For instllnce, the accidental by-catch of birds
aiid mainmals in gill nelS may vary in relation to the time
and place of their usage. Therefore; it would appear that,
given enough infonltation on the by-catehes, it might bC
possible to weigh the pro's and con's of the different
gears arid advise on appropriate restrictions of the
various gears in time arid space.

8.4.3 Gear modifications

Apart from restrietions on the use of available gelus,
there is alsO scope for further development of g~
modifications which try to iIlinirmse negative effects. For
instarice, the sqUäre mesh has been developed as an
alternative to diamond mesh to improve the selectivityof
trav.'ls. Investment in research aimed at increasing the
sdectivity of active trawling gears might be expeeted to
result in significant improvements in this resPect. but at
present this type of research is mostly concenied with
improvements in exploitation patterns of the commercial
stocks. However, in order to reduce the by-catch of
cetaceans in fishing gear. the development of acoustic
equipment has. been initiated that deters these animals
from the neighbOurhood of fishing operations.

8.4.4 Closed areas

Area closures apPear to be particuiariy suitable for
reduction of some unwanted side effects. Indeed, within
the array of technical measures of the EC fishenes
management scheme. area closureS. in combination with
close<! seasons, have been applied efficiently to safeguard
nursery areaS against exploitation, to reduce catches of
undersiZed fish, and to improve exploitation patterns.
Areas closoo to all fonDs of fishing have also beeil
proposed for reasons of nature conservalion with particu
lar reference to benthic communities. A problem of
nature resen'es in the marine environment is thai neither
the water mass nor the animals are' constnliried by
arbitrary boundaries impoSed by man, or ai least much
less so than in the terrestnalenvironment. Biological
processes are thus not confined to particular localities but
dePend on inputs and outputs over the oorders.

Area closures may be aimed ai preserving a pa.riicular
species, a specific habitat or a commu.nity. Therefore, iö.
selecting an appropriate a.rea, the .Iocal aDd regional
habitat distribution afid inigration patterns of the species
concemed must be laken into account. ,The required size
must be e\'aluated aga.inst the particular objectives and
cannot be generalized.
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It should be notOO that, if the introduction of a elosed
area is not associated with a reduction in fishing effort,
a dir&t df&t would be a shift in the distnblltion of the
effort. The aSsOciated negative eff&ts in u.nprot&ted
areas might, 8t a North Sea-wide scale, cOÜnte~raci the
positi\'e eff&ts eXPeeted in the prot&ted area.

The concept is,' apart from possible difficuities in
enforcement, attractive from an exi>enmental perspective,
becau5e monitoriog of such areas could provide insights
into the role of' fishing as.astructUring force. It should
Oe notOO, however, that, althollgh any observed changes
in corriiriunity structure would demonstTllte that fishing
had an eff&t, they would not n&essanly revell1 the
underlying processes. Only when monitoring studies are
integratOO with process studies would the experimental
elosure provide a sound basis for further management
considerations. Therefore, further consideration should
be given to pr&isely how elosOO areas should be used as
aresearch too\.

8.4.5 Closed seasons

Some effects of elosed seasons are similar to those of
elosed areas and they are, therefore, often applied as part
of an integratOO set of meäsures. They rnay be pafticular
ly eff&tive in protecting ecosystem coinponents dunng
critical stages in their life history (e.g., spawning time,
Migration, etc.). In the preSent context, they rrught for
instance Oe effectivdy usOO if accidental by-catches of
marine mammals were related to specific times of the
year, when their distributions overlap with tho~ of
fishing acHvities.

8.4.6 Other sohitions

In some sPecial cases, econorruc illcentives might present
ari effective tOoI in reducing side eff&ts" of fishing.

", These rriethods are beillg explored elsewhere (e.g., North
Pacific halibut fisheries), but more work is required to
identify the Sc0Pe of this tyPe of solution for manage
ment conflicts arising in the North Sea.

Training arid awareness of fishennen offlir another
Possibility to redllce the impact. Education has become
an integrated part of the CFP and consideration might Oe

.giveri to inelude the aspect of avoidaIice of U11wanted by
catches as part of the programme.

8.5 ConchlSions
. , .
From the foregoing discussion; it aj)pearS that there is
not necessarily an essential cootradictioll betWeen
fishenes iiuuiagemeiit objectives and ecosystem manage
ment obj&tiveS. Conflicts arise only if the respeetive
protagonists are riot prepared to comproinise. If conser
vation of the North Sea is seen as an absolute return to
the pristine state, then there is no room for fishing or

any other anthropogenic activities. SimilarlY, if fisheries
are onlyconcern~ ,with maxiriUzing short-term profits
and do not care about the effects of their activities, then

", it is not unlikely that the North Sea. ecosystem \i,'iI\
change in ari unpredictable way and that some of its
coinponents might e:veri become extinct.

Fisheries management has not been particulariy effective
in controlling fishing effort in the North Sea. Fisheries
science predicts that the long-term profitability ,would
increa.se, if the effort v,'ere halved in most fisheries.
Even ifall the present. impacts of fisheries are not
known, the magnitude of the eff&ts will also be reduced,
when effort is reduced across the board. Therefore,
effort control offers itself as adir&t means to reduce the
impact of the North sei fisheries on the ecosystem. In
addition, arange of techllical measures is available that
might solve specific problems, but more research is
requirOO to select the appropriate measureS.

Because. our kßowledge of the ecosystem effects of
fishing is still very limited, then,: is an urgent"lleed to
plan more research in this resi>ect. The introdllctiOll of
olle or. more elo5ed areaS for scientific pUrPoses is
expected to enhance considerably our Ünderstanding of
the effect of fisheries as a structuring force on the
&osystem, particularly on the benthic comrnunity.

9 FOOD FOR TIIOUGIIT
, ' "

9.1 Changl'S in the Fish Assemblage Withiri Three
Regions of the North sea

.A range, of the types of analyses "described in Section
7.2.2.1.2 were applied to the Interna.tional Young Fish
Survey data coll&ted over. the period 1972 to 1991
within three regions of the North Sea by Scottish fish
eries research ve~seIs (Figure 9.1. i).·

Four diversity indices were uSed: the Shannon-Weiner
index (H') and the r&iprocal of Simpson's index (110),
arid two indices obtairied by fitting the data to the
log-normal (llimbda) aIld log-series (alpha) mOdels. The
equations for these indices, aIld methods for fittmg thc:
theoretical mOdels, are given in Magurrall (1991). In
over 40 % of sampIes, the log-series model provided an
inadequate descnption of the obServed datll. AnIlual
variation Oetween the Shannon-Weiner index and thc:
reciprocal of Simpson's indices was strongly correlated
in all three areas(P<O.OOI in each case) arid bolb
suggested a significant trend for d&reasing diversity

. 'moving northeast ioto the North Sea away from the
northeast coast of the UK. The log-series index suggested
that there was Httle difference in speeies diversity
between boxes 1 and 2, but that species diversity in box
6 was significantly higher than in both offshore boxes
(Figure 9.1.2a). Significant betWeeri-year variation was
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only indieated by the log-series index, v.hieh suggested
the possibility of a eyclieal event (Figure 9.1.2b),
however additional years of dita are required to test this
possibilitY.

The log of the ni.unber of fish belongingto 5 em length
classes was plotted (Figure 9.1.3a) and the gradient of
the slo(>e (regression eoeffieient) over the length range 20
to 65 erD, where the relationship was linear,was deter
mined. The slope of the relationship obsenred in box 1
was shallower than those observed in ooxes 2 and 6; the
fish assemblage iti box 1 eontained älarger proportion of
bigger fish. No differenee was detected between boxes 2
and 6. No sigmficanl betWeen-year effect was noted;
however, examination of the annual variation in the Slclpe
gradient within eaeh box (Figilre 9.1.3b) suggested that
the gradient waS shallow in box 1 uP., to 1984; but
betWeeri 1984 and 1986 it steePened, so thllt from 1987
onwards the fish assemblages in all three ooxes were
indistinguishable 1Jy this inethod.

The Bray-Curtis dissimiiarity index (Bray and Curtis,
1957) was applied to the species ahlffidiriee dataand a
cluster analysis was applied to the resulting similanty
matriees. Multi-dimensional scaling plots obtained for
eaeh area suggested that the fish eommunities present
from 1983 onwards eontained sirrnlar species assemblage
patterns. These later years wenb clustered closer together
on the plotS (Figure 9.1.4) and this was particularly
apparent in box 6.

To eonclude:

- Species diversity decrellSed furiher away ,from the
British northeast eoast arid rnay have eycled betWeen
1977 arid 199i;

- The fish asseinbiag~ of the most offshore area had a
larger pereentage of bigger fish than either of the
other two arellS from 1972 to 1984, but not from
19860nwards;

- Patterns of spedes ahund8Dee varied betWeen 1972
and 1983, but bec3me more stable thereafter.

The underlying reasons ror these spatial and teinporal
differences in pattern remain i.mclear. However, they
point out clear moments in time (1983-84) where ehanges '
in the strueture of the fish eommunity have oceurred, and
where oolindanes bet\\'een different eommunities (box 2 
box 1) may exist, thus indicating when lind where struc
tUring processes must have oPerated. Other data sets, for
example hydrologieal ditli, must now beexanuned to see
whether factors responsible for theSe changes in sj)ecies
asseinbllige patterns can be identified.
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9.2 Productivity (PIß) Ratios (Lire ilistory Char-
acteristics> arid Benthos 1\lortality

Although the, biorDas~ (standing ~tock, expresse<! as
weight Per unit area or, volliine, B) ofa population is an
iffiPortant measure of abundanee, it is the produetion (P,
the ehange of biomiss per unit time) and produetivity
(p/Ii, or tum-over rate of bioinass) which determine the
potential for the Population's nlaSS grov.th and rene\i.al.
Predatofs or fisheries harvest, senSu strieto, production
and produetivity (both are dynainic rate measures) ralher
than biomass (a static measure). Becawe the produetion
and prOduetivity of a population detemune its capaeity
for exploitation, recovery, arid control, these faetorS are
aniong the key terms orie wisheS to prooiet (Peters,
1983). '

Allen (1971), working on the ~sumpti6n ~f a stable age
strueture, asserted that the animal POpulation PIß is
equivalent to the armual instantaneoUs rate of. total
rnortality (Z), provided that mortality is exponential and
that individual growth ean he approximated by the von
Bertalanffy growth fuiietion (VBGF)., Thus, given these
provisions, iiuJireet estimares of PIß eari be extraeted
from the literatUre deScribirigmortality. In this eontext,
"tUm-Over" (P/B) is ohviously highly correlated with
inortality and, bady mass eharaeteristies generally
(Beverton and Holt, 1959; H6enig, 1983). There Is a

. general relationship between the aimual P/B ratio and lire
history: this indieates that the P/B ratio inereases with
the number of generations produeed per year (Waters,

. 1977), but decreases ,with the longevity (Zaika, 1970;
Rohei1son, 1979) and age/sire at matUrity (Banse and
Mosher, 1980; Heip er al., 1982) and individual bOdy
weight Per sire dass (Sehwinghamer er al.~ 1986). Aß
obvious biaS of P/B by dernographie parameters (e.g.,
age strueture, individual grov.th rate aI1d suivivorship)
may lead to departllreS from the typical allometric
exponent (-0.25) of sire in equations describing specific
rateS (PeterS, 1983). A study of population P, B, and
P/B lind mean individual weight (W) of manne maero
henthic invertebrates showed a highly significant depend
enee of P on B and W, whereas P/B derended onlyon
W arid not on B (Brey, 1990).

Despite the imPortanee of these types of scalar produetiv
ity stUdies, a nuinher of limitations exist regarding thdr
applieability to determinations of the mortality effects of
fishing aetivities on benthos. Although regression of the
Jat3 on sire at rnaturity (W•.J shows that PIß declines as
W.~.Q,37 (Banse and Mosher, 1980; Peters, 1983), it is
clear that the eonfidenee limits ofthe log-log relationship
are eonsiderablt;, reflecting the large degree of inter-taxa
variability goveming both the slope and elevation of the
regression. The main taxonomie groups in the benthos
(e.g., inolluscs, polychaetes, erustaceans) exhibit signifi
cäntly different regression equations (Brey, 1990). As the
faunal composition arid dominarice of berithie eommun-
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ities may vary markedly in time lind space, their P/B
ratios will vary accordingly. The P/B ratio of commun
ities is dominated by the contributiori of the
smal1er/youDger size fractions (Calder, 1984; Reiss,
1989), thlis emphasisrng thai there must be a particularly
intense differential removal of older/larger, individuals
before the community P/B will be changed, by either
predators or fishirig gear.

A promising approach for examining the effect of fishing
mortality on the benthos is to determine the vanability in
P/B and assOciated life histories of relevant benthic
species with respect to environmental parameters (e.g.,
ambient ieDiperature, geographie and ,latitudinal gradi
ents). Unforrunately, few direct calculations of P or P/B
have been carried out for given sPecies at different
localitieS sParuling a broad range of environmental
charäcteristics. However, this approach ba5 been uSed iri
examining vanability in life history traits (including B,
P, and P/B for cohort, age-group and population) for P.
borea/is at a single locality (Balsfjord, northeni NOIv,'ay)
over a decade, as wel1 as over the geographical range of
the species (Hopkins er al., 1990; Nilssen afid Hopkins,
1991; Clarke el al., 1992). The results, inter a/ia, under
lined the susceptibility ofthe species, towards the
extremes of its range of distribution~ Tov"ards the

,southem arid warmer end of the distribütion,
age-ät-matunty at the lower physiological extreme
cmipled with semelparity resulted in a situation prorie to
heightened mortality rates. Towards the nciithem and
colder end of the distnbution, a high age-at-rnaturity
requires a high degree of iteroparity to süstain the
population, thus rnakirig such populations vulnerable to
elevated mortalities. These basic considerations apply 10
poikilotherms in general (Cole, 1954; Steams, 1976;
Calder, 1984).

Alterations of ä population's reproductive characteristics
through differential exploitation or environmental change
maY,reduce Population fitness (Leggett afid Carscadden,
1978). Although the mechanism is prirnarily steered
through mortality, it should be envisaged as part of the
realm of density dePendent regulation. The potential '
difference in natural mortälity rates between populations

. may le&! to varied resPonses to specific exploitätion
rates. Differences in life cycles, must be taken into
account when developing prudent management strategies
(Steams and Crandal1, 1984). -

9.3 ,l\Ianaging Fish StOckSwhile COnSidering
Wildlife - Problems of &ale -

The problems that have become apparent near Shettand
(Secticiri 7.2.3.1) in the past few years are instructive in
showing the difficuIties of managirig fish stocks at the
scale important to wildlife. The Shetland sandeei 'stock'
and fishery are trivial in terms of total North Sea stock
and catch, but in terms of the North Sea's seabirds it is

-,

very important. Fisheries managers' do rlOt have, the
resources to collect infort1'Uition on a smal1 scale: This
meant that the stock was defined in terms of the area of
the fishery in whole ICES StatisticiU Rectangles, rather
than as a kno~n biological unH. Recent evidence shows
that the Shetland stock is not imitary. As ä consequence,
stock assessment for hath fishery management and,
potentially, toevaluate the stock's imPartaßce to wildlife
is extremely difficult. -

In the case of the Sheltafid stock, it was foituitous that
some statisiics were col1ected from the fishery when the
stock was increasing to a pe.atc in the early 1980s.
Without these statistics, it v,'ould have been very difficult
to deterinine what had hapPened to caÜ5e' the seabird
breeding faihires. Ort a wider scale, if we are to be sure
th~t fisheries are not affecting wildlife, it is important
that sufficient research be done on key fish stocks at a
scale relevant to wildlife's usage of the same stocks.

Of the fisheries that may be in direct comPelition with
seabirds, the industnal fisheries for sandeeI, .sprat and
Nor.vay pout are likely to be the most important. While
accepting that the largest factor in deteimining the size
of the stocks of these fish may be variation in recriJit
ment due to environmental factors, it is alarming that the
information on stock size and distribution is pai-ticularly
pÜor. In the most recent rePort available from the ICES
Industnal Fisheries Working Group, it ~'as found that -in
1990 ... sampling of industriallandirigs in the North Sea
decreaSed to an uriacceptably low level. This decrease
was particularly serioUs iii the sampling for age comPosi
tion. -, In the eastem North Sea, fewerthan 50, sampIes
were taken from indusiriallandings in 1990; it should be
remembered that this fishery compriserl around 50 % of
the fish biomass lafided in that year (Section 3). If ariy
sort of assessment is to be made of the potential impact
of this very large and imporumt fishery on seabirds, then
not only must information. be available on arelevant
scale, it inust first be col1ected!

There has been a great grov,1h in information on v"hich
areas (and, to acertairi exterit, which fish/fish stocks) are
important ,io birds in' recent years. Some areas are
relatively fixed, for instance those near major colonieS.
At other times of the year, Seabirds can move tUrtlu:r in
search of food, but may survive better if cert3in fish
stocks are large. If fisherieS are to be managed while
taking other wildlife into consideration;, perhaps these
known areas and stocks should be the first to be con
sidered. Even if stocks are mostly ccintrol1ed by vari
ations in recruilment due to environmental factors,
managers should be sure that fisheries are not exacerbat
ing the frequency ,of recruitmerit fail ures, depleting
stocks fol1owirig such failures, or restrictirig the ability of
the stock to recover.
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10 RECO:\IMENDATIONS.

The Study Group on Ecos)'stem Effects of Fishing
Äctivities recommends that

Recommendation 1

the Study Group should work bycorrespondence during
1993, with a view to meet in 1994, in order to:

a) arialyze existing data on discards and offal to stUdy
temporal and spatial variations in the aniounts that
are produced by different fisheries and their utiliz
ation by arid effects on different components of the
system;

b) evaluate methods of assessingimpacts of groUndfish
fisheries on the benthic infauna and epifauna with
particular reference to P/B-related approaches;

c) analyze existing survey data in teims of appropriate
sumrriary, parameters for species assemblages, with
a vie,,":,to initiating a study of changes in community
structure;

d) consider the ~ltributes that would be appropriate to
ddine indicator species for the evaluation of long
term impacts of fishing in order to initiate a review
of information on a, variety of marine species that.
meet these attributes.

Recommendation 2

the report on Ecosystem Effects of Fishing Activities in
the North Sea (Editor, H. Gislason) should be publishOO
in the ICES Cooperative Research Report series.

Recommendation 3

ICES should support initiatives to establish areas of
appropriate size that are closed for all fishing in order to
monitor the response of benthic cOnlmunities in heavily
fished areas and allow p~ocess studies that could help to
understartd the impacts of fisheries. '

Requests to other ICES Working Groups

The Benthos Ecology Working Group is requestOO to
develop criteria by which to judge the significance of
fishing and comparable anthropogenie influenees on
benthos, taking account of locality- and habitat-specific
factors in order to peimit the Stüdy Group on Ecosysteni
Effects of Fishing Activities to identify appropriate
indicator species for the evaluation of long-term impacts

, of fishing.

The Industrial Fisheries Working Group is requested to
provide information on the industrial fish stocks, their
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age structure, and their fisheries on an ICES Statistical
Reclangle basis, in order to allow the Study Group on
Ecosystem Effects of Fishing Activities to evaluate the

. quantitative effects of industrial fisheries on the ecosys
tem.

The Study Group on Seabird-Fish Interactions is
requested to coordinate research on interactions between
fisheries and birds in the North Sea arid adjacent areas
with special emphasis on:

a) diet studies on species that Scaveng~ on discards and
offal;

b) quintitative observations on rates of ent3.J1glement in
different fishing gears;

e) diet studies particularly outside the breecting season
and away from the coast.
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Table 3.1.1 Percentage changes in numbers for those species of seabirds for which
reliable comparative data exist on British North Sea coasts between
1969/1970 and 1985/1987 (Lloyd er al., 1991). * = over 80% of
North Sea population breeds on British North Sea coasts. .

Fulmar +92%* Herring gull -43%

Gannet +96%* Great black-backed gull -2%

Cormorant -11 %* Kittiwake +21%*

Shag -8%* Sandwich tern +54%

Arctic skua +222%* Roseate tern -87%*

Great skua + 150%* Common tern -20%

Black-headed gull -20% Little tern +74%*

Lesser black-backed gull + 102%* Guillemot + 108%*
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Table 3.3.2 Timetable of major events which have influenced the fishing effort in the North Sea.

DATE EVENT DEMERSAL ROUNDFISH DEMERSAL FLATFISH PELAGIC INDUSTRIAL DATE

Smacks beam trawtfng

1870 1870

Sleam lrawling

1880 Ol1erboards 1880

eMechanicaI jee
production

1890 1890

SIeam driflers ..
". ..:

1900 Smackssole f1shlng soulhern Nor1h Seaonly· . ..... Inteteslln flsh prOdllds as 1900
.... ................ .... ..

anima! leed
... ·..:lCES

..
.

e

1910 1910

WW1 Hall remalning smack.s sunk .
Some reduction in I

1iatJlng
. .. :

Russlan Revolullon

1920 Emergenee of Eastern Herring trawling 1920
BIo<; IIShlng f1eel

Brldles & Bobblns
AnchQr and Fly Selnlng

Fish meal prOduetion
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DATE EVE T DEMERSAL ROUNDFISH DEMERSAL FLATFISH PELAGIC INDUSTRIAL I DA E

1930

I~
Powered fine and glll nel 1930
haulers

Radio lelephone P
Dlreetlon finders R
Ect10 sounders , E

5

1

5
5

II~I
I, N

-
1940 SmacIIs alt gone Torry kiln increased 940

WW2 smoking

I
70 ~ reduetlon in I

calct1es

I

Slem lrawlers Mid waler pair trawllng

OECCA- Echo sounders as Ilsh1950 Shlpbosrd treezlng Danlsh Bloden herring 1950
finders lishery I

Synthetlc tibres
,

Asdlc Danlsh Sandeel fishery I
Powerblodls

Neldrums

IceIlIldlc Cod wars

Danlsh Norway Poul Ilshery

1960 Norweglan Sandeel flshery
, 1960

NEAFC Double beam lrawling Single boal mkf water
trawling

UK distant waler fleet
dlmlnshes Quotas on Herring

Introduced

1970 1970

IceIlIldlc Cod wars
also In 197518

Quolas lnlroduced on Reccomended TAC on Sole

UK, Denmark, Ireland Gadokf specles

Inlo EEC

200Miie Dmll Tolal North Sea EEC agreed Pool box to 0

Agreed TAC on Plaa Herring ban deg

1980 CentraJ Ind Northern North 1980
Agreed TAC Sole Se. ban con1inues

CFP Signed Spral boll lnlroduced
EEC IIgreed ament Poul
bol! and Shellanct box

Spaln & Portugallnlo EEC agrees cod bOll EEC agrees Plaice bOll

EEC

1990 1990

6



Tahle 3.3.3 Fish stocks for which time series of fishing mortality data are
available from ICES working groups.

7n

Stocks

Cod
Haddock
Whiting
Saithe
Plaice
Sole
Herring
Sprat
Mackerel (N.S. Stock)
SandeeI (North)
SandeeI (South)
Sandeei (Shetland)
Norway pout

First year

1963
1960
1960
1960
1947
1951
1947
1967
1969
1972
1971
1976
1974

Last year

1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1984
1984
1989
1989
1991
1989

Source .

Anon. 1992a
Anon. 1992a
Anon. 1992a
Anon. 1992a
Anon. 1992b
Anon. 1992b
Anon. 1991c
Anon. 1985a
Anon. 1985b
Anon. 1990a
Anon. 1990a
Anon. 1991d
Anon. 1990a



Table3.3A Total international fishing effort by gear, NSTF area ami quarter in 1989 as estimated from ANOVA of
STCF data on catch and effort by t1eet (see text and Annex 2 for further details).

a. Beam Trawlers. Total International Effort. (Excluding Belgiwn.)

Total effort in units of net beam trawl > 300 HP days absent from port.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

I
2a
2b 2 348 246 100 695
3a 2 33 35
3b 1,058 519 1,513 1,680 4,770
4 6,093 7,197 7,853 5,308 26,451
5 4,327 2,731 1,094 1,398 9,550
6 59 129 265 158 611
7a 575 3,069 1,593 1,457 6,694
7b 3,524 3,449 4,448 4,686 16,107

- b. Otter Trawlers. Total International Effort.

Total effort in units of Scottish otter trawler hours fishing.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

I 19,868 13,675 18,620 18,996 71,158
2a 17,553 22,055 21,511 9,742 70,860
2b 6,971 18,614 10,831 9,601 46,016
3a 10,583 16,812 13,629 25,958 66,982
3b 15,571 15,608 8,143 12,798 52,120
4 6,975 5,593 3,285 15,207 31,061
5 3,155 6,473 2,543 17,066 29,237
6 5,409 8,722 9,505 4,527 28,162
7a 3,820 6,823 11,235 4,001 25,879
7b 2,516 5,746 11,670 4,335 24,266

c. Pair Trawlers. Total International EITort.

Total effort in units of Scottish pair trawl demersal hours fishing.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

1 10,971 8,227 6,553 4,787 30,538
2a 8,307 32,425 5,493 2,560 48,785
2b 2,371 18,726 12,162 1,868 35,127
3a 2,367 10,513 17,745 7,795 38,420
3b 2,422 5,489 9,171 3,303 20,385
4 20,461 13,172 13,270 43,472 90,375
5 3,030 5,432 3,720 3,928 16,110
6 32,953 10,727 12,583 6,436 62,699
7a 9,099 15,683 15,525 12,456 52,763
7b 3,087 3,850 9,635 1,873 18,445
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Table 3.3.4 (cont'd)

d. Industrial Otter Trawl. Total International Effort.

Total effort in units of Danish industrial trawl> 100 GRT days absent from port.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

1 799 418 516 607 2,340
2a 3 175 19 1 198
2b 1,650 902 423 1,061 4,036
3a 14 10 24
3b 11 617 107 735
4 5 213 190 13 422
5 45 3,121 2,204 149 5,519
6 1,789 4,275 2,032 5,745 13,841
7a 1,607 7,622 1,074 556 10,859
7b 625 7,833 2,035 502 10,996

e. Industrial Pair Trawlers. Total International Effort. -
Total effort in units of Danish industrial pair> 100 GRT days absent from port.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

1 24 36 14 75
2a
2b 36 49 86
3a 3 3
3b
4
5 27 15 148 36 226
6 389 524 2,009 467 3,390
7a 33 31 147 27 237
7b 55 1 11 16 83

f. Seines and Ringnets. Total International Effort.

Total effort in units of Scottish seine net hours fishing.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

1 46,085 31,073 58,262 44,202 179,622
2a 3,521 4,773 3,922 4,817 17,033
2b 4,570 25,955 19,980 13,686 64,191
3a 6,475 10,564 17,600 7,719 42,358
3b 209 540 7,208 101 8,059
4 151 443 140 74 808
5 1,012 6,684 8,057 4,193 19,948
6 4,516 21,758 3,210 4,813 34,297
7a 7,605 45,576 27,534 10,157 90,872
7b 5,626 8,682 13,639 5,197 33,144
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Table 3.3.4 (cont'd)

g. Pelagic Trawlers. Total International Effort.

Total effort in units of French HSF, pdagic trawlers hours.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

I 0 0 16,608 12,613 29,220
2a 0 0 15,859 1,124 16,983
2b 0 0 5,120 0 5,120
3a 0 1,499 3,746 0 5,245
3b 21,689 0 10,990 37,990 70,668
4 31,083 0 15,882 86,427 133,392
5 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
7a 0 0 624 20,725 21,350
7b 0 0 0 77,096 77,096

- h. Purse Seines. Total International Efrort.

Total effort in units of Danish purse seiner days absent from port.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

I 628 1,792 11,065 1,003 14,489
2a 0 26 1,129 323 1,478
2b 59 11 151 195 416
3a 0 0 92 7 99
3b 0 0 13 0 13
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0
6 327 548 1,005 1,797 3,677
7a 2 I 153 110 266
7b 0 0 2 0 2

i. Gill Net. Total International Efrort.

Total effort in units of Danish gill net days absent from port.

NSTF Area Quarter 2 3 4 Total

1 0 7 12 0 19
2a 4 134 6 0 144
2b 4 97 52 5 158
3a 139 40 61 156 396
3b 207 354 129 250 941
4 1,254 1,557 167 311 3,289
5 696 1,809 750 735 3,990
6 198 409 269 121 997
7a 841 1,081 969 252 3,143
7b 278 1,048 492 133 1,952
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Tahle 4.2.1 Types of fishing gear, parts in contact with the ground, penetration depths and areas fished per 100 ship hours. (Sources: Anon., 1988c; Anon., 199Oc;
Margetts and Bridger, 1971; Van der Hak and BIom, 1990.)

Gear parts in contact with ground Typical width of Penetration depth of gear parts Estimated area
Type of gear gear parts

Towing speed (cm) fished Fishing area

Minor Major (m per ship)
(knots)

Soft ground (km2/IOO h)Hard ground

Beam trawl (tlatfish): Trawl shoes +
a) outside 12 mile zone - Tickler or Chain 12.0 x 2 6 >6 6 31.1 Extensive
b) inside 12 mile zone mals 4.0 x 2 5 ? ? 8.9 Coastal

Shrimp beam trawl Ground rope
Shoes 0.20 x 4 4-5 ? ? 0.7

Estuarine/
(Crangon) with rollers Coastal

Otter trawl
2 otter doors 1.5 x 2 3-4 8-10 <5 2.0 Extensive/

Ground rope 30 3-4 ? ? 22.2 Coastal

Industrial single trawl
2 otter doors 1.5 x 2 3.5 8-10 <5 1.9

Extensive
Ground rope 25 3.5 ? ? 16.2

Industrial pair trawl Ground rope 25 3.5 ? ? 16.2 Extensive

Pair trawling:
a) Pelagic 3 Extensive
b) Demersal Ground rope 40 3 ? ? 26 Extensive

Seine Ground rope ? 0.05 Extensive

Estuarine/
MusseI dredge Blade + belly I.75 x 4 2 5-25 2.6 Coastal

(Wadden Sea)

Cockle dredge Suction head 1.0 x 2 2 ~5 5 0.7
Estuarine/
Coastal

Scallop drooge
Tooth bar +a) English (Newhaven)
belly

0.75 x 16 3 3-4 2-3 ? 6.6 Coastal
b) French 2x5 3-4 <10 NA 7.2

French clam dredge Blade + belly 0.7 x 2 3-4 < 15 NA 0.8 Coastal



Tahle 4.2.2 Factors used to estimate total areas swept and impacted by various
gear types.

Factor
Beam Otter Industrial Industrial Pair

Seine
trawl trawl pair trawl single trawl trawl

Area impacted (km2/100 h) 31.1 2 1.9

Area swept (km2/lOO h) 31.1 22.2 16.2 16.2 26 0.05

Conv. to Eff. in hours 16 16 16

Table 4.2.3 Total areas swept in 1989 (km2/year) by those parts of the gear which
have a major impact on the sea bed. (See Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.)

NSTF area Beam trawl Otter trawl Industrial single trawl Total

1,423 711 2,134

2a 1,417 60 1,477

2b 3,461 920 1,227 5,608

3a 176 1,340 7 1,523

3b 23,735 1,042 224 25,001

4 131,619 621 128 132,368

5 47,520 585 1,678 49,783

6 3,040 563 4,208 7,811

7a 33,311 518 3,301 37,130

7b 80,147 485 3,343 83,975

Total 323,009 8,914 14,887 346,811
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Table 4.2.4 Total areas swept in 1989 (km2/year) by towed fishing gear in contact with the
seabed. (See Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.)

NSTF Area Beam trawl Otter trawl
Industrial Industrial

Pair trawl Seine Total
pair trawl single trawl

15,797 195 6,077 7,940 90 30,099

2a 15,731 514 12,684 9 28,938

2b 3,461 10,216 224 10,481 9,133 32 33,547

3a 176 14,870 7 62 9,989 21 25,125

3b 23,735 11,571 1,909 5,300 4 42,519

4 131,619 6,896 1,095 23,498 0 163,108

5 47,520 6,491 587 14,331 4,189 10 73,128

6 3,040 6,252 8,803 35,943 16,302 17 70,357

7a 33,311 5,745 616 28,199 13,718 45 81,634

7b 80,147 5,387 216 28,554 4,796 17 119,117

Total 323,009 98,956 10,648 127,165 107,549 245 667,572

Table 4.2.5 Estimates of area swept in 1989 by beam trawl and otter trawl (only boards) in 1,000 kor and in
percentage of the sire of the corresponding NSTF area.

Surface of Swept area
Percentage of area

Swept area Percentage of area
NSTF Sub-area NSTF area beam trawl otter trawl boards swept by otter trawl

1,000 km2 1,000 km2 swept by beam trawl
1,000 km2 boards

92 2.1 2.3

2a 68 1.5 2.2

2b 55 3.5 6.3 2.1 3.9

3a 55 0.2 0.3 1.3 2.5

3b 44 23.7 53.9 1.3 2.9

4 41 131.6 321.0 0.7 1.8

5 31 47.5 153.3 2.3 7.3

6 55 3.0 5.5 4.8 8.7

7a 99 33.3 33.6 3.8 3.9

7b 71 80.1 112.9 3.8 5.4
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Table 4.4.1 Types of mollusc dredge fisheries and their initial biological and physical effects (combined).
(*slight ..... ****severe; arbitrary scale assessed from literature).

Substrates

Dredge fishery Rocks! Gravels!
Sands Muds

stones shells

Countries References

(A) Non-hydraulic

scallop (Peeten mlUimus)
i) English
ii) French
queen scallop (Aequipeeten opercuZaris)
clams (SpisuZa. Venerupis. GZycymeris)
oyster (Osrrea eduIis)
musseis (Myrilus eduIis)
clam (Mercenaria mercenaria)

(B) Hydraulic

cockle (Cerasroderma edule)
clam (M. mercenaria)
razor clam (Ensis sp.)

**** ** UK,F a
*'" '" F b

"'* * UK,F c
*"'** "'* F d

"'* UK,N e

'" UK,N,G,D,F e

"'''' UK e

'" **'" UK,N f
*** UK g

** UK (exploratory) h

Countries: D = Denmark, F = France, G = Germany, N = Netherlands, UK = British Isles.

References: a = MAFF (unpublished); Chapman er al., 1977; Fowler, 1989; b = Dupouy, 1982; Berthou and
Hamon (in prep.); c = Brown, 1989; d = Medcof and Caddy, 1971; Berthou and Hamon (in prep.);
e = MAFF (unpublished); f = MAFF (unpublished); Fowler, 1989; Godcharles, 1971; Peterson et aZ.,
1987; h = Hall er al., 1990b.
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Table 4.4.2 Mean fishing mortality rates (F) and percentage of stock caught during the year over the
period 1986-1990 for the main species exploited in the North Sea. The subscripts refer to
the range of age groups to whieh the estimate applies. 0 refers to the O-group in their
first year of life, 1 to the second year of life, etc. All estimates based on single species
assessments carried out in 1991.

Juveniles Main exploited age groups
Species Stock area

F % eaught F % eaught

Cod IV Fl=0.18 11.2 F2-8=0.88 52.1

Haddoek IV Fl =0.11 5.2 F2-6= 1.01 54.2

Whiting IV Fl =0.21 12.3 F2-6= 1.01 36.5

Saithe IV Fl=0.03 2.2 F2-6=0.60 30.4

Sole IV Fl =0.003 0.3 F2-8=0.49 32.9

Plaice IV Fl=0.002 0.2 F2-10=0.53 27.4

Herring North Sea stock in IV, VIId, lIla Fl =0.37 20.1 F2-6=0.45 28.8

Sandeel Shetland FO=0.07 1 4.8 Fl-3=0.15 7.1

Sandeel2 IV N of 56°30'N (excl. Shetland) FO=O.03\ 2.2 Fl-3 = 1.38 37.9

SandeeF IV S of 56°30'N FO=0.001 1 0.1 Fl-3=0.42 16.6

Norway Pout2 IV FO=0.061 3.3 Fl-2=0.85 17.0

IEstimates for the second half of the year.
2Mean values over 1986-1989.

Table 4.4.3 . Increasing importance of fishing-gear-related auk mortality shown in
ringing recoveries. Recoveries are grouped into four c1asses: FD (found
dead), Oil (reported as oiled), Shot (sh'ot or otherwise hunted), Net (in
netting or other fishing gear); and two periods: Historie (all recoveries
to 1970) and Recent (July 1987 to June 1989). (From: Mead, 1989.)

Species FD Oil Shot Net Total

Guillemot Historie 226 142 112 24 504
% 45 28 22 5

Recent 283 100 35 244 662
% 43 15 5 37

Razorbill Historie 307 109 155 40 611
% 50 18 25 7

Recent 83 22 2 37 144
% 58 15 1 26
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Table 4.4.4 Catches of harbour porpoises taken in gill nets and other gears from some studies
conducted in the North Sea, Skagerrak and Kattegat.

Country Period
Gill

Other Unknown Total
% gill

Source
nets nets

Sweden 6/88 - 12/90 151 27 0 178 85 Lindstedt (1991)

Germany 1/87 - 12/90 38 2 41 93 Henke er al. (1991)

Denmark
8/80 - 2/81 III 38 0 149 74 Clausen and Andersen
1/86 -12/89 147 5 0 152 97 (1988); Kinze (1990)

Eastcoast of 1960 - 1965 40 12 0 52 77
Northridge (1988)

Scotland 1966 - 1986 67 17 0 84 80

Shetland 1989 - 1990 0 10 12 22 0 SMRU (unpublished)

Table 4.5.1 Range of survival rates reported for fish escaping from various
gears.

Gear Species Percentage survival Length of experiments

Otter trawl Cod, haddock 67-94% 3-4 weeks

Beam trawl Sole 60-100% 24-96 hours
Plaice 85% 24-96 hours
Dab 56-67% 24-96 hours

Pelagic trawl Herring 60-97% 1-12 days

Purse-seine Mackerel 10% (slipped fish) 48 hours
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Table 4.5.2 Estimated quantities of haddock and whiting discarded in the North Sea, 1971-
1990 (Anon., 1992a).

Haddock Whiting
Year

Number (millions) Weight ('000 tonnes) Number (millions) Weight ('000 tonnes)

1971 1,282 177 458 63

1972 760 128 398 67

1973 660 115 659 110

1974 1,091 167 477 85

1975 1,862 260 699 135

1976 788 154 641 136

1977 226 44 547 163

1978 418 77 240 35

1979 286 42 640 77

1980 541 95 466 76

1981 298 60 210 35

1982 181 41 168 26

1983 389 66 360 48

1984 412 75 317 39

1985 458 86 226 28

1986 308 52 572 78

1987 334 59 408 53

1988 362 62 227 28

1989 111 26 275 35

1990 192 33 524 54 •
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Table 4.5.3 Estirnates of the percentage by weight of fish and other material discarded in sorne of
the main fisheries in 1987-1989.

Cornrnercial Non-cornrnercial
Total

species species

Area Gear

Percentage of fish captured
that are discarded______________Additional percentage

of other materia(l

Western and Northwestern Trawl
North Sea Seine

Eastem North Sea

Soutbern North Sea

Trawl + seine

Bearn trawl

45
49

12

18

7
6

15

38

52
55

27

56

n/a
n/a

9

58

I Quantity expressed as % of catch of fish and benthos cornbined; includes benthos and inorganic
. matter.

Table 5.2 Foodborne diseases caused by marine rnicrobial toxins (after Taylor, 1988, and Ackefors, 1990).

•

Disease

Bacteria-associated

Scornbroid fish poisoning

Algae associated

Paralytic shellfish poisoning

Neurotoxic shellfish poisoning

Diarrhetic shellfish poisoning

Seafoods irnplied

Scornbroid fish

Tuna, rnackerel jack, bluefish,
herring, etc.

Reef fishes including barracuda,
grouper, snapper, and sea basses

Bivalves, mainly musseIs, clarns,
cockles, scallops

Bivalves, mainly musseis, clarns,
cockles, scallops

Bivalves, mainly musseis, clarns
cockles, scallops

Toxin-producing rnicroorganism

Morganella morganii

Klebsiella pneumoniae and other
enteric bacteria

Dinoflagellates: Gambierdiscus
toxicus, Prorocentrum concavum, P.
me:cicana

Dinoflagellates: Gonyaulax catenella,
G. tamarensis

Dinoflagellates: Ptychodiscus brevis,
("red tide")

Dinoflagellates: Dinophysisfortii, D.
acuminata
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Tahle 5.5 Some physico-chemical properties of sewage sludge.
(Unless otherwise specified, these are weighted aver
ages of all UK sewage sludges disposed of to sea in
1987; source: MAFF, unpublished data.)

Constituents Dry Wet

Dry solids (%) 3.2

Organie matter (%) 64.2 2.0

Organie carbon (%)* 28.2 0.9

Total nitrogen (%)+ 5.6 0.2

Total phosphorus (%)+ 1.5 0.1

Mercury (ppm) 4.8 0.2

Cadmium (ppm) 13.6 0.4

Chromium (ppm) 547.4 17.3

Copper (ppm) 601.5 19.0

Nickel (ppm) 86.6 2.7

Lead (ppm) 662.0 20.9

Zine (ppm) 1,816.7 57.4

*Assuming that 44 % of organic matter is organie carbon.
+Not available for all arisings.

Tahle 6.2 Physical disturbance of the North Sea seabed by various anthropogenie
activities. The data refer to 1986, except for fishing where the area equals the
area swept by major ground-disturbing parts in 1989 (from Table 4.2.3). IOE:
Institute of Offshore Engineering, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh. Mod-
ified from Anon. (1992g).

Source Area No.lamount Reference/Source •Fishing 346,811 km2/yr

Aggregate 180 km2/yr 30 x Hf t IOE ealculation

Dredging disposal 72 km2/yr 72x lift Calculated from OSCOM 13

Waste disposal 5.5 km2/yr 5.5 x Hf t Calculated from OSCOM 13

Sludge disposal 5.5 km2/yr 5.5 x l()6t Calculated from OSCOM 13

Platforms 313 km2 399 IOE ealculation

Wellheads 300 km2 382 IOE ealculation

Pipelines 8,374 km2 8,374 km IOE calculation

Cables 7,322 km2 7,322 km IOE ealculation

Wrecks 284 km2 7,100 IOE estimate

Cuttings 0.5 km2/yr 593,741 t IOE calculation
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Table 6.3.1 Assessment of risk of loeal extinetions through various natural and anthropogenie faetors (I low;
4 = high). Basoo on literature review (Rees and Dare, Working Doeument 7).

Species
Buri~1 , Plankton bloornsl Trawlldrooge ~ 11' Otherh Temperature PredatlOn h" ff, 0 uhon ( I fi h'was -out eutrop leahon e ects exe. IS mg)

POLYCHAETA
Peetinaria koreni 4 2 3 2 3 1 1
Sabellaria spinulosa 1 1 2 1 4 2 1

CRUSTACEA'
Cancer pagurus 2 2 2 2 2

l\IOLLUSCA
Abra alba 4 2 3 3 2 1 1
Artica islandica 1 1 1 1 3 2 1
Pecten maximus 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

ECHINODERMATA
Asterias rubens 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
Echinocardium 3 2 1 4 3 2 1
cordatum 2 1 1 3 2 2 2
Echinus esculelltus

Table 6.3.2 Estimates of the proportion of the annual produetion of the main exploitoo fish
species in the North Sea whieh is harvested by fisheries (Y/P), eaten by
'MSVPA' predators (eod, whiting, saithe, maekerel, and haddoek) (Pr/P) and
removed by other sourees of death (MI/P), as well as produetion biomass ratios
(P/B) and total annual produetion. Mean values for the years 1985 to 1989 from
MSVPA (Anon., 1991e).

Y/P Pr/P MlIP P/B
Annual production

(t x 1()l)

• Cod 0.74 0.03 0.23 1.24 238

Whiting 0.39 0.20 0.40 1.11 392

Saithe 0.67 0 0.33 0.63 271

Maekerel 0.59 0 0.40 0.46 35

Haddock 0.37 0.24 0.39 1.51 578

Herring 0.54 0.14 0.33 0.68 1,229

Sprat 0.16 0.34 0.50 1.22 331

Norway pout 0.11 0.52 0.37 2.05 1,411

Sandeei 0.27 0.28 0.44 1.09 2,776

Plaice 0.77 0 0.23 0.44 218

Sole 0.82 0 0.17 0.57 25

Total 7,504

Y catch.
P production.
Pr quantity eaten by 'MSVPA' predators.
MI quantity killed by other sources of mortality including other predators.
B average biomass during the year.
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Table 6.3.3 Seabird recoveries (%) according to finding circum-
stances in Britain and Ireland, 1967-1978 (from Mead
and O'Connor, 1980).

Species Oiled Net Total found

Fulmar 3 6 163

Manx shearwater 3 2 580

Shag 5 10 2,884

Gannet 10 6 381

Eider 17 4 969

Kittiwake 5 3 333

Guillemot 30 9 311

Razorbill 32 13 315

Black guillemot 13 0 24

Puffin 13 2 299
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Table 6.4.1 Estimated quantity of fish discarded from whitefish and Nephrops
boats in the North Sea in 1982 (lCES) together with the numhers of
gulls that could be sustained throughout the year by this food
(Furness er al., 1988).

ICES fishing
area

Tonnes of whitefish discarded
------------ Number of gulls supported

Whitefish boats Nephrops boats

IVa

IVb

IVe

41,000 3,000

30,000 8,800

5,300 10

310,000

277,000

38,000

Total 76,000 11,800 625,000

Table 6.4.2 Estimated tonnes of offal discarded in the North Sea in 1989, by NSTF
areas and total numbers of fulmars that could potentially be supported
throughout the year. These are eompiled from figures presented in Section
3. I. 6.5% of the flatfish (beam trawl fleet) eatch (Furness er al., 1988) and
12.5% of the eateh by otter trawls, pair trawls and Danish seines/ringnets is
assumed to be offal.

•

NSTF area

1
2a
2b
3a
3b
4
5
6
7a
7b

Total

Beam

°°165
2

605
2,938

644
128

1,300
3,424

9,206

Otter trawl etc.

14,658
10,537
6,624
5,777
2,774
2,839
2,655
5,270
6,086
2,732

59,952

Total

14,658
10,537
6,789
5,779
3,379
5,777
3,299
5,398
7,385
6,157

69,158

Total fulmars

227,205
163,322
105,225
89,569
52,382
89,539
51,139
83,667

114,474
95,426

1,071,948
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Table 7.2.2.2 Percentage change in long-term equilibrium biomass,
spawning stock biomass (SSB) and catch predicted by
the MSFOR following a 30% reduction of the fishing
mortality generated by the North Sea roundfish fish-
ery. Recruitment kept constant at average 1974-1988
level.

Species Total Biomass SSB Catch

Cod 21 61 -8

Whiting 2 3 -11

Saithe 13 34 3

Mackerel 0 0 0

Haddock -8 4 -24

Herring -5 -6 -7

Sprat 0 0 0

Norway pout -8 -12 -21

Sandeei 0 0 0

Plaice 0 0 0

Sole 0 0 0

Total -1 0 -7
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Table 7.2.2.3 Distribution of percentage long-tenn changes in spawning stock biomass subject to changes in levels of
recruitment of +/- 50%. Status quo compared to 30% reduction in the fishing mortality generated by
the North Sea roundfish fleet. Results from 512 comparisons.

Species
% Change

Cod Whiting Saithe Mackerel Haddock Herring Sprat N. Pout Sandeei Plaice Sole

80 - 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
70 - 80 24.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 - 70 33.8 o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 - 60 36.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 - 50 6.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 - 40 0 0 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 - 30 0 0 0 0 16.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10- 20 0 0 0 0 27.5 0 0 0 0 0 0

.01 - 10 0 100.0 0 0 13.7 0 21.5 0 30.1 0 0
-.01 - .01 0 0 0 100.0 0 0 1.6 0 1.0 100.0 100.0
-10 - -.01 0 0 0 0 17.4 94.1 77.0 48.8 68.9 0 0
-20 - -10 0 0 0 0 3.9 5.9 0 51.2 0 0 0
-30 - -20 0 0 0 0 19.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 e-40 - -50 0 0 0 0 1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0
-50 - -60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-60 - -70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-70 - -80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-80 - -90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sum 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table 7.2.2.4 Percentage change in long-term equilibrium biomass, spawning
stock biomass (SSB) and catch predicted by the MSFOR follow-
ing a 10% reduction in the level of fishing mortality in the North
Sea. Recruitment kept constant at average 1974-1988 J.eveI.

Species Total Biomass SSB Catch

Cod 7 20 -3

Whiting 3 4 -5

Saithe 9 24 2

Mackerel 7 16 -1

Haddock -5 -2 -13
Herring 5 7 -2

Sprat 3 5 -6

Norway pout -3 -5 -17

Sandeel 4 7 -4

Plaice 6 10 4

Sole 9 13 2

Total 2 5 -1
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Table 7.2.3.1 Numbers of breeding seabirds in Shetland, 1985-1987. Counts
are of pairs except where otherwise indicated (derived from
Lloyd et al., 1991).

Shag .

Fulmar .

Slack guillemot .

Puffin .

Manx shearwater .

Storm petrel .

Leach's petrel .

Gannet .

Cormorant .

236,000

present

present

present

17,000

400

6,500

1,900

5,600

600

2,500

500

5,000

3,000

50,000

4

1,000

31,800

163,000

14,000

12,000 •182,000

................................................................

................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

....................................................................

.. '" ..

......................................................................

Arctic skua

Great skua

Common tern

Arctic tern

Guillemot

Razorbill

Slack-headed gull .

Common gull .

Lesser black-backed gull .

Herring gull .

Great black-backed gull .

Kittiwake .

Sandwich tern
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The ,dominant pattern of annuai tluctuations in the abund:ince of NorihSea zooplankton _
(from Fransz er al.; 1991).

Total international catch from the North Sea (ICES Sub-area IV). Data from Bull. Stat.
and ICES Assessment Working Group Repoits.
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Figure 3.1.2.b Total international catch by groups of species. A: Gadoids. B: Pelagic species. C:
Industrial species. D: Flatfish (from Daan er al., 1990).
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Figure 3.2.1
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Annual fishing mortality of cod, haddock and whiting caught in the North Sea roundfish fishery. Values from leES Working Group reports
(1961-1989) and from calibrated fishing effort (1914-1960).
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Figure 9.1.2a Variation in mean (+/- 1 S.E.) of three diversity
indices between three ERSEM boxes.
Osts trom International Young Flsh Surveya.
ERSEM Boxes 6. 2. and 1.
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Figure 9.1.3a Log number of fish caught per hour.

IYFS; Box 6: 1-972 to 1991. IYFS: Box 2; 1972 to 1991. IYFS: Box 1: 1972 to 1991.
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Figure 9.1.3b Annual variation in the regression coefficient
of log-number fish caught per hour at length.
Data trom International Young Fish Surveys,
ERSEM Soxes 6. 2, and 1.
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ANNEX 2

DistrihuÜOIl of fishing effori by NSTF areaS in 1989

Catch arid effort Wib from 49 fleets composed of t)'Pes
defiried by nlltion/geär combinations were made available
from the archives of the Working' Group on the Im
provement of North Sea Exploitation Patterns established
by the EC's Scientifie ami Technical Committee on Fish
eries (STCF). Dllta were made availableby all countries
except Belgium who have some problems with data
confidentiaIity. The wlb consist of catch by fleet, llrea
and quarter in 1989. The geographical disinbution of
effort has to a large extent been based on 10gbOOks.
Vessels of less than 10 GRT are not obliged to deliver
logbooks, ancl the small scale coastal and irishore fish
eries have therefore not been covered particularly weIl.

For aiI of the 49 fleets there are catch dllta arid for most
there are effort data, however, the Norwegiari fleets are
without effort Wiia as are the ErigIish, Scottish imd
French Other gears. In order to ffiake the dab compre-:
hensible the 49 fleets were cIassified into 9 main gear
types. Table A.2.1 shows the various counines gears
and how they v"ere cIassified to gear types 1-9.

All ANOVA was used to stllndardize the effort for the
various .fleets iricluded in ellch of the gear types by
fitting the catch rate by fleet, area and quarter to a
model containing a fleet factor and an llreä, quarter
interaction term (see Sect. 3.3.4). The ANOVA provides
combiried estimates of area quarter catch rates, stllndard
ized to units o( one particular fleet.. The luea quarter
catch of each fleet was divided by the corresPüoding
stllndardizeo clltch rate in order to produce stllndardized
effort values for each gear tyPe by area and quarter.

The catch by gear iype, area and quarter is given in
Table A.2.2.a-i.

Three gears; German pelagie freezers arid Scottish pair
trawls for herring and for mackereI; did not fit into the
larger categories. The catches from the three geärs are
incIuded in Table A.2.2.g where the catches from j>elag
ie trawls are presented, but the catch rates were not
incIuded iri the estimates of effort levels by area and
qUarter. As all three gears are pelagie their excIusion
will not affect estimates of area swept by gears in con
tact with the bottom. The Other gears category is a
mixture of fixed gears and uncIaSsified gears. The
catches show an irregular pattern among quarters and
areas, consistent with the heterogeneous nature of this
category of gear. The ANOVA model did not reduce the
sum of squares, lind no standardized effort levels were
estimated.
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Table A.2.3.a-h shows the output from the ANOVA for
the 8 rernaining gear types.

Detailed cOnlments' on these tables are aS foiIows:

Table A.2.3.a, Beäiii trawlers did not fisb at all in areas
1 and 2a and only intermittently in area 3a~' Overall area
4 received the most effort, with substantial effort also in
areas' 7 and 5. Effort is evenly distribllted among the
quarters. The ANOVA model shows areasonable resid
ual variation and a fair reduction in sum of squares,
indicating that the staridllrdization of the effort to units .
of Netherlands BeäID trawlers of more thari 300 HP waS

.successfuI.

Table A.2.3.b, Otter Trawlers fished in all areas in aII
quarters, but areas 1 to 3 'received most effort. Areas
Tbe ANOVA mOdel shows a reasonable residual van
ation and the surn of Squares is reduced subställtially by
the mOdel indicating that the staßdllrdizätion to Scouich
OUer trawler hours is reasonable.

Table A.2.3.e, Pair trawlers fished in all areas in all
quarters. Overall areäs. 4 and 6 was the most heavily
fished with areas 3b, 5 and 7b fished at lower levels
than the other areas. Fishing effort was weIl represented
in all quarters.. The ANOVA model shows ci reasonable
residUal variation and the sum of squares is reduced
sUbstantially, by fiUing the model with scottish pair
trawlers as the staßdllrd.

The areal distribution of the industrial effort is influ
enced by the seasOnality of the various species caught in
the fishe..y.

,. "

Table A.2.3.d, Industrial .OUer TrawlerS concentrated
their effort in areas 6 lind 7, while areaS 2a, 3 and 4
received very liUle effort. Area 3a was very lightly
fished. The effort was standardized to Danish Industnal
Otter :Trawlers larger thari 100 GRT days abserit. The
ANOVA model shows a reasonable residual variation
and a substantial feduction in sumS of squares.

Table A.2.3.e, Industriai Pair Trawlers mostiy fished in
area 6 and riot at aII 2a, 3b and 4. The effort was stan
dardiWl to Danish Industrial Pair Trawlers larger than
100 GRT days abSent. A substaßtial amount ofvariation
in CPUE remains UßllCCOunted for by the staßdardiz
ation.

Table A.2.3.f, Seiners and Ring Netters fisheo in aiI
areas in all quarters. The effort was standardil.ed to

•

•



•

•

Scottish seiner hours. Area 1 was the most heavily
fished with substantial fishing in 2b and 7a. Area 4 the
least heavily fished. The ANOVA model shows a very
low residual variation and the sum of squares is reduced
substantially by fitting the model.

Table A.2.3.g, Pelagic Trawlers fished very lightly in
1989. The effort was standardized to French high seas
fleet hours fished. Most effort was applied in the second
half of the year. OveralI area 4 was the most heavily
fished, but a relatively large amQunt of effort was also
alIocated to areas 3b and 7b. No effort was reported
from areas 5 and 6. Since the fishery is very patchily
distributed among areas and quarters, the ANOVA was
expected to perfonn poorly. However. the reduction in
sums of squares is surprisingly large and suggests a very
good fit of the model.

Table A.2.3.h, Purse Seiners fished mostly in northem
areas in 1989. Most effort was applied in the second half
of the year. The effort was standardized to Danish purse
seiners days absent. Overall area 1 was the most heavily
fished and areas 3b, 4, 5 and.7b were hardly fished or
not fished al all. The ANOVA model shows a poor
residual variation and the sum of squares is not reduced
by fitting the model, suggesting purse seine effort is
heterogeneous among fleets.

Table A.2.3.i, Gill Netters fished in all areas and quar
ters, but very little in the northem areas and most in
areas 4 and 5. Most effort was applied in the first two
quarters. The ANOVA model shows a small residual
variation and good reduction of sum of squares, indicat
ing a good fit. Danish gill netters were used as the stan
dard.
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Table A.2.1 Fleets used in analysis by gear type.

SEINES ANO RINGNETS
-~~-==--:':::..::::..':"::':':'=:'-'=':-=------+-----.--

E'=N~-G~·--A~L~L~S~E~IN~E~S~A~N~D.....:..R~IN~G~N:::.ET:..-----tHOURS FISHED
DEN DANISH SEINE IDAYS ABSENT
SCO SEINE NET HOURS FISHING

---INOÜSTFifÄL.P.AIRWWLERS----·- ----

DENIN[f.TRAWL PAIR< 100 GRT pAYS.ABSENT
D"ENiND. TRAWL PAIR> 100 GRT DAYS ABS~N:..:T _

----- .~

PELAGIC TRAWLERS' ._- ---
FRA COASTAL FLEET·PELAGIC HOURS -
FRA FREEZERS + BIG TRAWL PELAGIC HOURS

FRA HIGH SEA FLEET - PELAGIC HOURS
~ ~ ..

- ---
PURSE SEINERS . _ .,_. __ ~ '4__" __

DEN PURSE SEINE DAYS ABSENT ----------
SCO PURSE SEINE (HERRING) HOURS FISHI!-!~_.___._

SCO PURSE SEINE MACKEREL HOURS FISHING -- --
NOR PURSE SEINERS Only Catch Data Available

GILL NETS

DEN GILL-NET DAYS ABSENT

ENG GILL-NET HOURS FISHED

SCO GILL-NET DAYS FISHED

NET GILL-NET DAYS ABSENT

FRA GILL-NET Only Catch Data Used -

OTHER GEARS(inc; giU nets)
ENG ALL OTHER GEARS HOURS FISHED -

DEN GILL-NET DAYSABSENT

DEN OTHER DAYSABSENt

SCOOTHER HOURS FISHING .

NOR DUMMY FLEET Only Catch Data Available -

FRA COASTAL FLEET-VARIOUS HOURS

•

..._~ - -
FLEET OESCRIPTION EFFORT UNIT- -

---
BEAM TRAWLERS

ENG ALL BEAM TRAWLS HOURS FISHED
GER SMALL BEAMTRAWL Only Catch Data Available
FRA COASTAL FLEET-BEAM HOURS ---
NET BEAM TRAWL <300HP DAYS FROM PORT .
NET BEAM TRAWL >300HP DAYS FROM PORT

onER TRAWLERS--
ENG ALL TYPES OTTER TRAWL HOURS FISHED
GER OITER TRAWL (L.O. CUTTER) Only Catch Data Available
GER OTTER TRAWL (L.D. TRAWLER) Only Catch Data Available
GER OTTER TRAWL (S.O. CUTTER) Only Catch Data Available
DEN CON. TRAWL SIN. < 100 GRT DAYS ABSENT
DEN CON. TRAWL SIN. > 100 GRT DAYS ABSENT
SCO LIGHT TRAWL HOURS FISHING
SCO NEPHROPS TRAWL HOURS FISHING
SCOTRAWL HOURS FISHING
NOR SAITH~ TRAWLERS (OTTER) Only Catch Data Available
FRA COASTAL FLEET-BOTTOM HOURS -
FRA FREEZERS+BIG TRAWL-BOnOM HOURS
FRA HIGH SEA FLEET·BOnOM HOURS
NET OTTER TRAWLERS DAYS FROM PORT

PAIR TRAWLERS
ENG ALL PAIR TRAWLS HOURS FISHED
DEN CON. TRAWL PAIR< 100 GRT DAYSABSENT
DEN CON. TRAWL PAIR> 100 GRT DAYS ABSENT
SCO PAIR TRAWL DEMERSAL HOURS FISHING
SCO PAIR TRAWL HERRING HOURS FISHING
SCO PAIR TRAWL MACKEREL . HOURS FISHING

INOUSTRIAL OTTER TRAWLERS
DEN IND. TRAWL SIN. < 100 GRT DAYSABSENT
DEN IND. TRAWL SIN. >100 GRT DAYS ABSENT
SCO INDUSTRIAL TRAWL HOURS FISHING
NOR IND TRAWLERS (SANDEEL) Only Catch Data Available
NOR IND TRAWLERS (N. POUT) OnlLCatch Data Available



Table A.2.2 Catch by gear, NSTF area and quarter (tonnes) in 1989 estimated from STCF data base
(less Belgium).

a) Beam trawls

'Area I Ouarter
: 1 2 3 4 total
i 1 0 0 0 0 0
: 2a ! 0 0 0 0 0

2b , 9 1967 451 115 2542
~ 3a i 0 0 5 21 27

3b 3335 855 2588 2536 9315
i 4 m86 H03 12196 10809 45194

5 678 1642 2671 4921 9912
6 83 668 620 604 1975

7a 3359 7974 4676 3984 19993
7b 13980 9910 11939 16850 52679

total 34031 32m 35147 39840 141637

•
b) Oller trawls

IArea Ouarter
1 2 3 4 total

! 1 16212 73801 18755 11034 53381
I 2a 12057 15152 11999 4298 49506
.-1~09 6064 11712 4574 25659

3a 3952 4918 8436 7656 24962
3b 3826 3925 3693 5598 17042

I 4 3834 2016 1338 4358 11546
5 1979 2761 2364 4613 11717
5 4623 4906 4196 3203 16928

7a , 1707 2789 9251 3130 16877
7b I 1242 1884 5224 1833 10183

total : 537411 517951 829681 502971 2388011
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'Area Ouarter
I 1 2 3 4 total
I 1 3490 2379 3132 2205 11206

2a , 1553 3940 1637 572 7802
! 2b 745 3960 3210 1076 8991, 3a 8941 27171 30281 2358 8997;
i

3b
!

6261 7311 1302 1047 3706
4 4028 1707 1716 3397 10848

! 5 i 584 902 992 534 3012
6 ! 7538 2601 4395 1118 15652

I 7a ! 1212 2227 4111 4950 12500
! 7b 3471 8181 10711 262 2498,

QUARTER
AREA 1 2 3 4 Total

1 8500 13383 13254 35539 70676
2a 11 3158 52 11 3232
2b 43849 28254 10108 18248 100459

3a 423 0 0 163 586
3b 460 37371 2920 0 40751

4 145 8649 6122 267 15183
5 839 104749 73247 2380 181015

6 31314 131634 46561 90200 299709
7a 36804 312206 35957 9809 394776

7b 9858 237710 64014 7458 319040

Totll 132003 877114 252235 164075 1425427

. QUARTER

AREA 1 2 3 4 Total

1 734 748 1636 1972 5090

2a 0 0 0 0 0

2b 831 831 2830 2842 7334

3a 0 50 50 50 150

3b 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0

5 195 576 4733 5417 10921

6 8375 17562 74352 85204 185493

7a 963 1696 7124 7609 17394

7b 1239 1269 1574 1748 5830

L____._
L __~al 1233X__ 22734 92299 104842 232212

L1Qla J,---,_~2.1 017.....1_---'2.....19.....8~21_~24=5.!...!94..L.1 _---'1'-'-7.....61C<.J91'-~8 .....52c='-112I

d) Industrial otter trawl

e) Industrial pair trawl

c) Pair trawls

•



Table A.2.2 (cont'd)

t) Seines and ringnet

,Aru I nauter
1 2 3 4 total'

I 1 18279 7410 14m m02 52580.-
2a I 1055.

I 809 24197 926~llUI
! 2h 4416 6087 1111 H 2 17338I
I 3a I 943 2942 6934 14 7 12255

3h 5 174 1214 !1 1444
4 2 1 9 70 . 18 ll9
5 1 3 28 iA 2521 89 11
6 111 60 i1 m u 7 76
7~ 119 lOg 6 3571 29 4 1 110
7h 1 2 22 4 4öTI 1141 9178

total H228 39142 61438 2m1 155 ldl

g) Pelagic trawls

Iru

7a
7

t tal •
h) Purse seines

i) Gill net

j) Other gears
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Iru OUlrter
1 2 3 4 total

1 36285 4f9q2 71511 5em 207577
2a 1 0 1500 13707 10853 2i060
2b : 1260 1190 76231 um 2 360
1a , 0 0 6211 1 515 726
3b 0 0 1045 0 1045
4 I 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0

I
6 2028§ 9436 54808 80521 155051

~a
I 195 H mOli 6342 19564: 0 0 931 0 9Ut 7b

al I 58026 51142 168001 172307 4554751

•



Table A.2.3.a Beam trawlers. Analysis of epUE.

Standardized CPUE in units of NET BEAM TRAWL >300HP
area Iquarter 1 2 3 4

1
2a
2:l 5,85 5,65 1,84 1,15
3a 2,52 0.64
3l 3,15 1,65 1,71 1,51
4 2,07 1,33 1,55 2.04
5 0,16 0,60 2,44 3.52
6 141 517 2,34 3,83

7a 5,84 2,60 2,93 2,73
7b 3,97 2,87 2,68 3,60

•
Beam Trawlers

Total effort in units 01

Total International Elfort

NET BEAM TRAWL >300HP

(exduding Belgium)

•

area auarter 1 2 3 4 total
1
2a
2:l 2 348 246 100 695
3a 2 33 35
3l 1058 519 1513 1680 4770
4 6093 7197 7853 5308 26451
5 4327 2731 1094 1398 9550
6 59 129 265 158 611
7a 575 3069 1593 1457 6694
7b 3524 3449 4448 4686 16107

ANOVA CPUE Beam Trawlers
Cause D.F. S.Sas M.Sas F
Model 32 331,66 10,36 11,24

Residual 50 46,11 0,92
Total 82 3n,n 4,61

Beam Trawlers Fleets Included And Their Relative Efficiency

Fleet Name Fleet # Gear# Elfort Unit Relativitv
UK ALL BEAM TRAWLS 1 1 HOURS FISHED 1,00
GER SMN...L BEAM TRAWL 9 1 No Data Available ?
FRA COASTAL FLEET·BEAM 38 1 HOURS I 3,67
NET BEAM TRAWl <300HP 46 1 DAYS FROM PORT 35,52
NET BEAM TRAWl >300HP 47 1 DAYS FROM PORT 87,18
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Table A.2.3.b Otter trawlers. Analysis of epUE.

Standardiz9d CPUE i1 unrts ci Sconish OIer Trav.rter Hours
area lauarter 1 2 3 4

1 0,82 0,54 1,01 0,58
2a 0.69 0,69 084 044
2b 0,62 0,33 1,08 0,48
3a 0,37 0,29 0,62 0,29
3b 0,25 0,25 0,45 044
4 0,55 0,30 0,41 0,29
5 0,63 0,43 0,93 0;27
6 085 057 0,44 071
7a 0,45 0,41 0,82 0,78
7b 049 0,33 045 042

ater Trawlers

T0Ia1 effOl1 in unrts c:t

TOIallrtemalion3J Effort

Scottish ater Trawler Hours •area Quarter 1 2 3 4 total
1 19868 13675 18620 18996 71158

2a 17553 22055 21511 9742 70860
.2b 6971 18614 10831 9601 46016

3a 10583 16812 13629 25958 66982
3b 15571 15608 8143 12798 52120
4 6975 5593 3285 15207 31061
5 3155 6473 2543 17066 29237
6 5409 8722 9505 4527 28162
7a 3820 6823 11235 4001 25879
7b 2516 5746 11670 4335 24266

ANOVA CPUE ater Trawlers
Cause O.F. SSQs M.Sas F
Model 48 546,99 11,40 18,59

Residual 183 112,15 061
Total 231 659,14 2,85 •ater Trawlers F1eets Induded And Their Relative EffklencY
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Fleet Name Fleet' Gear# Eifert Uni RelalMty
ENG OITER TRAWl I 5 2 HOURS FlSHEO 0,02
GER OITER TRAWL (L.O. CUTIER) 6 2 No OaJa Available ?
GER OITER TRAWL (L.O. TRAWLER) 7 2 No OaJa Available ?
GER OITER TRAWL (S.O. CUTIER) 8 2 No DaJa Available ?
DEN CON. TRAWl SIN. < 100 GRT 12 2 DAYS ABSENT 0,71
DEN COO. TRAWl SIN. > 100 GRT 13 2 DAYS ABSENT 1,64
SCO LIGHT TRAWl 23 2 HOURS FlSHING 0,11
SCO NEPHROPS TRAWL 24 2 HOURS FlSHING 0,07
SCOTRAWL 29 2 HOURS FISHING 0,48
NOR SAITHE TRAWLERS (OnER) 37 2 No Dala Available ?
FRA COASTAL FlEET·SOITOM 39 2 HOURS 0.21
FRA FREEZERS..BIG TRAWl·BOITOM 42 2 HOURS 0,52
FRA HIGH SEA FLEET·80nOM 43 2 HOURS 0.69
NET OITER TRAWLERS 48 2 DAYS FROM PORT 1,00



area quarter 1 2 3 4 total,
1 10971 8227 6553 4787 30538
2a 8307 32425 5493 2560 48785
2b 2371 18726 . 12162 1868 35127
3a 2367 10513 17745 7795 38420
3b 2422 ·5489 9171 3303 20385
4 20461 13172 13270 43472 90375
5 3030 5432 3720 3928 16110

'6 32953 10727 12583 6436 62699
7a 9099 15683 15525 12456 52763
7b . 3087 38SO 9635 1873 18445

area ·ouarter 1 2 3 4
1 0,32 0,29 0,48 0,46
2a 0,19 0,12 0,30 0,26
2b 0,31 0,21 0,26 0,58
3a 0,38 0,26 0,17 0.30
3b 0,26 0,13 0,14 0,32
4 0,20 0,13 0,13 0,08
5 0,19 0,17 0,27 0,14
6 0,23 0,24 0,35 0,17
7a 0,13 0,14 0,26 0,40

·7b 0,11 0,21 0,11 0,14

ahle A.2.3.c Pair trawlers. Analysis of epVE.

Total eHort in units of sec PAIR TRAWL DEMERSAL

0,01

2,24
0,72

1,00
0,09

Relativi

,"

SCO PAIR TRAWL DEMERSAL

EHort Unit .

3 DAYS ABSENT
3 HOURS FISHED

3 DAYS FROM PORT

3 DAYS ABSENT
, 3 HOURS FISHING

Tota/lnternational Effort

3

26
11
10

49

Reet # ,Gear #

Standardized CPUE in units of

Pair Tra'Mers

Pair Tra'Mers Fleets Included And TOOr Relative Efficiency. .

ANOVA CPUE Pair Tra'Mers
Cause D.F. S.Sqs M.Sels F
Model 43 580,01 13,49 17,77

Residual 85 .64,SO 0,76
Total 128 644,51 5,04

AIR TRAWLERS

PAIR TRAWLS

PAIR> 100 GRT
PAIR< 100 GRT

Name

PAIR TRAWL DEMERSAL

.. .

T

e

•

Fleet
ENG
DEN
DEN
SCO
NET P
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Table A.2.3.d Industrial otter trawl. Analysis of CPUE.

/

Standarcfzed CPUE in units of DEN IND TRAWl> 100 GRT
area ~auar1er 1 2 3 4

1 1064 3200 2567 5854
2a 347 1807 274 11,00
2b 2657 3134 2391 17.20
3a ~21 1630
3:l 4182 6055 27:;!3
4 2659 4061 3217 2054
5 14,28 3356 3323 1603
6 1750 3079 2291 ' 1570

7a 2290 4096 3348 1765
ib 1576 3035 3145 1484

Ind. Oller Trawl

Total effort in unils of

Total International Effort

DEN IND TRAWl> 100 GRT
area ouarter 1 2 3 4 total

1 700 418 516 6lJ7 2340
2a 3 175 19 1 100
2b 1650 902 423 1061 4036
3a 14 10 24
3:l 11 617 107 735
4 5 213 190 13 422
5 45 3121 2204 149 5519
6 1789 4275 2032 5745 13841
7a 1607 7622 1074 556 10859
ib 625 7833 2035 502 10996

moVA CPUE Ind. Gner Trawl
Causa D.F. S.SQs M.SQs F
Model 38 4157 109 507

Residual 23 497 0.22
Total 61 4654 076 •Ind. Gner Trawl Fleets Included Arrd Their Relative Efliciency
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F1eetName Fleet. Gear. Eflort Unit Relativity
DEN IND. TRAWl. < 100 GRT 18 4 DAYS ABSENT I 3,02
DEN IND. TRAWl> 100 GRT 19 4 DAYS ABSENTI 5,68
SCO INDUSTRIAL TRAWL 22 4 HOURS FISHING 1,00
NOR IND TRAWl (SANDEEU 34 4 No Data Available ?
NOR IND TRAWl (N. poun 35 4 No Data Available ?



Table A.2.3.e Industrial pair trawlers. Analysis of CPUE.

Standardized CPUE in units 01 DEN IND PAIR> 100 GRT
araa lauar1er 1 2 3 4

1 3058 1400 24.67 24.00
2a
2:l 22.86 40.80 12.00
3a 1907
:I>
4
5 7,25 26,03 28.07 18.85
6 2150 17,52 2827 23,23
7a 2918 24.04 36.94 1813
7b 22,53 28.60 27.08 1088

Ind.Pair Trawlers

Total eMort in units 01

Total International EMort

DEN IND PAIR> 100 GRT
araa auarter 1 2 3 4 total

1 24 1 36 14 75
2a
2:l 36 49 1 86
3a 3 3
:I>
4
5 27 15 148 36 226
6 389 524 2())) 467 3390

7a 33 31 147 27 237
7b 55 1 11 16 83

ANOVA CPUE Ind.Pair Trawlers
Cause D.F. S.Sas MSas F
Model 24 8,88 0,37 1,79

Residual 12 248 0,21
Total 36 11,36 0,32

Ind.Pair Trawlers Fleets Included Md Their Relative Efficiency

Fleet Name Fleet. Gear' Eifert Uni1 Relativitv
DEN INO. PAIR< 100 GRT I 161 410AYS ABSENT I I 052
DEN IND. PAIR> 100 GRT I 17\ 4!OAYS ABSENTI I 1,00
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Table A.2.3.f Seines and ringnets. Analysis of epVE.

Slandardized CPUE in units of SCO SEINE NET
area IQUar1er 1 2 3 4

1 040 0,24 025 028
2a 030 017 617 019
2b 0,97 023 016 0,27
3a 015 028 039 019
:b 017 032 017 021
4 021 045 050 0,24
5 019 043 033 020
6 023 028 031 031
7a 0,25 0,24 013 0,29
7b 023 0,26 029 030

Seines and Ringnets

Total effort in units of

Total International Elfort

SCO SEINE NET
area Quarter 1 2 3 4 total

1 46085 31073 58262 44202 179622
2a 3521 4773 3922 4817 17033
2b 4570 25955 19900 13686 64191
3a 6475 10564 17600 7719 42358
:b 209 S40 7200 101 8059
4 151 443 140 74 800
5 1012 6684 8057 4193 19948
6 4516 21758 . 3210 4813 34297
7a 76\:f) 45576 27534 10157 90872
7b 5626 8682 13639 5197 33144

ANOVA CPUE Seines and Rin<;nets
Causa D,F. S.SQs M.SQs F
Model 41 18700 456 1649

ResKlual 41 1134 028
Total 82 19834 242 •

Seines and Ringnets Fleets Included Md Their Relative Efficiency
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F\eetNarne Fleet. Gear. Eifert Unit Relativitv
UK ALL SEINES AND RING NET 4 5 HOURS FISHED 0,12
DEN DANISH SEINE 14 5 DAYSABSENTI 378
SCO SEINE NET 28 5 HOURS FISHING 100



Table A.2.3.g Pelagic trawlers. Analysis of ePDE.

,S_taI±M~~!1~.d_C_P]_E_i!LJl~Ili,-,-,ts,,-o~f__--,F~re=nch HSF. Pt~lli Trawlers hOJl"-'.r",-s_~

: area quarter 1, . r 3' 4:

11 42400 I

: 1 i 55.275001 84.36000!
i 2a 1-_19..,J 44 00 1 14. HQQQj
. 2b ._......-1.--61.58090."-1------1

~~ 4 242001 154.
14400

1 l~~'m~~:
l !

4 I 2.252001 I 1.16300 8.620001I I
! ,

i 1
,

I 5 i iI
I 6 i I I I

I 7a : I I 67.26100 21.mooiI

I 7b i I I 20.001001

Pelagic Trawlers Total International Effort

total4area quarter',
1 I 0 0 16. 6078 1 12. 6126

1
29.22041

! i
!

2a i 0 0 15.8591 1.1239 16. 983 1i I j, 2b 0 0 5.1198 01 5.1198I
,

I 3a
i

0 1.49861 3.7463 01 5.2449
3b ! 21.6893 0 10.9895 37.98951 10.6683

i 4 I 31.0832 0 15.8816 86.4268 133.3916I I
I

II 5 0 0 0 0 0
j 6 0 0 0 0 0
! 7a I 0 0 0.6244 20.12551 21.3499
i __7b_~ 0 0 0 77.09631 77.09631

Total effort in units French HSF. Pelagic Trawlers honrs

ANOVA CPUE'_...1P~e~la::1:g1~·c--,T~ra~w~le;.'-r",-s ....,.- ~I
~1!.se D.F. S.SqS lUgs F i

: _!o~.~1 17.001 40.131 2.3§1 .__~20.:.;.1~21

ResidlJal LOO: 0.12, 0.121
; Total 18.00i 40.25! 2.241

Pelagic Trawlers Fleets Included And Their Relative Efficiency

---_ .._-_ .._-_...._--
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Table A.2.3.h Purse seines. Analysis of CPUE.

5 I t-- 62.03900:
I i

6 I 17. 23100 54.515001 44.796001
7a ! I 97.496001 23.99900 84. 84200 I 57.73300 I
7b , I I 57.733001 I

,Standardized CPU~E~i=-n ~un~it,~s~o~f ~~Da~nl~'s=-h ~PurseSei~er Days Abs~n~t~ ~

: area quarter 11 21 31 4!
! 1 i 57. 733QQ: 25.1QQQQL 6.46300L 5!J1200 I

2a -----l ~-::-::-::=-+-----...,.-'5'77•733 00I 12 .13900i 33 .58100 I
i 2b 21.334001 112.506'QQI50.453QO! 99.09,69-~
!3a~ ---1 I 67.486001 73.723001

Parse Seines Total International Effort

Total effort in units Danish PurseSeiner Days Absent

1 628.50211 1792.54191 11064.80271 1002.88041 14488.72711
2a 01 25.9819 1129.1681 323.1868\ 1478.3367
2b 59.0617 10.5772 151.0911 194.80621 415.53611
3a 0 0 92.034i 6.9856i 99.0196
3b 0 0 13.17341 001' 13.1734
4 0 0 01 0
5 0 0 0/ 01 0
6 326.98571 547.6308 1005.37741 1797.50441 3677.49831

7a 2.00011 1.00011 153.26061 109.85141 266.1122
__7b_ 0 ol- 1.6109 .i-! -"-0....1 ---=1..:....:.6:..=.;10:.;..091

i AN OVA CPUE Purse Seinesreause D. F. S. sqs~=_~-_--,-)'!::.=S-qL:-s-=--=--=-I-=--=--=--=-F==--:-:~,
l_MO~~1 2L9QL__32 .. 17I _--=1.511 O"-'-.._H!
~sidUi!l : 9.001 22.42i 2.491
; Total 30.00i 54.59; l.82!

Purse Seines Fleets Inc1uded,Effort Units And Their Relative Efficiency

:Fleet Yame "neetT-Geärr-EffOrt Unit----------RetatiVitVi
:DE~ PURSE SEINE 2li 71 DAYS ABSENT 2.0 2.QiJ
:~CLPURS~JEINE (HEBlmGI 271 7!HOURS F!ß.!I.~G: 0.39731
;SCO PURSE SEIYE !'lACKEREL I 32! 7l HOURS FISHINGI 1.0000j
:N91LP~~~.JEI,N~RS L L ,36L .ill..Q_ Qat~ A~.ai! ab!e , .__ . ?I
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Table A.2.3.i Gill net. Analysis of epVE.

Standardized CPUE in units of Danish Gill ~et Days Absent
area quarter 1.0000 2.COOO 3.00CO 4.0000

I O.CO 2.29 0.50 O.CO
2a 1.75 1.90 1.67 0.00
2b 2. 75 0.56 1.34 2.13
3a 0.80 0.93 1.26 0.80
3b 1.29 0.97 1.98 1.17
4 1.86 0.93 2.45 1.64

1.63 0.99 1.05 0.85
6 1.32 1.25 1.26 0.96

7a 1. 43 0.81 1.08 0.99
7b 4.27 1.00 1.8 I 1.17

Gill ~et Total International Effort

• Total effort in units Danish Gill Set Days Absent
area quarter 1 2 total

1 0 7 12 0 19
2a 4 134 6 0 144
2b 4 97 52 5 158
3a 139: 40 61 156 396
3b 207' 354, 129 250 941
4 1254' 1557 167' 311 3289
5 696 1809' 750 735; 3990
6 198 409 269 121 997

7a 841 1081 969 252 3143
7b 278 1048' 492 133 1952

ASOVA CPilE Gill Ket
Cause D.F. S.Sqs M.Sqs ,F
Model 38 302.08 7.95 22.26'
Residual 18 6.4r 0.36,
Total 56 308.51 5.51

Gi II Xet Fleets inc1uded,Their effort Units and their Relative Efficiency

Fleet Name Gear #
Denmark gill net
England gi11 net
Scot1and Gi11 net
Ketherlands gi11 net

Effert Unit
Days
Heurs
Days

'Days ?

,Re1ativity
1.0000 :
0.0016:
0.2114:
0.6361'
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ANNEX 3

ACFM ADVICE

TUE fORM Of ACE\I ADVICE

1.1 The ObjectiH~ and Tasks of ACF7\1

The terms of reference (or ACFM are established by the Commissions and ICES memher eovernments which seek
its advice. \Vhile the precise quest ions asked vary with the managers' requirements, the tasks of ACFM can he
summarized as folIows: For all the major fish, shellfish and in some cases, marine mammal resources in the ICES
area:

a) To assess the historic development in terms of size and structure of the stocks.

b) To advise on the expected impact of various management measures, and where appropriate to make rec-
ommendations on management action required.

Setting ohjectives of fisheries management is within the province of the managers. The role of ACF~t is to provide •
the biological inf,mnation and advice necessary for managers to achieve the objectives they choose. In some cases,
however, ACFM may he in a position to comment on the implications of setting certain ohjectives and on the
feasihility of achieving them. Some objeetives, such as achieving stahility of catehes and ma.,<imising long term
yield, or achieving stahility of both effort and yield, for example, may be mutually incompatlhk In appropriate
eases, therefore, ACFM may point out the biologieal constraints that need to be taken into aCi:uunt by managers
in setting management objectives.

While understanding that it is not the role of ACFM to set objectives for fishery managers, ACF~t ne\'ertheless
has a set of objectives of its own to enahle it to formulate its advice aceording to consistent I.:ril.:ria. Die ubjective
of ACFM is thus:

TO PROVIDE THE ADVICE NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN VIABLE FISHERIES WITHIN SUSTAINABLE
ECOSYSTEMSt.

1.2 Stock Ass~sments and Forecasts

1.2.1 Sources of information

To assess the state of stocks and to make foreeasts, ICES is dependent on the provision of reliable data both from
the fisheries and from research establishments. To carry out its work, ICES has established a number of working
groups and the advice given by ACH,! represents a distillation of the assessments provided hy these groups.

1.2.2 The aims of stock assessment

Stock a.c;sessment aims at understanding the dynamics of exploited resources and involves the estimation t,f a variety
of population parameters, in particular mortality rates due to fishing and other causes, numbers at age (including
recruitment) and spawning stock biomass.

Stock assessments in wh ich these parameters can be estimated are described as .. analytical assessments".

While analytical assessments are attempted on many stocks, this is not always possible for a number of reasons.
In some stocks the reliability of the catch data is inadequate. In others further research is needed on the biology

tAn ecosystem is defined as sustainable if management actions do not result in irretrievable loss of any
component of the system.
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01' the. species concerned bdore reliable assessments can be made. In many of these cases, howcver, it may he
possihle 10 make general statements about the state of exploitation of the stock. In more extreme cases, the only
information availahle mal' be the reported annual nationallandings.

In all cases AC FM tries to give some indication of the reliahilitl' of the assessments and forecasts. Where possible
AC FM also takes uncertaintl' into account bl' providing indkations of the biologieal risk associated with partkular
management options,

ACFM cannot stress too forcibly that the reliabilitl' of its assessments and advice depends on the quality of the data
provided. In particular, the reliability of the reported national catch statistics is a matter of great concern because
the quantitative stock parameters are a direct function of the number of fish that are estimated to have been caught.

1.2.3 The state or stocks

Estimates of the present size of each stock and the level of fishing mortality on it are meaningful onll' in the
context of historical trends and assessments of the long term potential of the stock. To provide indicators of the
state of each stock in relation to its long term potential and of the level of exploitation, ACFM has established a
series of "Biological Reference Points".

1.3 Biological Rererence Points (BRP)

Biological reference points represent a set of signposts to enable scientists and managers to judge the state of
exploitation of the stocks. They are of two types: BRPs defined by values of fishing mortality rate on the l'ield
per-recruit cun'e; BRPs based on the sustainability of recruitment at different levels of fishing inortality.

1.3.1 BRPs derined b)' \'alues or rishing mortalit)' rate (F) on the Jield-per-re<:ruit cun'e

Regardless of recruitment fluctuations, the total yield that can be obtained from each year class throughout its
existence in the fishery is dependent on the fishing mortality rate and on the exploitation pattern (the pattern of
relative values of fishing mortality on each age group). Yield per recruit is also constrained by the gro\1,th and
natural mortality rates of the stock.

The fishing mortality rate provides a measure of the proportion of the stock that is killed by fishing each year. It .
is controlled directly by the amount of fishing, Le.; the fishing effort. Fishing effort is a measure derived from
the appropriate combination of the number of vessels, the time spent fishing and the size and type of gear.

Stocks that are exploited at levels of fishing mortality in excess of those giving the maximum l'ield on the yield
per-reeruit eurve, or with exploitation patterns that give lower than maximum yield-per-recruit, are said to be
subject to "growth overfishing".

i) F"'.. is the level of fishing mortality at which the maximum long term average annual catch can be taken.

ii) Fo t is an arbitrary level offishing mortality at which the slope of the yield-per-recruit cUrVe is one tenth of
its slope at the origin. FOot is always less than F........ At Fo.t the yield-per-recruit is only slightly less than at
F_. whereas the implied difference in fishing mortality rate (and hence fishing effort) is much greater. The
implieation of this is that cateh per unit effort is higher at Fo.t than at Fma. with consequent economic benefits,
but without foregoing any signifieant part of the potential yield.

The aetual shape of the yield-per-recruit curve and the values of F!Da' and Fo.t depend on the exploitation pattern,
and any changes in the latter due to mesh size changes, for example, resu1t in new values of F!Da' and Fo.1.

The level of fishing mortality and the exploitation pattern determine the proportion of recruits that survive to spawn
as weil cis the yield-per-rec.ruit.
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1.3.2 BRPs based on the sustainahility of rl'Cruitment at different le"els of fishing mortality

Year-c1ass strength, Le., the level of recruitment each year, is dependent on the environmental and ecological
conditions experienced by )'oung fish between the time they are spawned and when they become availahle to the
fishery. Since these conditions are variable, recruitment is also variable, and more so in some stocks than others.
In many stocks, reeruitment does not appear to be simply proportional to the size of the parent stock from which
it was spawned. There must, nevertheless, he a level of spawning stock below which recruitment will be affeCh~.d

as a result of low egg production. The Iikelihood that the stock will fall below this level depends on both
environmental and ecological factors that affect the survival of the young stages and on the fishing mortality rate
both on adults and on juveniles. Stocks that have been reduced below this level by fishing are said to be suffering
from "recruitment overfishing".

The BRPs given below are the levels of fishing mortality at which it is almost certain (F1"",), probable (Fm.,J and
doubtful (FhiaJ, based on historie evidence, that recruitment will in the long term he sufficient to compensate the
losses due to mortality, while the stock remains within its previous limits. They are ealculated from the historie
series of estimates of spawning stock and reeruitment and from estimates of the proportion of recruits that survive
to contribute to the spawning stock at different levels of fishing mortality. For this reason, they are likely to be
meaningful only for those stocks for which there is a reasonably long series of stock and recruitment estimates e .
covering a range of spawning stock sizes.

i) Fhigh corresponds to a level of fishing inortality at which survival is so low that recruitment. (per unit
spawning stock biomass) has in the past been insufticient to compensate the losses due to mortaliiy in ahout
nine years in ten. It is thus a level that is almost certainly not sustairiable if the stock is to be maintained .
within its previous limits.

ii) Fme4 is the level of tishing mortality at which recruitment (per unit spawning stock biomass) has been
. sufficient to compensate the lasses due to martality in half the years ühserved. This suggests that it may be
a level that can he sustained assuming that the underlying environmental and ecological factors to v.hich the
data relate do not change.

iii) F10w is the level of fishing martality at which recruitment (per unit spawning stock biomass) has been
sufficient to compensate the losses due to mortality in about nine years in ten. It is thus a level that is Iikely
to be sustainable and may facilitate a growth in stock size where stocks are at a low level.

THESE BlOLOGICAL REFERENCE POINTS ARE NOTTHE SAME AS MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES. They
simply serve as a guide to aid managers in choosing from the ~~nge of options open to them.

1.4 Stock Categories

ACFM has in the past defined aseries of stock categories based on the state of the stocks in question. These have
provided a basis for deciding the type of advice appropriate for each stock. In the light of the above, ACFM now
considers that it is appropriate to redefine these categories ..

As explained in Section 1.1.3.2 above, there is Iikely to be a level of spawning stock size below which the prob
ability of poor recruitment increases as spawning stock size decreases. Because of the 'inherent variability of
recruitment at any given spawning stock size, this level is not known for certain in many stocks. Nevertheless,
some idea of the bounds within v.hich it may )je ean be ohtained by examining the historie variation in reeruitment
at different levels of. spawning stock. For present purposes. this level. is named the "minimum biologically
acceptable level" (MBAL)..

This level may be useful in providing managers with an inJication of a lower level of spawning stock above which
the stock should, in so far as possihle, be maintained. . .
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In stocks for which there is adequate information on historie stock and recruitment, the M8AL can be ddined by
the level of spawning stock helow .... hich the data indicate that the prohahility of poor recruitment inerea~es as
spawning stock size decreases. An)' action that wa~ expected to reduce spa.... ning stock size below this level woull!
therefore, be outside safe hiological limits:' . '

It shoull! be noted that stocks helow the ~t8AL are not necessarily in danger of imminent collapse, but simply that
recruitment is expeeted to he lower than at higher levels of spawning stock size.' 8ecause of the fact that there mu~t

he a direct proportionality hetween recruitment and spawning stock at low levels of spawning stock, however, any
further decrease in spa.... ning stock size may result in an accelerating progression towards collapse.. .

In stocks for which information is limited, it is safest to assume that the M8AL is equal to the lo.... est level of
spawning stock so far recorded. Even though there may be no evidence that recruitment is depressed at this level
of spawning stock, it must he presumed that the M8AL of spawning stock defined above may Iie at any level below
that so far ohserved. Stocks helow this level are in "unknown territory", and, therefore, any action resulting in
such a condition would be outside safe biological limits, even though the level of spawning stock biomass at .... hich
the prohability of poor recruitment increases as spawning stock decreases is not known.

On the basis of the above considerations, ACF~t recognizes two categories of stocks: those that are helow the
~t8AL (or expected to he..:ome so in the near future at present levels of exploitation) and those that are not in
immediate danger of falling below this level. In addition, there are stocks for .... hich the data are inadequate to
define the appropriate category.

Stocks which are helov" the ~tBAL or exrected to hecome so in the near future at present levels (lf exploitation

In identifying stocks that are in this category, it has to be accepted that there will usually be a considerahle degree
of uncertainty. This can arise for one of three reasons:

a) Imprecision in the historie estimates of stock size and recruitment due to imprecise data.

h) Variability in recruitment due to natural causes can ohscure an)' relatioriship hetween recruitment and parent
stock; thus, low stock size, .... hich is itself often the result of poor recruitment, can be caused by environmental
and ecological factors as weil as hy overfishing.

e) The time series of stock and recruitment data may not be long enough to determine the likely range of variation
in the size of future year c1asses at different levels of spawning stock size.

In stocks in this category, ACFM will in so far as possible give advice on what measures are needed to rectify the
situation. The severity of this advice and the extent to which management options are possible, will normally
depend on the degree of depletion of the stock and on what information is available on the historie series of stock
and recruitment.

Stocks that are not in imminent danger of falling helow the M8AL
" .

This category includes stocks that are currently being exploited over a wide range of fishing mortalities, either
above or below the biological reference pointS on the yield-per-recruit curve, but wh ich are not thought to be in
imminent danger of falling below the MBAL. In these stocks, ACFM normally provides a range of options together
with impact statements for each option. Where possible, ACFM also provides an indication of the risks of fishing

,at different levels of fishing mortality in terms of the probability of certain events, e.g., a decrease in stock helow
a eertain level. In addition, in stocks that have historically been at higher levels, ACFM may indicate measures
that are expected to allow further recovery with the objective of creating a buffer st<?ck as a hedge against future
reeruitment fluctuations.

Where fishing mortality is above Fmu and F01 , the question of whether it should be reduced may be primarily an
economic one. ACFM y.'iII, if asked orwhere appropriate, giv~.indications on how lünger-term benefits can be
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obtained in these cases, e.g., by effort r~ductions. However, tishing mortalities eventually expected to reduce the
spawning stock below or dose to the MBAL will not normally be included :is management options.

Where the fishing mortality rate is b~low or dose to F"""X or Fo.1 and the stock is ahove the level at ""hich
recruitment is Iikely to be affected, managers may have a wide range of options to consider. In these cases, ACFM
'...·ould simply point out that nothing is to he gained in terms of yield-per-recruit by allowing fishing mortality to

. incr~ase above the F..... or F01 levels.

ACFM also considers that growth overfishing represents a sub-optimal use of resources, hut accepts that this is
partly an economic judgement outside its present area of competence. Similarly, ACFM considers that it has a
responsihility to indicate measu'res that prevent a waste of resources (e.g., through discarding) or that minimize
any harmful side effects of fishing. .

Stocks whose state of exploitation cannot be precisely assessed

This category contains two different types of stock:

a) Those for which no information exists other than annual l~ndings.

b) Those for which the state of exploitation is known at least in qualitative terms, hut where no stock size or e
recruitment estimates are available to make forecasts.

In the first of these sub-categories ACFM provides information on the recent trends in landings and, ""here
requested, advises on appropriate catch levels designed to prevent an increase in fishing mortality rate. The purpose
of catch limits in these stocks may be purely a management one to remove opportunities to misreport catches made
in other areas. In general, a consistent baseline period will he used in order to prevent a drift to higher levels of
exploitation. As a result, no annual update will he made for these stocks, unless additional information becomes
availahle.

In the second sub~category, ACF~t may he ahle to advise on the Iikely losses and gains that wiIl result from
changes in fishing effort and/or exploitation pattern. In cases where recruitment indices are available, it mayaIso
be ahle to provide catch options corresponding to status qua fishing mortality hased on simplified forecasting
methods.

1.5 The ~Iultispecies Dimension

In providing advice to managers, ACFM wherever possible considers the interactions between the fisheries, and ..
hetween the stocks of fish, shellfish and other marine organisms. There are two ways in which interactions can ..
take place: technical interaciions and ecological interactions. .

1.5.1 Technical interactions

The majority of fisheries take a mixture of stocks of different species Iiving on the same grounds. Fishing targeted
at one stock thus has an impact on other stocks in the same area. These technical interactions present a particular
problem in unaimed fisheries, Le., those exploiting a mixture. of stocks. Where possible ACFM takes these
interactions into account v,'hen pointing out the constraints to managers. Progress in this developing process is
expected to be enhanced by the setting up of area-based, as distinct from stock-based assessment working groups.
The provision to ICES of new area-based information is also Iikely to improve the possibilities of giving integrated
advice. .

1.5.2 . Ecological interactions .

Fish and shellfish stocks are interacting components ofinherently complex ecosystems. While considerable progress
has been made iri recent years in collecting information on the nature of the interactions between fish stocks
(competition and predation), and üther components of the ecosystem, the state of understariding is as yet inadequate
für operational use. \Vherever reasonahly certain conclusions can be drawn, however. ACFM takes ecological
interactions into account in its advice.
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ANNEX 4

TUE APPLICATION OF AC~IP ADVICE IN A ~IANAGEl\IENT CONTEXT

In accordance with the intention expressed by ACMP in its 1988 report, this article concludes the current
phase of ACMP discussions on managerial issues.

Summary

It is the opinion of ACMP that a consensus view on 30 conceptual framework for environmental prote~tion

is necessary for. its own work, amI should also be of value to the recipients of ACMP advice. The anicle
which follows gives a detailed explanation of the key elements of this framework. It follows that the ACMP
would strongly encourage open dialogue on this topic with a view to stimulating the gradual introduction of
control strategies, applicable to 3011 anthropogenie int1uences on the marine environment, that would facilitate
the application of its advice within the management context intended; that is, management of the marine
environment in a manner which will afford protection to the environment as 30 whole.

It is most improbable that strategies for assessing and controlling human impact on the environment will be
effective if they permit the development of an unrestricted array 01' new practices, products, and waste
materials. There are 301 ready indications that statutory regulatory mechanisms are as vulnerable to
"overloading" as the environment itself. Furthermore, it is obvious that environmental quality which will
allow sustained development can not be achieved through case-by-case assessments alone, or through contral
strategies that are subject to constant change. The need for re-appraisal of existing strategies, and agreement
on the future role of science in the environmental protection process, is urgent.

Für the ahove reasons, the Ac~ip has outlined a management framework within which justitication of a.
rractice becomes the rrimarl' requirement and which clearly identifies the contribution 01' science to
subsequent elements of thc framework. .

A justified practice will be one for which thc combined benetits to the whole of society are considered to
outweigh the combined deficits or detriment, environmental effects being onll' part of the latter. The second
element of thc framework would place scientifically derived limits on the environmental changes that are
permitted to occur; in the case of contaminants emitted by a practice, these limits would constitute upper
bounds to increased levels of exposure for Man and critical components of the environment.The third
element of the framework, in certain respects the most critical, demands actions that will minimize
environmental changes resulting 1'rom the practice as far below the limits as practical, taking into account
technological capahilities as weil as economic, social, and political considerations. This is the on-going
process of optimization of hum:m activities to ensure their compatibility with sustained use of the
environment as advocated bl' the World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) and others.

Taken together, the elements of the framework comprise an integrated approach to environmental
management that provides for equate control of a practice throughout its lifespan. An inherent feature of the
framework is that it allows the application 01' a variety of regulatory taols, such as, for example, emission
controls an use-related environmental quality objectives, provided they are developed and applied in
accordance with the basic principles of the framework.

A simplistic representation of the strategy underlying the framework is shown in Figure 9. It indicates that
the "acceptability" of a practice will depen<.! not only on its yielding a "net benefit" but also on the
possibilities for optimization of the practice. The practical application of the framework is illustrated in
Figure 10. This shows the interrelationships betv,:een the elements of the framework as weIl as the relevant
consi<.!erations of the associated control process.
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Finally, in pr~senting thes~ proposals, the ACMP wish~s hl stress its heli~f that, in parall~l with sdentitic
activities aimed at improved unJerstanding of existing environmental prohlems, there must b~ gr~ater efforts
to d~\'elop new and improved environmental management syst~ms that will reduce the potential tor future
problems. This article is ACMPs contribution to this process.
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Figure 9 Simplistic Representation of the Environmental Protection Strategy Advocated
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